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Soong Eui Concert Hall

FOaNDER’S GREETING

Korea's artistic achievements spanning

more than two millenia give testimony

to one of the world's most highly de-

veloped, refined, continuous cultural

histories and evidences the high value

which Koreans traditionally have placed

on cultural development. During the

past decade of Korea's rapid progress,

there has been increasing attention

paid by both the public and private

sectors to the growth of this nation's

cultural development in continuation

of this ancient tradition of providing a

place of prominence for the fine arts

in society; Soong Eui Concert Hall is one of the finest examples of this tradi-

tion in modern day Korea.

Completed in mid 1979, Soong Eui Concert Hall is Korea’s only major facility

for the performing arts which has been planned and financed entirely by Korean

patrons of the arts who have generously lent their names and means to the

creation of this superb facility. The Hall is to be operated by a privately funded

foundation working in close cooperation with the Korean National Academy
of Arts and Sciences and the Korean Culture and Arts Foundation.

With a seating capacity of 2,000 people, the Hall has well integrated acoustic,

architectural and interior design facilities with totally modern lighting and

sound systems and the newest, most advanced audio and recording equip-

ment. The Hall is thus capable of accommodating properly full 100 member
orchestras, major choral and theatrical groups as well as solo, chamber

orchestra and traditional Korean musical and theatrical performances. In

consideration of the comfort and convenience of visiting performers, there

are ample, spacious dressing rooms as well as separate rehearsal room fa-

cilities.

With its excellent location just within wooded Namsan Park overlooking

downtown Seoul, the Soong Eui Concert Hall is virtually ideal in all respects

to serve the Korean cultural community and promises to play an increasingly

important role in the development and expansion of the performing arts in

Korea.

Tong sun Park, Founder

Soong Eui Concert Hall
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Soong Eui Concert Hall

The Soong Eui Concert Hall

was conceived and brought

into being for the purpose

of promoting and enhancing

the universal understanding

and enjoyment of fine music

through regularly scheduled

local performances and pe-

riodic international cultural

exchanges. The new hall

represents Korea’s latest

avenue by which the public

may participate in the joys

of live music in a comfort-

able, attractive atmosphere.

The Advisory Committee of the new Hall will closely cooperate

and coordinate all activities with the Korean Culture and Arts Foun-
dation and the Korean Academy of Arts and Sciences and already

has established channels to facilitate concert tours throughout

the country.

ACTIVITIES:

1) Sponsoring performances by domestic and foreign sympho-
ny orchestras, chamber music and choral groups, vocal

and instrumental soloists, conductors, etc.

2) Arranging debut performances for newly discovered, talented

Korean muiscians at home and abroad.

3) Staging musical presentations recommended by the Korean
Culture and Arts Foundation.

4) Hosting international music festivals.

5)

Hosting interna-

tional music con-

tests.

6) Operating a conser-

vatory for advanced
students and a sum-
camp for young
musicians.





Soong Eui Concert Hall

Lobbies and stage

FACILITIES:
The Soong Eui Concert Hall

was designed and constructed

to accommodate a wide array

of fine music presentations and
audiences in pleasing, com-
fortable surroundings. With its

central heating and air-condi-

tioning system, recording and
audio coordination facilities,

large rehearsal rooms, and the

best in modern acoustic de-

sign, the Music Hall features

a main auditorium with a seat-

ing capacity of 2,000.

...



Soong Eui Concert Hall

MEMBERS OF
ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Outside View.

ICHAIRMAN]

Byung Kyue Kang
Chairman,
Committee on Education and Public Information, National Assembly
Republic of Korea

iMEMBERSl

Sang Hyun Cho
Chairman
The Music Association of Korea

Cha Kyung Kim
President

Kim Cha Kyung Opera Company

Dong Ree Kim
Chairman
The Korean Association of Novelists

Seng Yo Kim
Member
The National Academy of Arts

Republic of Korea

Soung Tai Kim
Member
The National Academy of Arts

Republic of Kores

Young Yi Kim
Chairwoman
Board of Trustees of Ewha Haktang
Inc.

Chong Won Kwak
President

Konkuk University

Bong Rae Lee
Chairman
The Federation Artists and Cultural

Organization of Korea

Hae Rhang Lee
Member
The National Academy of Arts
Republic of Korea

Hyun Myung Oh
General Director

The National Opera Company

Ji Young Song
President

The Korean Culture and Arts
Foundation

Kyung Rin Sung
Member
The National Academy of Arts
Republic of Korea

Han Chul Yu
Member
The National Academy of Arts
Republic of Korea



Please direct all inquiries to:

Seng yo (John) Kim
General Music Director

Soong Eui Concert Hall

CPO Box 2371
8-3 Yejang-Dong, Jung-ku, Seoul, Korea

Telephone: 778- 1691 , 778-2698
Cable : MIMOOLIMG SEOCL
Telex : MIRTEX K28242

Soong Eui Concert Hall is supported privately by Soong Eui Educational Foundation.
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Nestorian Cross ( 657AD)

OUR PRAYER
Father of all people, who hast made of one

blood all peoples to dwell on the face of the

earth, who hast laid down the boundaries of

their habitation, and whose hand rules their

history.

We offer thee our thanks for the growth of

thy Church in this small place, that through

long years of suffering and trial, thy people

have endured, have grown strong and flourished.

We pray for thy blessing that those who
now bear the great weight of ruling may have

hearts open to the counsel of thy will, and be

possessed of a strong sense of justice and equaUty

for all the people.

We ask thy guidance for the unclear days

that lie before us, that we may find the right

path to the unification we all long so deeply

for, and that we not shrink from the hard and

delicate responsibility of forging a new society

able to bear the scrutiny of thy Judgment.

We plead for a double share of thy Spirit,

that we may be bold and relentless in declaring

the gospel to those many in our land whose

lips do no yet confess Jesus Christ as Lx>rd.

We pray for sensitivity as we seek to minister

in those areas where the awful pressures of

inflation, hard working conditions, poverty

and discrimination have caused such anxiety

as to render men and women incapable or

unable to comprehend the wondrous love of

God and mercy offered by Jesus Christ. May
our life as thy people be in harmony with the

word we bear, so that in all things thy name is

glorified.

Come quickly. Lord Jesus! Amen and amen.



Greeting

As we approach the centenary

of Protestant missionary work in

Korea, we are thankful for God’s

grace which has enabled a church

in Korea to spring forth from the

blood of its early martyrs. Within

a rapidly changing national and
international situation we have

discovered a warm unity in God’s

service and are grateful for the

fellowship of the world church,

the work of missionary co-workers

and the faithful witness of our

members.
As our church stands on the

threshold of a second century,

we pledge ourselves to be faithful

to our mission-proclaiming truth

and freedom in the spirit of our

Servant Lord. We seek the

unceasing prayers, concern and
mutual cooperation of our fellow

Christians throughout the world

so that we may faithfully fulfil

the tasks committed to us as

one part of the Body of Christ.

Moderator





The Growth of the Church in Korea
2

Dr. H. N. Allen came to Korea in 1884 to begin medical

work and was followed by the Rev. H.G. UnderwoodVho
commenced missionary work in 1885. Dr. Samuel A.

Moffett^opened the first theological seminary in 1901 and

by 1912, the first General Assembly^was held in Pyengyang.

The work of these early missionaries, along with the blood

of martyrs such as pastors Gi Chul Chu^ Hwa Sik Kim and
Yang Won Sohn^has led to the growth of the church in

Korea during the last century.®
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An Evangelizing Church

Church planting began with Mr. Sang Ryun Suh who
became a Christian in Manchuria and returned to Korea to

establish a church at Solnae’°inHwanghae Province in 1885.

Dr. Underwood founded the Saemunan Church in 1887!”

The Yon Dong Church was begun in 1895 and the

Noryangin Church^^ in 1906. The Taegu First Church”
opened in 1893, the Kwangju First Church’® in 1905 and
the Pusanjin Church in 1904. After liberation the Tongshin
Church was established in 1956,’® the Liberation Church in

1946, the Inchqn First Church’^ in 1946 and one of the

largest Presbyterian churches in the world, the Young Nak
Church’® in 1945. The Presbyterian Church of Korea in

1979 had a membership

of 984,192 meeting in 3,886

congregations. By the centenary

year 1984, it is hoped to have

IVi million members and 5,000

churches. A church growth

movement is gathering

momentum and aims to start

300 new churches each year.





Theological Education for Mission

Theological education began in Pyengyang at the seminary

established by Dr. Samuel A. Moffett in 1901. Seven students^®

graduated in 1907. Presently, the major seminary of the

Presbyterian Church of Korea is in SeouP°and trains pastors

following a curriculum set up by the General Assembly. Other

seminaries for the training of evangelists in urban and rural



communities are at Taegu,^^ Pusan and Kwangju. 24The Asia

Center for Theological Studies and Mission (ACTS)^^ was
begun to train church leaders from third world countries.

These institutions train not only pastors for the church in

Korea but also for mission overseas. There are now
2,214 pastors and 2,162 evangelists serving the church.



Higher Education for Leadership Development

To give education in an age of change, SoongsU schooF^
was opened in 1897 and a college department added in

1905. Until 1938 when the college was forced to close

because of refusal to worship at Shinto Shrines, it was an

excellent institution for the higher education of rural leaders.

Yonsei University, one of Korea’s leading private educational

institutions, began with the opening of the Yonhi school in^^

1915. Soongjun University 28 was reoganized in Seoul

in 1954 and trains leaders for the Korean church. In 1954 also,

Kyemyung University^^

was opened in Taegu
to serve the Youngnam
area and the Seoul

Women’s College in^°

1961 centering on
women’s education.

All of these institutions

are providing a high

quality of education

for leaders in Korea’s

modernization process.





Medical Mission for the Care of the Suffering

In September 1884, the first missionary to Korea Dr.

H.N. Allen was appointed a palace physician and founded

a hospital with royal patronage, the “House of Widespread

Relief’^Hn 1885.Dr.O.R. Avison developed this into the

Severance HospitaP^ in 1904 providing modern medical

services. In 1899 the Tongsan hospital was begun in Taegu

for the treatment of endemic diseases in the Youngnamse

area. The Jesus Hospital in Jeonju^s was begun for the

treatment of women in 1897. In 1906 the

Kwangju Christian

HospitaP^ began and the

II Sin Women’s Hospital

in 1952. Through the

Christian medical

institutions, of which
there are now ten, the

church is making a

major contribution to

the people’s health care.





The Church’s Service to the World

Education — Training 37 38 39

Programs, Consultations
, Seminars

Publication of Materials for Sunday School and Church Officebearers

Training of Volunteers and Workers in Rural and Industrial Areas

Training in Organization and Development

Training workers for Social Development

Continuing Education for Ministers



Mission — Activity 40 41 42 43 44

Church Growth Movement - - Aim: 5,000 churches, 1 Vi million members

Rural Mission - -Sister Relationships, Credit Unions

Campus Mission - - Organization, Training, Mission

U.I.M. - - Amongst the Workers and the poor

Special Mission, - - The Blind, Youth, Hospitals, Police

Armed Services - - Chaplains

Community Development -- Organization and activity.



The Church Witnesses to the Ends of the Earth

For almost a century the Korean Church has followed

her Servant Lord who came “to preach the Gospel to the

poor, to proclaim release to the captives and recovery of

sight to the blind, to set free those who are downtrodden’

(Lk.4; 18) and who left us the command to “go and make
disciples of all the nations, baptizing them in the name of

the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit”. We pledge

ourselves anew to follow our risen Lord.

The first missionaries of the Korean church were 13

people sent to China in 1912. Today there are 28
missionaries serving in 16 countries: 45 46 4? 48

Singapore

Guam
Saudi Arabia

West Germany
Austria

* Sweden
Africa

Brazil

* Japan 6
* Taiwan 2
* Hong Kong 3
* The Philippines!
* Indonesia 3

* India 1

* Bangladesh 2
* Pakistan 2



The Presbyterian Church of Korea Strengthens its

Mission for the 80s.

For the past century, by centering our efforts on

individual salvation, our church has experienced a notable

growth and development. But today the church is being

urged to give more emphasis to other human needs. As we
move into the 80s we reconfirm our committment to God’s

mission and are encouraged by Paul’s words to the Galatian

Christians: “For freedom Christ has set us free; stand fast

therefore, and do not submit again to a yoke of slavery”.

(Gal.5:l) In obedience to this admonition we are adopting

the following strategy.

1 . As the centenary of Protestant missionary work in Korea

approaches, we are developing our resources for the continued

growth of the Church, strengthening the church structures,

building a centenary memorial building and gathering historical

material so that we may reconfirm our own identity.

2. Efforts for the renewal and reform of the church are

continuing. Reorganizing of the General Assembly structures,

strengthening theological education, reactivating lay training will

alow the church more ably to fulfil its calling.

3. Attention is being concentrated on the missionary function

of the church and this governs its reorganization. A new
policy and strategy for mission is being sought which is

directed to the marginalized in urban-industrial society, the

backward rural areas, the campuses, the armed services

and the youth of our land.

4. We are working towards completing the church’s conversion

to the needs of the world by giving more attention to the

insights of the social sciences and extending the context

of mission to social development including human rights,

contributing to the making of social policy and realizing

social justice.

5. As part of the world church we must work together for

the unity of all Christians. By participating in united

Christian work in Korea and strengthening mission outreach
to other lands we can make a significant contribution to

world peace and justice.

By working for the establishment of God’s Kingdorn of
peace and justice we can properly celebrate the centenary
of Protestant missionary work in Korea and give glory to our
Lord Jesus Christ.



Artist: Yong Giel, Kim

Relationships for Ecumenical Action

World Council of Churches
Korean National Council of Churches

Christian Broadcasting Service

Korean Bible Society

Christian Literature Society

Korean Council for Christian Education

The Family Life Committee
Korea Audio-Visual Comittee

Presbyterian Association

Overseas Churches:

The United Preabyterian Church in

the United States of America

The Presbyterian Church in the

United States

The Uniting Church in 'Australia

The United Church of Christ in

Japan

The Church of Scotland

The Presbyterian Church in Canada

The Presbyterian Church in Taiwan

The Presbyterian Church of New

Zealand

Association of Churches and

Mission in South Western Germany

The Korean Christian Church in

Japan

The Korean Presbyterian Church

in U.S.A.



Organization of the General Assembly of the

Presbyterian Church of Korea

Executive Officers and Heads of Institutions

Executive Committee;
Moderator

Vice-Moderator

Stated Clerk

Treasurer

Rev. Chi Soon Park

Rev. Hyon Bong Koh
Dr. Hyung Tae Kim
Elder Yong Chul Yoon

Presbyterian Theological Seminary

President: Dr. Jong Sung Rhee

The Christian News
Manager; Elder Chang Geun Choi

Staff

General Secretary

Department Secretaries:

Evangelism Department
Education Department
Rural Department
Society Department
Chaplaincy Department

Rev. Eui Ho Lee

Rev. Synn Suk Yang
Dr. Yong Gil Maeng
Rev. Jae Ki Kwak
Elder Bong Duck Chung
Rev. Tae Won Ohn

Office

The General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church of Korea
Tel. 763-8315,7915
Room 807 Christian Bid.

1 3646 Yonchidong Jong ro Ku
Seoul 100 Korea

Editor: Rev. Sang Giel Shin

Printed by Kyung Buk Printing Co.





WORLD EVANGELICAL FELLOWSHIP • THEOLOGICAL COMMISSION

Vol. 12, No. 1 January 1980

RESPONSIBLE STEWARDSHIP OF EVANGELICAL RESOURCES

The Proliferation of Christian Churches and agencies, increasing global travel
and multiplying consultations and conferences are causing evangelical leaders
to examine more seriously their responsibility in the stewardship of their re-

sources - personel, time, finances, plant and lifestyles-. There is a growing
awareness of the need for cooperation and unity. Christian love and unity is

Biblical so that the world may see our discipleship and believe. It is nec-
essary if we are to avoid an inexcusable waste of God-given resources, and give

countless millions of unreached people the opportunity to hear and to respond
to the Gospel.

But true unity is not cheap. It is unity in the Word of God - acknowledging
the total Lordship of Christ and acceptance of the authority and discipline
of the Scriptures in all matters of belief, worship and fellowship, ethical
conduct and mission in the world. It is a commitment to live under the Word
of God, not alongside it. Unity on any other basis is to be compared to seed
sown on rocky ground or among weeds.

Responsible stewardship calls for different levels of unity and types of

relationships. Where organic unity or merger will best serve Christ's mission
on earth, this must be consciously pursued, rejecting all temptations to image
or empire building. Where cultural or functional differences are valid, con-
tinuing autonomy and diversity of structures may be the will of God in exer-
cising responsible stewardship. In such cases a network of fraternal relation-
ships must be actively pursued. In the case of extremist groups that manifest
an unbiblical imbalance, or that of non-evangelical ecumenical or ecclesiastical
agencies, responsible dialogue is the only way forward.

Responsible stewardship demands that the path to unity be lead by the Holy
Spirit. To go faster or slower will result in an av/ful wastage of God's
resources as many unity proposals have shown. Pray that the WEE Theological
Commission's Consultations, the Congress on World Evangelisation in June,
1980 and the WEF General Assembly in March, 1980 will be lead of the Spirit
to show God's direction for the future relationship of WEF to LCWE

.

Editor

CONTENTS

Theological Commission's goals for Consultations March 1980 p.2
Theological Scholarship Fund - Church and Nationhood p.3
Theological Commission Sponsors Bishop Gitari Seminars in India p.4
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Theological Drama Group in North Thailand p.4
Second Latin American Congress on Evangelization p.5
German Students Emphasise the Ten Commandments p.5
Accreditation: African and Caribbean p.6
Netherlands: Fifteen Theses on Mission p.7
Evangelical Review of Theology - Theological Monograph Series p.8
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THEOLOGICAL COMMISSION GOALS FOR CONSULTATIONS IN MARCH 1980

The forty member Theological Commission will hold its first full consultation
March 21-24 at Mabledon Conference Centre, Kent, outside of London. The
Commission will review its work since its formation in 1975 and set goals for
the next 4 years. Specific objectives will include:

1) To restructure the international theological study units and research pro-
jects according to priority needs for theological interpretation.
2) To review current theological programmes and develop new programmes such as
an International Theological Assistance Fund, a Scholarship Fund for faculty
training, text book production, and an International Community of Accrediting
Associations

.

3) To expand the present publications of theological and educational literature
including information and reports, journals, monographs, and an international
series of textbooks on systematic theology and to assist regional publishing
programmes

.

4) To strengthen patterns of cooperation with evangelical, theological and
church agencies at the national, regional and international levels and to

support joint ventures in improving the quality of theological education.
5) To appoint new members and staff, elect a new executive and set budget goals.

Prior to this plenary meeting the Theological Commission will sponsor six con-
sultations, two of which are jointly sponsored with the Lausanne Theological and
Education group of LCt^ . These consultations will be held at High Leigh Con-
ference Centre, Hoddesdon, near London.

11-15 March, 1980, The Theology of Development in the 1980*

s

. Representatives
of Relief and Development donor agencies will meet with representatives of Third
World receiving agencies and members of the Theological Commission’s Study unit
on Ethics and Society under the leadership of Ronald Sider.

17-21 March, 1980, An International Consultation on Simple Lifestyle ,
co-

sponsored by LTEC and T.C. unit on Ethics and Society. Convenors will be Horace
Fenton and Ronald Sider. This consultation will culminate several national con-

ferences on simple life style.
17-20 March, 1980, The Teaching of Missions in Theological and Church Education

,

sponsored by the study unit on Theological Education led by Patricia Harrison.
It will explore the teaching of missions as an essential element in curriculum
building and prepare for a joint consultation with LCT^ ' in 1981.

17-20 March, 1980, Preparing Churches for Responsible Witness Under Totalitarian
Powers

,
sponsored by the study unit on Pastoral Ministry, convenors will be Bishop

David Gitari and Dr. Pablo Perez. The consultation will analyse causes of

oppression and persecution and develop a theology of responsible witness and

suggest practical guidelines for churches.

17-20 March, 1980, Reaching Muslims . The convenors of national study groups

will meet under the guidance of Bruce Nicholls and Frank Khair Ullah to prepare
for the study groups at COWE at Pattaya in June. The study group is being
jointly sponsored with LCWE.

17-20 March, 1980, International Community of Accrediting Associations
,
convenor

will be Dr. Paul Bowers, Theological Commission Liason Secretary for Accrediting
Associations. Representatives of evangelical agencies in Africa, Asia, North and

South America, Caribbean and Europe will meet to plan the formation of the Inter-
national Community.

The Proposed consultation on The Relationship of Evangelism to Social Responsi-
bility is expected to be a joint project of WEF and LCWE in 1981.

The Commission will have discussions with the other WEF commissions during WEF
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7th General Assembly, 24-27th March also at High Leigh.

THEOLOGICAL COMMISSION SPONSORS THEOLOGICAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND

The Theological Commission Executive has decided to establish a Theological
Scholarship Fund with an initial target of $100,000. As a result of an anony-

mous grant to the Fund, scholarships to six European, African and Asian scholars

have already been allocated.

Sponsored applicants are invited for the following study purposes:

1) Graduate studies at a recognised theological institution for the training of

faculty under appointment to teach in a theological school or in a non-formal
extension centre or a correspondence course institute. Preference will be given

to training in ones own country or continent.

2) Faculty of theological schools wishing to undertake specialised studies in

the applied areas of educational methodology, evangelistic and pastoral minis-
tries, or communications.

3) A short term research project on a subject approved by the sponsoring body
with a view to writing a teaching text or preparing for publication a book or

monograph acceptable for library use.

4) A short term project by a faculty member to translate a teaching text into
a vernacular language necessary for classroom and private study.

Candidates for the Scholarship Fund must be

a) sponsored by an acceptable institution
b) able to give evidence of evangelical faith
c) give full details of the course of study
d) give full details of costs and financial resources available
e) give evidence of post-training committment to the sponsoring body.

CHURCH AND NATIONHOOD, ed. Lionel Holmes, $1.50 plus postage .

Paul Schrotenboer , the General Secretary of the Reformed Ecumenical Synod in RES
News Exchange 11-9-1979 commends the WEF Theological Commission for taking ser-
iously the social and political problems of the world today.

This symposium of 9 papers presented at a consultation on church and nationhood
in Basel, Switzerland, September 1976 approaches the question of church/state
relations from situations in the first, second and third world. The contribu-
tors, Anthony Palmer, David Gitari, Saphir Athyal, Bong Rin Ro, Waldron Scott,
J«irgen Glent^j , Pablo Perez, Paul White and Ulrich Betz are all members of the
WEF Theological Commission.

Paul Schrotenboer wishes that''more attention had been given to the exact nature
of the social calling of the church, and to the necessary distinction between
the church as worshipping, evangelising community and the church as God's people
active in all the various pursuits and areas of life". He calls upon evangelical
scholars to "continue to explore the task of Christians not only towards hostile
government, but also within political movements. They should find ways in which
justice that is based upon and driven by biblical principles takes on more con-
crete and liberating forms".
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THEOLOGICAL COMMISSION SPONSORS BISHOP GITARI IN SEMINARS IN INDIA

Bishop David M. Gitari of the Diocese of Mt. Kenya East, Kenya, will lead two
seminars in India, one in Bangalore, 11-15 February, 1980 and the other in
Madras, February 18-21. He will speak to pastors and laymen on the general
theme "The Mission of the Church in the World". During the past year Bishop
Gitari has convened a Church and Persecution study group and he will be sharing
the insights of his Africa experience with the Indian church leaders. The sem-
inars are being coordinated by John Richard, secretary of the Evangelical
Fellowship of India. Plans for Bishop Gitari to lead additional seminars in
Bangladesh and Pakistan did not eventuate.

From February 25 - March 1 Bishop Gitari will be one of three speakers at a

spiritual reflection retreat for the 60 bishops of the Churches of South India,
North India and the Mar Thoma Church. The retreat is being assisted by Bishop
Jack Dain and Sydney diocese of the Anglican Church of Australia.

The Theological Commission plans to sponsor lecture tours in different parts of
the world on themes important to the churches. The first in the series was
Professor Andrew Kirk's tour through Asia in 1979. A lecture tour on family
ethics will be sponsored when a suitable lecturer is available. Persons or
churches interested in such a programme please write to Bruce Nicholls, New Delhi.

AN ASSOCIATION FOR EVANGELICAL THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION TO BE LAUNCHED IN INDIA

A Conference of 25 evangelical theological educators meeting in Madras September
26-28, 1979 unanimously resolved to form an association of evangelical theologi-
cal education in India. The inauguration will be held in Bangalore July 24-26,
1980 and the theme of the inaugural conference will be "Excellence in Training
for the Mission of the Church". Dr. Narendra John, Union Biblical Seminary,
Yavatmal and the Rev. Graham Houghton of the Madras Bible Seminary will present
a joint paper on excellence in theological education. Dr. Ronald J. Sider,
visiting professor at Union Biblical Seminary, Yavatmal in 1980 has been invited

to give the Bible readings. Approximately 90 residential and non-formal theo-
logical training institutions in India are being invited to send delegates.

The object of the new association will be to provide fellowship amongst evangel-
ical theological educational institutions, a forum for theological reflection
on the Church's mission and ministry in the Indian context sharing of resources
and expertise and to find levels of cooperation with all who can accept the

doctrinal basis, aims and objectives of the Association.

THEOLOGICAL DRAMA GROUP PARTICIPATE IN SPIRITUAL RENEWAL WEEK IN THAILAND

The Evangelism Drama group of the McGilvary Faculty of Theology, Payab College,
Chiangmai, assisted in the Spiritual Renewal Week, September, 1979 in the

churches and schools in Chiangmai and other centres in North Thailand. They
presented a ligay or folk drama at Chiangmai Christian School and wrote and

performed a new ligay on the life of David at two other Christian schools in

Chiangmai. Teams also performed at Lampang and Nan, two provincial towns in

North Thailand. A large number of confirmations of faith and of expressions of

interest in Bible Study resulted from the Spiritual Renewal Week at the Chiangmai

Christian School. Assisted by Mrs. Jansom, a professional singer from North
Thailand, the group are developing another traditional Thai communication form

called "saw" - a story told in song accompanied by Thai instruments, especially

the flute. For further information, write to Prakai Nontawasee, Professor of

Christian Education McGilvary Faculty of Theology, Prayab College, P.O. Box 37,

Chiangmai, Thailand.
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CLADE II CALLS FOR CONTINUING REFORMATION

The Second Latin American Congress on Evangelization (Congreso Latinamericano

de Evangelizacion CLADE) held in Lima, Peru, October 31 - November 9, 1979

marked a new level of maturity in the churches of Latin America's commitment

to evangelism. Dr. Emilio Antonio Nunez in the opening address, "Heirs of the

Reformation" delivered on October 31st (Reformation Day) focused on the stan-

dards of the Reformation - Only Scripture, Only Grace, Only Faith and Always

Reforming. According to Rev. Pedro Savage, the Coordinator of the Congress,
"Each church within the Latin American context must always be in reformation.
It must reinterpret the Scriptures and question itself within its context in

the light of the Word of God. The essential demand for the development of the

Church in this moment is obedience and faithfulness to the Lordship of Jesus
Christ"

.

"This emphasis on Always Reforming can be interpreted today as contextualization

.

The Church must take seriously the roots of its historical context and be con-

scious of the danger of being molded by the present age which surrounds it

(Romans 12:2) and of the challenge by means of a renewed mind of proving and
demonstrating what is the will of God in that historical context. It must
take seriously the significance of the real and felt needs of the people who
surround it in order to proclaim an integral gospel which reaches the totality
of man in the social context in which he lives. Latin America truly lives in

polyfacetic realities which require the presentation of an integral gospel in

which Jesus Christ is Saviour and Lord".

The Congress was sponsored by the Latin American Theological Fraternity. The
organising committee under the leadership of Professor Samuel Escobar will
print the 600 pages of documents in Spanish in Mexico. The key papers will be
printed in Missionalia magazine of CELEP. An English edition of the key papers
with an introduction by Orlando Costas and Samuel Escobar will be available. A
20,000 copy edition of a popular booklet on the ten key projections for the next

10 years will be available for study by the churches around Latin America.
There will also be an undated bulletin on each of the subjects mentioned in the
proj ection

.

Prior to the Congress Dr. Pablo Perez, Director of the Institut.o Evangelistico
de Mexico and the Rev. Michael Green of Oxford, England conducted 5 day seminars
for theological educators and pastors in Guatemala and Quito, Equador. Dr.

Green dealt with evangelization in the first centuries of the Church and Dr.

Perez covered evangelization in the context of Latin America, with special
reference to the documents of the Latin American Catholic bishops Conference,
liberation theology and Church growth concepts. The tour was sponsored by the
Latin American Theological Fraternity. Dr. Perez, who is a member of the WEF
Theological Commission executive reports an enrollment of 49 students in the
Bible Institute, the highest in its history.

GERMAN STUDENT MOVEMENT FOCUSES ATTENTION ON THE AUTHORITY OF THE TEN COMMANDMENTS

The German Evangelical Alliance Information Service (IDEA) reports that 1,400
staff and students of the Student Mission in Germany (SMD) met in Marburg
12-14 October, 1979 to consider "Loving God Means Keeping His Commandments".
Professor Theodor El linger. Chairman of SMD asked SMD to take the commandments
seriously and uncompromisingly. Dr. Klaus Bochmuhl, Professor of Theology at
Regent College, Vancouver, Canada and a member of the WEF Theological Commission
executive appealed for a "demonstration that there is an alternative to the rule
of materialism, secularism and lawlessness". Many students decided to practise
a simple lifestyle by giving 10% of their income to missionary and humanitarian
work. The SMD is the German branch of the International Fellowship of Evangeli-
cal students which works in 95 countries. The SMD works in 700 high schools, in
the universities and has a graduates' fellowship of 3,000 members.
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ACTEA COORDINATOR REPORTS ON ACCREDITATION ACROSS AFRICA

In his report for 1978-79, Dr. Paul Bowers, the Coordinator for the Accrediting
Council for Theological Education in Africa, outlines the growing participation
in ACTEA across Africa since the Council was formed in 1978. At the Council's
second meeting, October 16-18, 1979, also held at Miango, Nigeria, the standards
and procedures for secondary level accreditation and a revised edition for the
post secondary level were reviewed and approved. A new fee structure has been
approved to ensure financial viability. Rev. George Foxall with long experience
in residential and extension theological education in west Africa was appointed
the new ACTEA coordinator and Dr. Paul Bowers was appointed chairman.

The Liberian Baptist Theological Seminary, Monrovia, became the sixth school to

apply for candidate status at post secondary level. It is expected that Scott
Theological College, Kenya will become the first school to be accredited at this
level. At the secondary level six schools have applied for candidate status.
Proposals for accreditation at primary level are now being considered. Because
of the large number of schools interested in accrediation at the secondary level,
regional commissions are now operating in West Africa, East Africa, Central
Africa and South-Central Africa. Other commissions are to be formed. These
commissions are also sponsoring workshops and consultations.

ACTEA publications during the year include 4 issues of ACTEA Bulletin in English
and two in French. Two issues of ACTEA Tools and Studies - a list of periodicals
suitable for theological libraries and list of books on Islam for libraries. A
Profile Project of detailed information on institutions and programmes is being
planned. During the year Dr. Bowers travelled extensively across Africa visiting
schools. In July he assisted Dr. Lois McKinney in a series of consultations on
educational methodology. At present Dr. Bowers who serves with the Sudan Interior
Mission is on leave in N. America. (221 East Union Ave

. , Wheaton, 111 . 60187 , USA)

.

CARIBBEAN ASSOCIATION OF BIBLE COLLEGES HOLD SERIES OF CONSULTATIONS ON ACCREDITATION

During the month of October, 1979, the CABC conducted a series of special consul-
tations throughout the Caribbean to familiarize cooperating colleges with CABC
programmes and the accreditation scheme launched earlier in the year. Dr. Zenas
Gerig of Jamaica Theological Seminary (Box 121, Kingston 8, Jamaica, West Indies)

who took part in all the consultations, reports a growing interest by colleges
concerned to meet the standards set by CABC for accreditation at the post

secondary (B.Th.) and the secondary (Dip.Th.) levels..

The first consultation was held at Port-au-Prince, Haiti where representatives
of 9 theological schools participated. It was recommended that the approp-
riate level for the post secondary degree would be the "philsophe" level and

for the secondary diploma level the ” troisimane” level. All schools in Haiti

have an acute shortage of French theological books and library resources. Five
schools were represented at the consultation in Puerto Rica . Although Spanish
is the language of instruction, most students can read English so that the pro-

blem of libraries is not so acute. The third consultation was held on the is-

land of St. Thomas in the US Virgin Island group where the problem is that 90%

of the students come from other islands some of which have differing educational

systems. At Maracas, Trinidad
, the consultation of 4 schools recommended that

5 "0” level passes would be considered appropriate for the 4 year post secondary
degree programme. At the Guyana consultation in Georgetown it was found that

nearly all the schools operate as night schools, as in Puerto Rico. The 5

schools participating felt that the educational standards of Trinidad were
appropriate for Guyana. The Jamaican consultation was held in December.
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EVANGELICAL LEADERS IN THE NETHERLANDS UNITE UNDER MISSION

A working group of evangelical leaders in the Netherlands in November 1978 pub-

lished An Appeal; Fifteen Theses on Mission as a response to the view that

mission is the battle against social evil and the renewal of political structures.

The Appeal has been well received by the churches - 20,000 copies sold. It makes

a strong appeal to recover the biblical understanding of evangelism and depen-
dence on the sovereign work of the Holy Spirit. It has been an important factor

in the successful launching of the Evangelical Alliance of the Netherlands. The

national council of 60 members chaired by Prof. Dr. Ir J.H. van Beramel of the

Free University of Amsterdam was installed on 22nd September, 1979. Bruce
Nicholls represented the Theological Commission at the inauguration.

AN APPEAL; FIFTEEN THESES ON MISSION

1. What the Bible says is now and ever will be decisive for our action in

mission and evangelization. The opinions of experts must be tested by the
Word of God.

2. We misjudge the gravity, scope and power of sin if we think that a better
society will naturally come about by merely changing the structures of society.
3. Only the Holy Spirit convinces of sin and can overcome the unbelief which
is increasingly manifest in the continuing process of secularisation. He uses
God's Word and works through the Church.
4. The Holy Spirit gives a fundamental analysis of reality in a world without
God and under judgement.
5. The Holy Spirit proclaims Christ and confrontation with him is decisive for
salvation and judgement for everyone. There is no universal saving activity of
God in the Bible.
6. The Church must submit itself to the discipline of the Word of God and the
exposing work of the Holy Spirit if it does not want to grow worldly and unfit
for its missionary task.
7. Man has fellowship with God and a true relationship to Him only through
justification in Christ. This personal renewal comes only through the preaching
of the Gospel in and by the Church. Apart from renewal, activism is doomed to

hopelessness. The building of a new society of justice and righteousness is

the work of Christ.
8. Mission cannot restrict itself to social questions. We must preach the
Gospel to the people of our time if they are to escape unchristian and brutal
powers

.

9. Mission can only be successful if the Holy Spirit thoroughly pervades the
Church for Christ is not present without His body. He endows the Church with
compassion for the world and inspires testimony and ministry and a prophetic
protest against injustice.
10. The Kingdom of God is different in nature from our human kingdoms. It is

futile to see His Kingdom as a continuation of our sinful and broken world.
11. God's Kingdom is coming for the prince of this world stands condemned.
It is only through repentance and belief that we can enter into this Kingdom.
12. The Gospel of the Kingdom shows us clearly our responsibility with respect
to the needs of the world. Acts of social service are signs that point to the
Kingdom yet they are not the same thing as evangelization, nor is political
liberation equal to salvation.
13. The Church has a right to existence only as a missionary community. If it
is not active in mission, the Spirit will be quenched. We call upon everybody
to persevere in prayer for the renewal of the Church and for the needs of the
world

.

14. There is no justication for us to stop missionary work. Millions of people
in our country and outside of it do not know Christ. We are urged by His love
to win over people to Him.
15. God is at work today and therefore mission is not an impossible task. As
Christians of various churches and movements we summon each other to be His
witnesses

.

(Abridged by Editor)
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EVANGELICAL REVIEW OF THEOLOGY HAS A NEW LOOK

The April 1980 issue of ERT (Vol. iv, no. 1) has a new look. Owing to difficul-
ties in printing delays, in postage, and in the non-arrival of copies, ERT will
now be published in England by Paternoster Press. The editor, Bruce Nicholls
and publisher, John Langlois expect that with a new cover design, better type
face and binding, and prompt dispatch, the number of subscriptions will rapidly
increase. We apologise for the poor binding of the October 1979 issue. Plans
to publish ERT three times a year from 1981 are under discussion. Subscriptions
(£3.00 or US$6.50 for 1980) should be sent to Paternoster Press, 3 Mount Radford
Crescent, Exeter EX2 4JW, U.K. All editorial matters should be sent to W.E.F.,
105 Savitri Buildings, Greater Kailash, New Delhi 110048, India.

Articles in the April, 1980 issue of ERT include:

"The Chicago Statement on Biblical Inerrancy” "The Promise of Adolf Schlatter"
by Ward Casque.
"Christianity as an African Religion" by Byang Kato, "Transcendental Meditation:
Profile of a Westernised Eastern Religion" by Joseph Hall.
"Maranatha: Advent in the Muslim World" by Svon Sicard, "Assistance Programmes
Require Partnership" by Vinay Samuel and Charles Corwin, "The Money Barrier
Between Sending and Receiving Churches" by Harvie H. Conn.
"Rich Christians in an Age of Hunger" by Ronald J. Sider, "The Prosperity Doc-
trine" by James S. Tinney. "Reclaiming the Biblical Doctrine of Work" by John
Stott

.

"Barnabas: Son of Encouragement" by Dick France, "The Biblical Assessment of
Superstition and Occult" by J. Stafford Wright.
"Presbyterian Ministerial Preparation in Brazil" by Ronald Frase, "Teaching
Christ as Liberation in Extension Education" by Chris Sugden, "Christian Higher
Education in America in 1980' s" by Kenneth 0. Gangel

.

Fifteen carefully chosen book reviews are included in this issue.

NEW TITLES IN THEOLOGICAL MONOGRAPH SERIES RECENTLY PUBLISHED

Two further titles in the Outreach and Identity Theological Monograph Series
published by WEF Theological Commission are now available.

No. 3 Contextualisation: A Theology of Gospel and Culture by Bruce J. Nicholls
(pp, 72, IVP US$2.95, Paternoster Press UK £1.50). Bruce Nicholls deals with
social, theological and hermeneutical questions in interpreting and communicat-
ing the Gospel from one culture to another and suggests directions for mission
in the future.

No. 4 Evangelicals and Social Ethics by Klaus Bockmuehl (pp. 47, IVP US$2.25,
Paternoster Press UK £1.20). Klaus Bockmuehl offers a commentary on Article 5

of the Lausanne Covenant and the major Lausanne papers on ethics, and points to

theological and practical tasks ahead. Dr. Bockmuehl is editor of the mono-
graph series.

Other titles available:
No. 1 Karl Barth's Theology of Mission by Waldron Scott
No. 2 The Biblical Doctrine of Regeneration by Helmut Buckhardt

Theological News is published four times a year by the World Evangelical Fellow-
ship Theological Commission, Editor (to whom items for publication should be sent)

Bruce J. Nicholls, 105 Savitri Building, Greater Kailash II, New Delhi 110048,

India. Publisher (to whom all subscriptions should be sent): John E. Langlois,

Les Emrais, Castel, Guernsey, C.I., U.K. Subscription rates: US$3 per annum air-

mail, US$2 surface. All contents freely reproducible with credit to
"WEF Theolog-

ical News".
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A THEOLOGY OF SERVANTHOOD

Throughout our six consultations last month, we faced the recurring question ’How

do we evangelicals interpret our theology for the contemporary world?' It was
during our consultation on the Theology of Development that Dr. Rene Padilla re-
minded us that what we really need is a theology of servanthood.

We live in an era of enthusiasm over the contextualisation of theology in each of

the many cultures of our suffering world, and rightly so. But in the midst of our
diversity and particularity, the importance of maintaining the universals of our
faith cannot be over-emphasised. We are quick to answer that the Bible gives us

our unity, but even here our hermeneutical methods divide us. Many search the
Scriptures for the confirmation of their own ideology. Our starting point must
be to have the mind of Christ who took the nature of a servant. Contextualisa-
tion must be via the way of the incarnation, and the Cross. The motive for ser-
ving mankind, whether poor and oppressed or rich and oppressor, is to live and
act for ' Jesus ' sake ' , In all our debates about community development, simple life
style, reaching Muslims or living under persecution, true servanthood can only
begin with a servanthood relationship to Christ.

But servanthood is more than the negation of rights and privileges and retreating
from the harsh world of reality. It is not meek submission before greed and

injustice. It is a new liberty from our own self-image, and moral power and au-
thority which the Master gives in order to rebuke evil men and their vested
interests and point them to the Kingdom. Paul knew that his strength lay in his

weakness. Most of us learn this lesson the hard way. Only those who suffer with
Him will reign with Him.

Servanthood then is a life style, a singleness in devotion to Christ, a mind dis-
ciplined by the authority of Scripture, an abdication of our rights and freedoms
in order that the Spirit may give us liberty to defend and proclaim the Gospel.

It is this kind of servanthood that transcends the bounds of culture and class and
shows the unity and relevance of the Gospel to the world of mankind. It is the
God-given shape of a universal Christian culture which points to the coming Day
when His Kingdom will come on earth. Let our theology of hope begin with the
theology and practice of servanthood.

Editor
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THEOLOGICAL COMMISSION MEMBERSHIP TO BE ENLARGED TO 54

The Theological Commission meeting at Mabledon, Kent, England, 21-24 March, 1980,
voted to expand its membership to ensure that the Commission is truly an inter-
national commission of theologians and theological educators with representative
church involvement. This action will result in the Commission being expanded
from 40 to 54 members. The new Executive Committee which met following the
WEE General Assembly approved 47 names. A further 7 are to be appointed, in some
cases after further regional consultation, and in some others the WEF Executive
has asked for a more adequate briefing on the Commission's nominees. The next
meeting of the WEF Executive is scheduled for Pattaya, Thailand, in June, 1980.

The following names have been recommended and approved:

AFRICA

Dr. TOKUNBOH ADEYEMO
Mr. RAMEZ ATALLAH
Dr. MARINI BODHO
Rt. Rev. DAVID GITARI
Rev. MISEIRI KAUMA
Rev. CEASAR MOLEBATS

I

Rev. GOTTFRIED OSEI-MENSAH
Rev. TITE TIENOU

ASIA

Dr. SAPHIR ATHYAL
Dr. J. CHONGNAHM CHO
Dr. WILSON CHOW
Rev. GEORGES HOUSSNEY
Dr. FRANK KHAIR-ULLAH
Dr. CHRIS MARANTIKA
Dr. BONG RO

Rev. VINAY SAMUEL

CARIBBEAN

Dr. ZENAS GERIG
Rev. EDNER JEANTY

EUROPE

Dr. ULRICH BETZ

Dr. HELMUT BURKHARDT
Dr. DICK FRANCE
Dr. JURGEN GLENTH0J
Dr. JOSE GRAU
Rev. ANDREW KIRK
Dr. PETER KUSMIC
Dr. GERHARD MAIER

SOUTH PACIFIC

Rev. NEVILLE ANDERSEN
Rev. JOSHUA DAIMOI
Dr. PETER O'BRIEN

LATIN AMERICA

Dr. ROBINSON CAVALCANTI
Dr. SAMUEL ESCOBAR
Dr. R. GUTIERREZ-C
Dr. EMILIO NUNEZ
Dr. RENE PADILLA
Dr. PABLO PEREZ
Dr. RUSSELL SHEDD

NORTH AMERICA

Dr. HAROLD BR0l>TN

Dr. ARTHUR CLIMENHAGA
Dr. EDMUND CLOWNEY
Dr. DONALD MeCURRY
Dr. LOIS McKiNNEY
Dr. ANTHONY PALMA
Dr. IAN RENNIE
Dr. PAUL SCHROTENBOER
Dr. RONALD SIDER

The Theological Commission elected the following Executive Committee:

Bishop David Gitari (Kenya) Chairman
Dr. Arthur Climenhaga (USA) Vice-Chairman
Dr. Wilson Chow (Hong Kong)

Dr. J«5rgen Glenth«5j (Denmark)
Dr. Pablo Perez (Mexico)

It was voted that all appointments be for a term of 3 years (1980-1983) and that

members should normally not serve for more than two consecutive terms. It is

expected that the full plenary sessions of the Commission will be held once every

3 years. The executive committee and staff meet annually. The Study units are

encouraged to meet as needed.

The Theological Commission wishes to express its gratitude to retiring members of

the Commission, some of whom have served since the formation of the Commission in

1975. All continue to occupy leadership roles in evangelical theological inter-

pretation and education and we count on their continuing support in advisory cap-

acities in the work of the Commission. The retiring members are:-

Dr. HENRI BLOCHER
Dr. ARTHUR GLASSER
Dr. CLARK P INNOCK
Rev. PETER SAVAGE
Rev. ISAAC ZOKOUE

Dr. KLAUS BOCKMUEKL
Dr. JOS IP HORAK
Dr. JACK ROBINSON
Dr. PAUL WHITE

Dr. PETER BEYERHAUS
Dr. LEON MORRIS
Dr. KLAAS RUNIA
Dr. MILDRED WYNKOOP
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The decision to appoint a Theological Commission was taken at the Sixth General

Assembly of WEF in 1974, and subsequently 12 members were appointed. The Commis-

sion met in London in 1975. The Commission was the successor of the Theological

Assistance Prograwme which was developed following the appointment of a Theological

Coordinator at the Fifth General Assembly of WEF in 1968.

The following staff appointments were reconfirmed:

Mr. Bruce Nicholls, Executive Secretary (New Delhi, India)

Mr. John Langlois, Administrative Secretary (Guernsey)

Miss Patricia Harrison, Secretary for Theological Education (Armidale, Australia)

Dr. Robert Youngblood, Project Secretary (to be located in Holland from October

1980]

Dr. Paul Bowers, General Secretary of International Council of Accrediting
Agencies for Evangelical Theological Education (ICAA) and

Staff member for Theological Education (Wheaton, USA)

Miss Carol Gregory was appointed Personal Assistant to the Executive Secretary
(New Delhi, India).

Miss Harrison was granted a two year study leave from January 1, 1981, in order

to complete her doctoral studies.

Dr. Lois McKinney, Executive Secretary of CAMEO (Wheaton, USA) was invited to

serve as part-time Consultant for Theological Education for 2 years beginning
January, 1981. Dr. McKinney will assist in the editing of Theological Education
Today and will convene the Study unit programme on The Teaching of Mission. She

plans to visit Latin America, February-March, 1981.

Additional Staff needed: It was voted to appoint:

An Editorial secretary

An Associate Executive secretary

It is hoped that at least one of these positions can be filled by a person with
third world nationality. Applications and recommendations are invited. For
further details, write to the Executive Secretary, New Delhi.

CALL FOR A UNITED THEOLOGICAL COMMISSION

The Theological Commission voted:

"The Theological Commission recommends to the WEF that an approach be made to the

Lausanne Committee for World Evangelisation that the function of the Lausanne
Theology and Education Group be united with the work of the WEF Theological Com-
mission so as to have one international theological Commission in order to serve
the concerns of both the LCWE and the WEF."

This recommendation will be taken up at Pattaya by WEF and LCWE.

A CALL TO COMMITMENT: COOPERATION AND WITNESS

The Commission defined its commitment to cooperation and a service role to other
evangelical theological associations as:

"We seek fraternal relations with evangelical churches and other
evangelical agencies who have similar theological bases and concerns
to our own, for the purpose of theological study and joint action,
where such participation enables us to do together programmes and
projects more effectively than we can attempt separately. Such
relations may be developed with autonomous, national, regional, or
international denominational or interdenominational associations
or commissions."
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The Commission also called for involvement and witness with other bodies and
agencies, Christian and non-Christian, as part of its commitment to evangelism
and mission: It stated:

"As an essential function of our evangelical mission, we encourage
theological conversations with organisations with whom we do not
have an agreed theological basis or goals, for the purpose of securing
information, overcoming unnecessary misunderstandings, for better self-
understanding, and for faithful witness to the historic evangelical
Christian faith. Such conversations may include ecumenical Christian
agencies, non-Christian religious and ideological bodies, and political,
economic and social organisations."

THEOLOGICAL COMMISSION SPONSORS SIX CONSULTATIONS

The Theological Commission sponsored a series of six consultations at the High
Leigh Conference Centre, Hoddesdon, England, from 10-21 March, 1980. Five ran
concurrently. Two of the consultations were jointly sponsored by the Theological
Commission and the Lausanne Theology and Education Group of LCWE

,
namely, SIMPLE

LIFESTYLE and REACHING MUSLIMS.

I THE THEOLOGY OF DEVELOPMENT

Representing 17 countries, about 40 representatives of development agencies,
church leaders, theologians, and field workers from the Third World attended the
consultation. The group actively discussed the fact that much evangelical res-
ponse to poverty had been pragmatic without clearly relating to Jesus' preaching
of "Good News to the Poor" or the Biblical understanding of the Kingdom of God.

It also agreed that the goal of Christian involvement in Development should not

only be the provision of basic human needs but also social change which secures
just relationships in societies. The Consultation agreed that a partnership of

equal relationships should characterise the link between givers and receivers
of aid. Major papers were presented by Tom Sine (World Concern), Vinay Samuel
and Chris Sugden (India) and Ron Mathews (EFICOR India)

.

Key issues were identified and a study/action programme on Christian involvement

in Human Development and Social Change was established to study these and other
issues. The three year study group is chaired by the Rev. Vinay Samuel, Pastor
of St. John's Church, Bangalore, India and the consultation's convenor was Ronald
Sider

.

II INTERNATIONAL CONSULTATION ON SIMPLE LIFESTYLE

A strong vchal lenge to Christians in the West to simplify their lifestyle and take

political action to change unjust trade and economic structures has come from the

first International Consultation on Simple Lifestyle. Nearly 80 delegates from

27 countries met for four days of intensive discussion and review of several pro-
vocative papers.

Dr. Ronald Sider, convenor, in delivering the keynote address stated: "The afflu-

ent Christians of the world face an urgent crisis of conscience. One quarter of

the world's people enjoy material prosperity unheard of in human history. But

they partake of this unprecedented affluence in a global village where another
quarter of God's children are facing grinding poverty and three-fifths have never
heard of Jesus Christ."

In response to the Lausanne Covenant's resolve 'to develop a simple life-style'
in the context of the urgency of our evangelistic task, the commitment states:

"The credibility of our message is seriously diminished whenever we

contradict it by our lives. It is impossible with integrity to proclaim
Christ's salvation if he has evidently not saved us from greed, or his

lordship if we are not good stewards of our possessions, or his love if

we close our hearts against the needy".
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The Consultation's An Evangelical Commitment to Simple Lifestyle deals with
creation, stewardship, poverty and wealth, the new community, personal lifestyle,

international development, justice and politics, evangelism and the Lord's return.

It concludes with a resolve to 'humbly commit ourselves to develop a just and

simple lifestyle, to support one another in it and to encourage others to join

us in this commitment.'

III CONSULTATION ON REACHING MUSLIMS

The 13 convenors of national and regional Muslim study groups together with con-

sultants found it necessary to accept a degree of confidentiality in their work
according to our Lord's pattern of self-disclosure only to those who had ears to

hear. It was agreed not to publish a report. The consultation was designed to

prepare in detail for COWE Thailand, June 1980, and to recommend to LCWE/WEF an

ongoing programme of research, documentation and practical implementation of goals.

Reports and study papers from throughout the world were reviewed . It was recom-
mended that in addition to the Samuel Zwemer Institute in USA, and the proposed
European centre in London, research and coordinating centres be established in

the Middle East, in Asia (Iran to Korea to Australasia) and in Africa. Special
attention was given to the need for educating local churches and their ministers
on ministry to Muslims, for encouraging theological schools to include Islamic
studies in their curriculum and to strengthen library resources, and for more

acceptable literature for Muslim inquirers. The consultation also urged the

establishing of autonomous centres to monitor persecution of minority groups

and converts.

IV PREPARING CHURCHES FOR RESPONSIBLE WITNESS UNDER OPPRESSIVE SITUATIONS

As an ongoing study of the 'Church and Nationhood' consultation, September 1976,
which produced the 'Basel letter', the eleven participants of this consultation
prayed and reflected on the anguish of Christ's persecuted Church in the world
today, and on ways to help churches prepare themselves for times of sudden poli-
tical and religious change resulting in oppression and suffering. The consulta-
tion reported on increasing opposition to the Gospel and the persecution of

Christians in several countries.

Recognition was given to the research and publicity agencies at work in the area
of religious freedom and civil and social oppression but it was noted that there
is no intercontinental and specifically evangelical agency researching and report-
ing persecution. It was recommended that support be given to emerging study pro-
grammes based in East Africa and in Western Europe.

After a careful review of scriptural references to suffering and the promises of

God's word, the group concluded that 'even beyond the hope of glory that sustains
us in suffering' is the joy that unites us to Christ in knowing that we have been
counted worthy to suffer shame for His name. We may therefore count it a joy to

suffer for Christ's sake (1 Peter 1:6; James 1:2-4). Above all, Christ comes to

us in the presence of the Holy Spirit who prays for us and in us with groanings
that cannot be uttered (Romans 8:26).

The Commisson requested Drs. Edmund Clowney and Paul Schrotenboer to prepare the

extended report with case studies for publication. Bishop David Gitari and Dr.

Pablo Perez were joint convenors of the consultation.

V THE TEACHING OF MISSIONS IN THEOLOGICAL AND CHURCH EDUCATION

This consultation's prime purpose was to focus on the preparation of missionaries
for cross-cultural ministries. The topic was chosen for its inherent importance
in the light of the emergence of indigenous missionary sending agencies in the
Third World, and also in preparation for the study of the teaching of evangelism
and missions to be jointly sponsored by the Lausanne Theology and Education Group
and the Theological Commission.
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Ten delegates and several invitees shared papers, reports and discussion. Matters
relating to the philosophy, aims and methods of teaching missions were discussed.
Strong emphasis was made on the need to integrate training in missions and evangel-
ism into the entire theological curriculum. Participants felt that the Great
Commission and a global perspective should be focal points in all theological
training, and that it is inadequate simply to relegate missiological concerns to
several isolated electives.

It was also recommended that the training of third world missionaries be princi-
pally in the hands of non-westerners, and take place in non-western settings.
Western missionary candidates might also take their university or theological
studies in the Third World. An ongoing committee was formed to prepare some re-
source materials to assist those involved in teaching missions, especially in
the Third World.

The convenor was Patricia Harrison, staff member of the WEF/TC.

VI CONSULTATION ON ACCREDITATION

Under the leadership of Dr. Paul Bowers, eighteen participants representing five
regional accrediting agencies, met to review the status of accreditation in the
various regions and to form an umbrella organisation of such accrediting agencies.
The regional accrediting agencies represented were: Asia Theological Association,
Accrediting Council for Theological Education in Africa, American Association of

Bible Colleges, Caribbean Association of Bible Colleges, and the European Evangel-
ical Accrediting Association.

Six major papers on the subjects of theological education and accreditation were
delivered and discussed. (These will be published in book form). After general
discussion and reports from each regional accrediting association, the need for
an international organisation to lend credibility and provide general assistance
to the regional agencies in order to improve the quality of evangelical theologi-
cal education was discussed. Representatives of the agencies agreed to form such
a community to be known as the International Council of Accrediting Agencies for

Evangelical Theological Education (ICAA) and a constitution approved. It is now
sent to the sponsoring bodies for ratification and adoption.

The Council will offer a medium for the exchange of information, for dialogue and
research, and for cooperative initiatives among member bodies, towards the enhance-
ment of evangelical theological education world wide, and particularly for the

enhancement of accrediting services for such education. The Council will operate
with internal autonomy under the sponsorship of the Theological Commission of WEE.

LCWE AND WEE SPONSOR STUDY PROGRAMME ON RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN EVANGELISM AND
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

Recognising that the question of the relationship between evangelism and social
responsibility has not been sufficiently studied by some evangelical Christians
and has become divisive between others, the Lausanne Theology and Education Group
and the Theological Commission of WEE plan to arrange a study programme beginning
with small groups in different cultural situations and culminating in an inter-
national consultation, possibly June, 1982. The Study programme will focus on the

different models of relationship in Scripture, the story of the church's expansion
throughout the world, a critical evaluation of modern theologies and case studies

from the contemporary Church and its agencies. The planning committee includes:
Pedro Arana, Harvie Conn, Dick van Halsema, Arthur Johnston, Peter Kusmic, Gottfried
Osei-Mensah, Bruce Nicholls, Bong Ro, John Richard, Ronald Sider and John Stott.
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WORLD EVANGELICAL FELLOWSHIP SEVENTH GENERAL ASSEMBLY

The Seventh General Assembly of the World Evangelical Fellowship (WEE) met at the

High Leigh Conference Centre, Hoddesdon, Hertfordshire, England from March 24-27,

1980. The assembly was attended by 139 persons of whom 80 were official delegates
from the national evangelical fellowships of 30 countries. Observers included
several from Latin America.

In his report to the Assembly, Waldron Scott called for WEE to become an 'open

space' where "the wide plurality of evangelical perspectives, activities and per-
sonalities can come together to discover one another, learn to trust one another
and explore possibilities of joint action".

A matter of major importance from the assembly was a resolution to approach the

Lausanne Committee for World Evangelization (LCWE) with a view to ending the con-

fusion and duplication of effort arising from the separate existence of two inter-
national evangelical organizations. The Lausanne Committee is to be invited to

become the evangelistic task force of the WEE, so that in joint harness the two

bodies can accelerate and not impede world evangelization. It is hoped that

negotiations with the Lausanne Committee can begin when leaders from both bodies
are together for the Consultation on World Evangelization in Pattaya, Thailand,
in June, 1980.

Among other resolutions passed was one expressing concern at the situation of

tribespeople in Latin America and urging that indigenous leadership should be

encouraged and listened to by government, churches, and missions. Also, a major
constitutional change was approved which is expected to significantly broaden the
membership base of the WEE by enabling the inclusion of evangelical associations
other than national fellowships, and also individuals.

The growth of the WEE since the previous General Assembly in 1974 was demonstrated
by the increase in the number of affiliated national fellowships from 24 to 45 as

well as by the growth and development of its several commissions.

Dr. Hudson Armerding will continue as president until the end of 1980, so that a

president, probably from the Third World, can be appointed in the light of develop
ments over the next few months. Waldron Scott continues to serve as General Secre
tary. The other officers of the Executive Committee (each representing a region)
are;- Rev. Morgan Derham, Dr. Tokunboh Adeyemo, Mr. Augustin Veneer, Mr. Brian
Bayston, Dr. Claude Noel and Dr. Wade Coggins.

WEE COMMISSIONS REPORT

In addition to the Theology Commission the other functioning commissions report:

I THE WEE MISSIONS COMMISSION

Identifying newly-emerging missions worldwide and establishing partnership with
them and established missions is a priority for the work of the WEE Missions
Commission, according to the Rev. Theodore Williams, of Bangalore, India, the
Commission's executive secretary. A second priority is to encourage fraternal
visits and exchange of ideas and know-how between various missions associations.
Related to this priority, the Commission is considering a monograph series deal-
ing with models of missionary training, models of partnership, and models of
structure and finance. Thirdly, the Commission has received an invitation from
the LCWE to examine areas of cooperation with missions in reaching the unreached.

The Missions Commission was organised in 1977 and anticipates a membership of 25
members representing established and emerging missions. Other members of the
executive committee are Ernst Vatter (Germany)

,
Panya Baba (Nigeria)

, Chun Chae
Ok (Korea)

, Ernest Oliver (UK) and Wade Coggins (USA)

.
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II THE WEF COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

The Communications Commission works to promote among evangelical communicators
around the world the goals of the WEF, to develop cooperation, to stimulate and
support national fellowships and to enable leaders in the field to meet, exchange
ideas and information and to work together, in the areas of print, electronic and
traditional media. These goals were outlined by Dr. Ben Armstrong, Chairman of
the Commission in his report to the WEF 7th General Assembly:

"The prospect of an international satellite broadcasting system for use by evan-
gelicals worldwide within the next five years has led to the formation of a stra-
tegic task force within the Commission. The task force will make an assessment of

future technological developments with particular interest given to satellites."

The twenty member Commission voted unanimously to support a task force on satel-
lite broadcasting. A study unit was also named to develop a document dealing with
the theology of communications. Other action included affirmation and support of
the First World Conference for Evangelical Communicators convened by Evangelische
Omroep (EO) in Amsterdam, Holland, October 27-30, 1980.

III THE WEF COMMISSION ON WOMEN’S NEEDS

The wee's newest Commission which met March 21, 1980, with thirteen evangelical
women representing all six continents, voted to establish a Commission on women's
needs. Mrs. Beatriz Zapata, Guatemala, the international coordinator for the
Commission outlined eight major areas of concern: theology of women, information
and communications, evangelism and pastoral care, social concern and human develop
ment, women and family, education, missions and finance. Committees have been
appointed to take initiatives in each area of concern. The Commission's structure
includes the formation of an International Fellowship of Evangelical Women (IFEW)

,

to unite women at a local and a national level.

FUTURE COOPERATION BETWEEN COMMISSIONS PLANNED

Considerable time was designated during the WEF ' s 7th General Assembly for the

commissions to interact with each other. The Theology Commission played an active
role in this dialogue as attempts to discuss and draw conclusions on such topics
as 'Theology of Mission', 'Theology of Communications', 'Theology of Women',
become an integral part of each commission. As noted by the WEF General Secretary
in his report to the 7th General Assembly, "the Theological Commission is in some

respects the heart of WEF inasmuch as it is concerned with the defense and con-
firmation of the Gospel. It has accepted the formidable challenge of guarding
the deposit of truth we have received from our evangelical tradition on the one

hand, anci, on the other, guiding our generation in the necessary task of under-
standing the Gospel in the context of our contemporary cultures".

The consultation on Theology of Development, sponsored by the Ethics and Society
unit of the Theological Commission recommended that a Commission on RELIEF AND
DEVELOPMENT be formed. The title "Human Development and Social Responsibility"
was suggested for the Commission. The proposal was discussed by both the Theo-
logical Commission and the WEF General Assembly and it was agreed that to ensure
adequate participation by donor relief and development agencies, receiving agen-
cies, churches and missions that the proposal should be further studied and

appropriate action taken.

Theological News is published four times a year by the World Evangelical Fellow-
ship Theological Commission, Editor (to whom items for publication should be sent)

Bruce J. Nicholls, 105 Savitri Building, Greater Kailash II, New Delhi 110048,
India. Publisher (to whom all subscriptions should be sent): John E. Langlois,
Les Emrais, Castel, Guernsey, C.I., U.K. Subscription rates: US$3 per annum air-

mail, US$2 surface. All contents freely reproducible with credit to "WEF Theolog-
i ca 1 News "

.



Presbyterian Mission
C.P.O. Box 1125

Seoul , Korea 1 00

November 1, 1980

Dear Friends:

This month marks the twenty-fifth anniversary of Sam's arrival

in Korea as a missionary of the United Presbyterian Church, U.S.A. He E-i'Leen and

had been here before, since this is the land of his birth. But when hen Mother

he returned in 1955 after being deported from Communist China, twenty years

had passed since he had last seen it. And Korea had been chopped in tv/o and

devastated by two tragic wars.

The changes during these past 25 years in both country and church are staggering,

Looking back, first to 1955 and then another 25 years to 1930 when Sam was still a

school boy in North Korea, here are some figures on church and population growth:

PoDul ation Protestants Catholics A 1 1 Chri sti ans % Christian
No . a

1930 South 20,438,108 306,000 109,000 415,000 2%

1955 South 21 ,502,386 934,000 183,000 1,117,000 5%

1 980 South 38,000,000 5,294,000 1 ,144,000 6,438,000 17-18%

the Oldest Church
Cross in Korea

A Gallup poll in August of this year reports the total number of

Christians in South Korea as even higher than the above chart. 18.8%

of the people of this country claim to be Christians, it says. And

their poll sampling did not include anyone under 20 years of age. How-

ever, it may have included the Christian fringe and cult followers.

But the percentage of Christians in Korea is higher among young people

than in the older age brackets, so we think the figures above are not

inflated.

Of course, rapid growth is not an infallible sign of health either
in the human body or in the church. Cancer cells grow too. But if

there is no growth in the church, surely it is a signal of something
wrong. And so we both rejoice and tremble at what is happening here

and pray that God will be able to bring to completion the work He has

begun

.

Furthermore, before we become too complacent about Christian growth
in Korea, we must observe that it has been very uneven. Seoul, the capital city, is

about 25% Christian and has over 3000 churches for a population of 8,000,000 people.
The next three largest cities, Pusan, Taegu and Kwangju, are said to be about 15%
Christian. But the rural areas are only 5% Christian. One entire province (Kangwon)
is only 2.7% Christian. There are probably about 100,000 villages in rural Korea
made up of clusters of houses; some have no more than 10 houses to a village and
some have more than 100. Perhaps as few as 6000 of these villages have worshipping
communities among them.

The picture is not all dark in the rural areas, though. Just three weeks ago
we went back to Andong two hundred miles southeast of Seoul where we had spent three
years from 1957 through 1959. There were then just over 200 churches in the Presbytery,
Sam and his faithful co-worker. Elder Kim Tong-Sook, tried to visit each at least once
a year. Most of them had no ordained pastor, so one of Sam's tasks was to examine
candidates for baptism and administer the sacraments as well as preach and encourage
the lay leaders. We also visited many un-churched villages trying to plant the seed
of the Gospel. Imagine our joy last month to be called back for the dedication ser-
vice of a new church in the village of Ui-dong, which we had first visited
over twenty years ago. Our old partner. Elder Kim and his wife, spent all
last year living, praying and working in that village. Now there are 70
adult believers and 100 children gathering regularly for worship, instruct-

miles around that day for a joyous cele-
This was the fifth new
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ion and witness. Many came from
brat ion of dedication of the new
that Elder Kim has founded in an
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in Korea
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j^eligi©ns of Korea

Religion
Z->4
Churches

z^i^h4
Workers

a1 C A
v_ "T

Believers

7. -I i 6,780 21,612 12.154,775
Buddhists 7,416 23,015 12.906,851

7,448 23,693 13.142,508
8,032 23,480 13.390,975

2. 2,265 3,921 1.052,691
Catholic 2,308 4,130 1.093,829

^339 4,303 1.144,224
/'

i»332 ^39 1-189.8^

3. -"i^i 17,846 21,948 4.658,700
Christion 19,457 23,526 5.001,491
(Ppotest^t including 20,109 25,708 5.293,844
sects) ^1,20^ ?7i72i 5 .986 ,609

4 . i 232 11,944 4.723,493
Confucianists 232 11,944 4.723,493

232 12,079 4.824,700
232 9,572 4.925,444

5. 140 1,629 822 .729
142 1.628 814,673
166 1,699 828,089
238 3,169 1.052,630

6 . 'Ilfi 52 47 158,631
52 46 170,631
61 52 176,496
71 70 257,442

7. 295 3,150 751,591
321 3,204 806,550
329 3,293 816,140
341 3,425 904,568

n H el-jfl

Ministry of Culture
and Information

(U^6.10.3l)
(1977.10.31)
(1978.10.31)
(1979.10.31)

(1975.12.31)
(1977.10.31)
(1978. 10. 31)

(1£79.10.31)

(1976.10.31)
(1977.10.31)
(1978.10.31)
(1979.10.31)

(1976.10.31)
(1977.10.31)
(1978.10.31)
(1979.10.31)

(1976.10.31)
(1977.10.31)
(1978.10.31)
(1979.10.31)

(1976.10.31)
(1977.10.31)
(1978.10.31)
(1979.10.31)

(1976.10.31)
(1977.10.31)
(1978. 10.31)
(1979.10.31)



8. -’1 1,294 6,938 1 .866,696 (1976.10.31)
Other 1,303 6,441 1.850,460 (1977.10.31)

1,396 5,923 1.869,902 (1978.10.31)

1,413 6,007 1.907,297 (1979.10.31)

28 ,904 71,189 26.189,306 (1976.10.31)
Total 31,231 73,934 27.367,978 (1977.10.31)

32,080 76,750 28 .095,903 (1978.10.31)
33,864 77,783 29.614,828 (1979.1?. 31)
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By David Hackett

Beauty in Korea takes many
forms. I’ve seen it in the pink
snow of Chlnhae's cherry trees
last spring, and in the smiling
faces of grandmas <m the bus
who freely grant to delighted

youngsters a special lap for a
few minutes. There’s beauty in

the scene of a hard-working
farmer laboring over a hill

with an amaz-
ing load of

greens plied

high on his A-
frame, plod-
ding on toward
an unknown
destination.

But the beau-
ty in Korea
that has had
the greatest
impact on me isn’t so much
a sight, or a pretty scene. It

is an attitude; a love and free-
dom of singing.

Koreans will sing anywhere,
it seems; on a mountain stroll

toward Tong Hak Temple near
Taejon; on the sands of Tae-
chon ^ach; on a busy city
street or while walking down
an unlit path late at night.

They sing while peddling dry
mushrooms and wet cucumb-
ers in the market! And the
greatest wonder is how Ko-
reans sing when they are to
gether in a group.

Groups seem to do special
things to Koreans. Perhaps the
people of Kore^ are more free
when in groups. If so, this is

quite different from the Ame-
rican feeling. 1 read recently
that the number-one fear of

most Americans is speaking
in front of a group. Well, while
this peninsula's people may be
a bit shy to speak before a
group, not yet have I seen
someone resolutely refuse to

sing a solo for a group of
friends. In spite of the fact
that America is an entertain-
ment-oriented society .for the
average man or woman to be
suddenly ashed to snrg’S'ioro
in public would an embar-
rassing and unjustified attack.
We have conveniently delegat-
ed solo public singing to such
talented singers Uiot the aver-
age person has completely lost

confidence In his or her ability

to sing. America seems to
have lost this very personal
privilege <rf hearing Us com-
mon people sing.

I'm a singer myself, and
now it dawns on me why it

was so hard In college to find

people willing to sing at our
university fellowship meetings.

We in the United States have
failed to work for acceptance
and encouragement of our ''or-

dinary'' people to burst into
song. Only when safely sub-
merged in a mass of voices
are most Americans secure
enough to sing out boldly.

Koreans wnll often play a
sort of game which I feel may
be the healthiest group the-

rapy exercise this side of LA.
For lack of a better proper
name, I call It "Sing around

the Bawler.” In this game
where a group sits in a cir-

cle. each person spontaneous-
ly sinu a solo of his or ner
own loosing, going all the
way around the circle. And
here’s the clincher: all this

is usually done without an In-

strument! How risky that
sounds to my Western ears.
First of ail, not many Ameri-
cans have entire songs me-
morized, much less ready to

perform before a jury of their
peers. What if my voice

breaks? What if I begin the
song at too hlgb a pilch?
And — horror — what If I

forget the lyrics just after
I've begun? These are the
fears that apparently dominate

an American's thoughts on this

matter.

Herein lies the beauty I

spoke of before. It Is so gentle,

so sensitive, so accepting.
While there may be soma
harsh-sounding banter design-
ed to prompt the reticent sing-
er to sing, it Is assumed in

Korea that each person does
have a voice of sorts and can
at least begin a song. And,
if the resulting vocal produc-
tion lacks in quality, ampli-
tude, or tempo consistency (or ^ '

perhaps all three), the group
seems to Join In with simul-

taneous audible support. In
fact, I am amazed at the lack
of excoriating comments
from the group. Rather, every-
*one seems intent on making a
success out of what I wo>jId
have aborted from the second
beat. Some will clap. Others
will whistle — and most will
sing. But the obvious aim is

to aid the would-be singer
through his or her turn and
make that performance, too,

an enjoyable experience. How
kind, sincere, and wise this

game of "Sing around the
Bawler" is!

The variety of the repertoire
is really a marvel, too. lo a
group of 14 one is likely to
Hear selections of the latest
Korean and Western "po^
song" (It’s never made plurau.
Example; "How many pop-
song do you know?"), and
some Western folk songs, such
as Michael, Row the Boat

Ashore and Blowin' in the
Wind. But then a few will

delve into their cultural trea-

sure chests to bring forth Ta
Ryung — traditional folk

songs — and that pearl of
great price, Kwehjina ChJng-

ching Nane. This latter is a
very old traditional song, often
sung with a hauntlngly sad
lyrical line that is accompani-

ed by an Isolated and occa-
sional clap or drumbeat for
emphasis. (1 always like to
try to guess when the next

'clap will* come." It makes me
enter in and adds a little sus-
pense.) To hear John Denver
one minute and then some
Beethoven of the East the next
thrills me. My Korean friends
have a broad range of appre-
ciation and talent, indeed!

I find myself envious of a
people whom sophisticated en-
tertainment has not (yet?)
robbed of the joy of singing
music — "That which comes
nearest to expressing the in-
expressible," as someone once
wrote. And the added freedom
of solo public performance
without fear of unkind com-
ment can do much to free one
to express a very wonderful
creativity which would other-
wise waste away in disuse, as
I'm afraid is the case in
America. In addition, it may
well be just this fre^om in
song which has helped the Ko-
rean people to be r^lient for
thousands of years. I can't
help thinking that it does
something g^ ndthln a per-
son to have others stop and
appreciate this small unre-
hearsed performance; a self-

confidence that carries over
into other areas of that per-
son’s life.

I'm privileged to be able lo
see and participate in this

beauty of Korea: the voices
of the land, the chcHxls of ex-
pression ringing out wi^out
harsh evaluation. My hope is

that we may be able to re-

capture this freedom in the
West

The writer U a Ualtcd
Fretbyteriae BaUBteoary from
SeaOle. Wasblngtoa wbe has
be«B teaebiag English at

Soeag Jtta Ualvertlty f«r the
past year aad a half.



' Korean Thanks

Dear Sir:
V
" Mr. David Hackett deserves
unstinted praise for his
thoughts essay entitled “Ko-
rean Singing” (Dec. 12). Re^
niiniscent of the Rutt-Crane-
Wade era in the 1960s, the
“Thoughts” piece is as be-

autifully written as the’ sub-
ject matter it deals with.

I strongly recommend that
this essay be made required
reading for college students
taking freshman or sophomore
English. Here at Dongguk Uni-

versity, it is being seriously

considered for possible in-

clusion in our forthcoming re-

vised edition of “Freshman
English Reader,” with The
Korea Times and Mr. Ilac-

kett’s permission, of course.

Elsewhere, Mr. Hackett’s
prose should put at ease even
a confirmed Koreanophobe
who seems to find precious
little to be cheered by as he
counts the days remaining be-
fore his departure. Then too, it

suggests that bonhomie is an
essential ingredient of cross-

cultural understanding.

Song Yo-in

Chairman and Professor
Department of English
Dongguk University

Seoul





Samuel Hugh Moffett, Personal Report

(June 30, 1979 - June 30, 1980)

My Vv'ork this year has revolved around three major foci: the
Mission office, the Presbyterian seminary, and ACTS (the Asian Center
for Theological Studies and Mission). It has been fine for variety but
hard on concentration, like playing fruit-basket-upset on a merry-go-
round. So it is with thanksgiving that I can report that as of November
the Representative-in-Korea responsibilities devolved into the very ca-
pable hands of Horace G. Undenvood.

Even two demanding centers of attention can be one too many when,
as sometimes happensphey pull in different directions. Both schools
have continued to grow despite the unsettled state of the nation since
the October assassination of the president. Growth at ACTS has been
steady; at the seminary^ explosive. The seminary's February graduating
class numbered 256 in all. We proposed to accept 350 new students in
March. But pressure from the fast-growing Korean churches and from an
overwhelming number of applicants led to the reluctant admission of
more than 500. That' means a student body of about 1100 or more flood-
ing onto a campus built for 300. My classes have been in ecurnenics,
Korean church history, and world church survey. The title I bear of
Associate President is largely honorary.

At ACTS too, though to a lesser degree, there is a touch of the

nominal in my title as director, for day to day operations are in the

hands of the Korean associate director. But I do have considerable ad-

ministrative responsibilities in addition to teaching Asian Church History,
History of Missions, and General Church History survey courses.

Acts has grown remarkably from six students six years ago to over 180
today. Our greatest joy is the core enrollment of 23 selected Asian stud-
ents from outside Korea--ten different countries and as many different
denominations from Syrian Orthodox to Japanese Baptist. But the most rap-
id recent growth has been from Koreans interested in third-world missions
entering post-seminary graduate programs. This has become the major
cause of friction between ACTS and the seminary, but it is not insoluble.
The seminary's focus is on producing Korean leadership for the million-
member Tonghap Presbyterian church. Acts, on the other hand, is interna-
tional and interdenominational and operates at the post-seminary level
with emphasis on training Asians for Asian missions. Its Korean students
come from a score of Korean denominations including Methodist, Baptist,
Pentecostal and at least five Presbyterian bodies (from Presbyterian ROK
to Hapdong and Koryo). There is room for both institutions to work to-
gether cooperatively for the unity and growth of the church in Asia.

As a minister of the gospel I have found special satisfaction in

opportunities for a pastoral ministry in addition to my teaching. The
year began with the baptism of an American teen-ager, Marion Kim Odence,
and included preaching at the General Assembly of the Korean Presbyterian
Church, and at the Executive Council Meetings of the World Alliance of
Reformed Churches which met this year in Seoul. But what still pleases
me most of all is being asked to preach to Korean congregations, however
humbling the experience always is linguistically.
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Even the routine duties of Board and conriTii ttee memberships
are no longer routine v;hen the nation is in turmoil. I serve on a number--
the Christian Literature Society of Korea, Soongjun University, K’orld Vision
of Korea, the General Assembly Pensions and Foreign Missions Committees,
commissioner from Seoul Presbytery to the General Assembly, and now again
on the board at Yonsei University (this time as auditor). It was the
Soongjun University Board in particular that experienced difficulty. Be-
cause of a determined and sometimes violent student effort to split
apart the Seoul and Taejon college campuses which had united ten years
ago, Eileen and I were aovised to leave home for two days and take refuge
elsewhere. It was probably unnecessary, but my experience in another
situation has not been reassuring. My brother is chairman of the Taegu
Presbyterian Hospital board and was taken hostage and mistreated for six
days. When I tried to break through to see him, I was picked up bodily,
hit and thrown out.

The tragedy of the year is that it was the unexpected imposition
of martial law on the whole nation that released my brother, and what was
good news for him has not been good for Korea. It brought an abrupt end to

disorder, but it has also closed the schools, infringed on freedoms and
triggered still greater confrontations. Who knows how it will end?

Nevertheless, despite the recent riots and tlie state
of the nation
o the year has been busy and satisfying beyond all expectations.
Thi'ough it all the Lord has led in his own good way and with his own suf-

ficient grace. The times have always been in his hands, not ours, and that

is enough for me for this year and the next.

June 9, 1980



l.S.I. CHRISTMAS BANQUET • DECEMBER 15. 1990

PLEASE SING WITH US ALL CHRISTMAS CAROLS PRINTED ON THIS PROGRAM.

HARK! THE HERALD ANGELS SING
HARK! THE HERALD ANGELS SING, " GLORY TOTHENEWBORN KING:

PEACE ON EARTH, AND MERCY MILD, GOD AND SINNERS RECONCILED!
"

JOYFUL, ALL YE NATIONS, RISE, JOIN THE TRIUMPH OFTHE SKIES;

WITH THE ANGEUC HOST PROCIAJM, " CHRIST IS BORN IN BETHLEHEM!

"

HARK! THE HERALD ANGELS SING, " GLORYTOTHENEWBORN KING.

"

HAIL, THE HEAVEN BORN PRINCE OF PEACE! HAIL, THE SON OF RIGHTEOUSNESS!
UGHT AND UFE TO ALL HE BRINGS, RISEN WITH HEALING IN HIS WINGS.
MILD HE LAYS fflS GLORY BY, BORN THATMANNOMOREMAY DIE;

BORN TO RAISETHE SONS OF EARTH. BORNTO GIVETHEM SECOND BIRTH.

HARK! THE HERALDANGELS SING, " GLORYTOTHE NEWBORN KING!
"

AWAY IN A MANGER
AWAY IN A MANGER, NO CRIB FOR A BED,

THE LTITLE LORD JESUS LAY DOWN HIS SWEET HEAD.
THE STARS IN THE SKY LOOKED DOWNWHERE HE LAY,

THE UTTLE LORD JESUS ASLEEP ON THE HAY.

THE HRST NOEL
THE FIRST NOELTHE ANGEL DID SAY
WAS TO CERTAIN POOR SHEPHERDS IN FIELDS AS THEY LAY -

IN FIELDS WHERE THEY LAY KEEPING THEIR SHEEP,

ONA COLD WINTER'S NIGHT THAT WAS SO DEEP.

NOEL, NOEL, NOEL, NOEL,
BORN IS THE KING OF ISRAEL.

ANGELS WE HAVE HEARD ON HIGH
ANGELS WE HAVE HEARD ON HIGH SWEETLY SINGING OER THE PLAINS,

AND THE MOUNTAINS IN REPLY ECHO BACK THEIR JOYOUS STRAINS.
GLORIA IN EXCELSIS DEO, GLORIA IN EXCELSIS DEO.
COME TO BETHLEHEM AND SEE HIM WHOSE BIRTH THE ANGELS SING;

COME ADORE ON BENDED KNEE CHRIST, THE LORD, THE NEWBORN KING.

GLORIA DM EXCELSIS DEO, GLORIA DM EXCELSIS DEO.

WHAT CHILD IS THIS, WHO LAID TO REST?
WHAT CHILD IS THIS, WHO LAD) TO REST, ON MARYS LAP IS SLEEPING?
WHOM ANGELS GREET WITH ANTHEMS SWEET,
WHILE SHEPHERDS WATCH ARE KEEPING.
THIS, THIS IS CHRISTTHE KING, WHOM SHEPHERDS GUARD AND ANGELS SDMG.

HASTE, HASTE TO BRING HIM LAUD, THE BABE, THE SON OF MARY.

.TOY TO THE WORLD
JOY TO THE WORLD! THE LORD IS COME. LET EARTH RECEIVE HER KING.
LET EVERY HEART PREPARE HIM ROOM
AND HEAVENAND NATURE SING, AND HEAVENAND NATURE SDMG,

AND HEAVEN, AND HEAVENAND NATURE SDMG.

JOY TOTHE WORLD! THE SAVIOR ROGNS. LET MEN THEIR SONGS EMPLOY;
WHILE FIELDS AND FLOODS, ROCKS, HILLS, AND PLAINS
REPEATTHE SOUNDDMG JOY , REPEATTHE SOUNDDMG JOY,

REPEAT, REPEATTHE SOUNDING JOY.

HE RULES THE WORLD, WITH TRUTH AND GRACE,
AND MAKES THE NATIONS PROVE THE GLORIES OF HIS RIGHTEOUSNESS,
AND WONDERS OF HIS LOVE, AND WONDERS OF HIS LOVE,
AND WONDERS, WONDERS OF HIS LOVE.



SILENT NIGHT

SEiNT NIGHT! HOLY NIGHT.
ALL IS CALM, ALL IS BRIGHT
ROUND YCW VIRGINMOTHER AND CHILD.
H(XY INFANT. SO TENE*Jl AND MILD
SLEEP IN HEAVENLY PEACE (2)

(GERMAN)

SnLLE NACHT. HEEJGE NATCH!
ALLES SCHLAFT. EINSAM WACHT
NUR DAS TRAUTE, HOCHHEEJGE PAAR
HOLDER KNABE IM LOCKEGEN HAAR
SCHLAF IN HIMMUSCHER RUH ( 2)

(CHINESE)

$ if^ ^-fk

PING AN YE. SHENG SHAN YE
WAN AN JONG. GUANG HUA SHE
JAO JE SHENG MU YE. JAO JE SHENG YING
DUO SHAOa XIANG YE DUO SHAO TTAN JEN
JING XIANG TIAN Q AN MIAN.... (2)

SILENT NIGHT! HOLY NIGHT.
SON OT GOD. LOVES PURE UGHT
RADIANT BEAMS FROM THY HOLY FACE,
WITH THE DAWN OF REDEEMING GRACE,
JESUS. LORD, AT THY BIRTH (2)

(SPANISH)

NOCHE DE PAZ, NOCHE DE AMOR.
TODO DUERME EN DERREDOR
ENTRE LOS ASTROS QUE ESPARCEN SU LUZ
BELLA ANNUNCIANDO AL NINTTO JESUS.

BRILLA LA ESTRELLA DE PAZ (2)

(KOREAN)

4-2-

‘hi ‘’hi 44-.

KOYO HAN BAM. GERUK HAN BAM
UH DUME, MU CHIN BAM
JUYEBOOMOANJASO
GAMSA GHX) DOO RIL DE
A KI JALDO JANDA (2)

( GUJARATI

)

;ev\rt
!

aui I

e5 -Avrv,

U rrV,>4 V . . . c-T-)

KEVI SHANT.NIRMAL RAAT
NIDRA DHIN MANAV JAAT
MARIAM CHE KUWA RI MAAT
PODHYU CHE Sm SHU NAV JAAT
DIVYA SHANTI MA (2 )

(JAPANESE

)

KI YOSHI KONOYORU.HOSmWAHIKARI
SUKUI NO MI KOWA MI HAHANO MUNE NI

NEMURI TAMO .YUME YASUKU .
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fkesbyterian medical center
TAEGU, KOREA

“And He sent them to preach the Kingdom of ^od, anddo heat the ^sick” Luke 9 : 2

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECT GIVES GREAT IMPETUS TO
CHURCH IN BUDDHIST VILLAGES

NEW CHURCH BUILDING COMPLETED

LUghter’s recove iry '

Such is the po^ rer mi

jen doors for the c

Iministered in Christ

The newly enlarged church, twice

as big as before, with Rev. Nam
{left). Dr. Yoon, and Nurse Kim in

the foreground. Their clinics, and
the DVBS have been the biggest

impetus to the groivth of the church.

We supplied for the church the

only playground equipment in either

village. It is a tremendous drawing
card for DVBS and Sunday School.

We are adding teeter-tawter and
jungle'"gym to it.

The first of two DVBS sessions

this summer. The first had 73 chil-

dren, the second 120. Now the

villages are begging for a year-

round day-care center at the church,

and the congregation is planning an
addition to accommodate one.

One reason Dr. N. K. Yoon, our Chief of Public Health, selected th

two towns in Ku-Am county for his community health project was tha

the church, originally begun by our Preaching Society many years ago
had been seriously hampered by strong Buddhist influence in both nearb;

villages, and he hoped to help it grow stronger. We are so happy P

report that already, in less than two years, partly because of Dr. Yoon’

work, and partly because one of the hospital chaplains. Rev. S. Y. Nam,
has been filling their pulpit, amazing changes have taken place in thi

tiny church.

The congregation is not only larger, but they have subscribed most o

the cost among themselves of the beautiful little church you see in th(

upper left-hand corner of this page. There are lovely blond pews, and i

concrete floor, with cheerful yellow curtains in the windows. The churcl

is twice as big as before. The dedication will be next month!!

DVBSs Received with Acclaim

The wife of one of the hospital

board members donated the price of

a vacant lot adjoining the church,

and we donated a combination slide

and swing to make it a playground
for the children the only play

equipment in either village!! 73

children flocked to the first Daily

Vacation Bible School, and the

parents all remarked how much
better their children were behaving
after that experience!!

When the second DVBS was be-

gun 120 children were enrolled be-

fore others had to be turned away.

Beg for Day-Care Center

Now real pressure is being brou-

ght to bear on the church toHnau-
gurate a Ja-y^care eenter. Wbethyr
the poor couiifry"'’*peopte^% Lie
church between them can raise the

salary for a permanent teacher
remains to be seen, but what an
opportunity to get the Gospel in the

kitchen doors of the village homes!

!

We are donating more equipment,
and planting shade trees for the
fledgling center, and the church is

planning a special room to accom-
modate such a venture.

Thus it is that medical concern
can be an opening wedge for t^he

Gospel in a hostile community. iWe
invest about $2,000 per year in Jor.

Yoon’s health program, and it' is

bringing rich returns. ^

STUDENT NURSES’ “SERVICE PROJECT” / .

WINS WARM APPRECIATION
In August our nursing students accomplished an outstanding servi-.ce piu"

ject in a rural community about 50 miles from Taegu. 21 girl wertt,
accompanied by 2 faculty members and a dentist. They divided ii .Ao three
teams: one ran the clinics, one ran a DVBS for children from f ar and
near, and the 3rd team conducted the “enlightenment” meetings,. These
taught such important things as well baby and child care, how to keep
their wells uncontaminated, or have safe fertilizer to use, ap'^'j how to
protect the family from such scourges as lung flukes and liV^^r flukes
which are carried by land crabs and snails which the children catch and
often eat raw. t

Dentist Particularly Strategic

li

“HOPELESS” CASE OP-
ENED WAY FOR team
When Dr. N. K. Yoon, first visited

Ku-Am, it was assumed by all that

tiny Choon Sun Kang, 15 years old.

would soon be gone. She had been
failing steadily for some years. Her
drunkard father owned a tavern

and was a rough brawler in the

town who abused his wife and
neglected his dying daughter.

Healed in Hospital

Hospitalization

confirmed that

Choon Sun’s

problem was my-
ocarditis, or

inflammation
^he heart musde,-.i

Sheiwas 'in the
• hospital for 5

weeks, and the

drugs brought condition under
"
'such good controPthat now she is

a normal child al^,/le even to work
in a factory! !

'j

Transformed!^ Home Life

Wlien rhe villagers saw that the

hospital, had restored her to health,

free, it was a tremendous factor in

opening the two IBuddhist towns to

our health clinics, and gave great

impetus to the growth of the little

struggling church. Her father be-

came a changed man—he now is a

good husband and father since his

medicine has to

church, when
s name!

Choon Sun Kang

Medics of all kinds are badly needed in rural areas, but derV tists are a
rarity. Travelling back and forth to some city for dental care neglected
both on account of expense, and also time, by poor farmers.

. fConsequent-
ly a tooth is often beyond saving, and in other cases, coihjntry people
often prefer to have a tooth out which may require care in |lhe future to

150 dental cases were extractioii|(s. In addition,
he helped the girls many times when changing dressings, or; they needed,
prescriptions for such things as diarrhoeas, etc. . ,

When the girls left, the grateful villagers begged them please \eome
back to their village again next year! ! If

’The dentist ha s audience without

as well as within as he examines

small patimt with

student's help.

a second-year
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LEPROSY WORK REPORT

Though handicapped for fingers,

or sometimes for sight, many of the

old burned-out cases with nowhere

else to go nevertheless live happy

lives working along at whatever they

are able to do.

Mrs. Kwon has done yeoman ser-

vice through the years teaching sew-
ing, knitting and beauty culture to

any of the teen-agers or young women
who wanted to learn. They will miss
her cheerful face when they move.

RELOCATION OF LEPROSARIUM PATIENTS URGENT
Many ;pf you know that because the city has by-passed the Leprosarium

swe have been asked to move the patients by the end of 1978. This is a
critical problem, for prices for good productive land are prohibitive and

.
even untillable hillsides are expensive. A little tillable land is most desir-

--able, because growing vegetables improves their diet of rationed grain and
also provides needed exercise.

Medical Supervisory Costs in Time, Gasoline, Important

The two best choices so far are neither one really desirable, and at least

half an hour from Taegu. We would be grateful for your prayers that

a more ideal spot will be found soon.

EMPHASIS NOW ON OUT-PATIENT CARE
We gratefully report that in the 30 years since we came to Taegu, the

census at the Leprosarium has dropped from over 1, 200 patients to less

than 250! Many have passed on, but hundreds have been rehabilitated

either to their homes, or to jobs somewhere, or to one of our resettlement

villages.

However, we have 2, 111 patients

enrolled in out-patient clinics:

1, 200 in the Robert W. Arnold
Memorial Skin Clinic of our main
Medical Center and 911 out in the
rural clinics, all under Dr. Song’s
supervision. This is a tremen-
dous advance in the management
of leprosy!

Our four early-case-finding cli-

nics are flourishing. If the gov--
ernment can blanket Korea with
supervised clinics such as ours,

they can indeed get all known
cases under consistent treatment,
and stop new cases within ten
yeara. This is our goalfl

Dr. Song and his Nurse, Miss Park.

NEW MEDICINES HAVE

KOREAS’S FIRST LEPROSY RESETTLEMENT VILLAGE
NOW 2 0 YEARS OLD

FOR LEPROSY PATIENTS

Bright Futures for Those Treated

Twenty years ago there were no leprosy resettlement villages in Korea
;

at all, but the nev?^ sulfone drugs were producing "negative”, or “cured” I

cases, and it seemed unthinkable to leave these people to live out their
'

days walled off from society with other regular patients. We felt we must
try to help them be absorbed back into normal environments and self ^

support. A very few had families who would take them back, but most
'

had no place where they would be adcepted. The government was de-

lighted to cooperate in an experimental “resettlement village”, and donated
land for us at Kuji, on the Naktong river, then a 1-hour drive away.
We built five long residences for families to share, and 75 people moved
out. Not too long afterwards, with our combined efforts, a lovely little

church was built which is still in excellent repair. .

New Community Center Built This Year in Commemoration
Today there are only two of the long houses left, but many new smaller

f

homes have been built and innumerable pens for chickens, pigs, and cows, ij

We are so grateful that the village children are happily accepted in the
township school, and they have very favorable growing conditions for rice :

and vegetables.

Villagers Hope More Families Will Join Them from Leprosarium
There is riceland for sale adjoining their village right now, and the

;;

little community would dearly love to have more families join their ranks,
It would take about $1, 000 to buy the riceland to support one family. We |

are praying that the Lord will provide for more families from our ?

Leprosarium to move there. ^

So successful has the Resettlement Village concept been that our Lepro-
sarium now has two, and there are 90 country-wide\

Early

When we first came to Korea 30

years ago it was accepted that

patients in leprosarii would live out

their lives in them, cut off from
society.

This is changed now! ! The three

handsome boys in the picture below

are but three out of several hun-

dred former patients who are now
making a successful place for them-

selves in the normal world. The

two on the left have been working

in the hospital as electricians for

3 years, and the boy on the right

has just' started training in our

metal shop.

Today new drugs are treating

leprosy even faster than the sul

fones and without some of their un

desirable side-effects. In the pi^ov

idence of God, the day of eradica

ting leprosy really is on the horizor

Our early-case-finding clinics art

playing their part.

Our thanks to all of you who havt

been helping us with this strategic

program'.



Korean Singing

By David Hackett

Beauty in Korea takes many
forms. I've seen it in the pink
snow of Chinhae’s cherry trees
last spring, and in the smiling
faces of grandmas on the bus
who freely grant to delighted
youngsters a special lap for a
few minutes. There's beauty in
the scene of a hard-working
farmer laboring over a bill

with an amaz-
ing load of
greens piled

high on his A-
ftame, plod-
ding on toward

unknown
destination.

But the beaU'
ty in Korea
that has had

greatest
impact on me isn't so much
a sight, or a pretty scene. It

is an attitude ; a love and free-

dom of singing.

Koreans will sing anywhere,
it seems: on a mountain stroll

toward Tong Hak Temple near
Taejon; on the sands of Tae-
chon ^ach: on a busy city
street or while walking down
an unlit path late at night.
They sing while peddling dry
mushrooms and wet cucumb-
ers in the market! And the
greatest wonder is how Ko-
reans sing when they are to-

gether in a group.

Groups seem to do special
things to Koreans. Perhaps the
people of Korea are more free
when in groups. If so, this is

quite different from the Ame-
rican feeling. I read recently
that the number-one fear
most Americans is speaking
In front of a group. Well, while
this peninsula’s people may be
a bit shy to speak before a
group, not yet have I seen
someone resolutely refuse to
sing a solo for a group of

friends. In spite of the fact

that America is an entertain-

ment-oriented society, for the
average man or woman to be
suddenly asked to sing a solo
In public would be an embar-
rassing and unjustified attack.

We have conveniently delegat-
ed solo public singing to such
talented singers that the aver-
age person has completely lost

confidence in his or ner ability

to sing. America seems to
have lost this very personal
privilege of hearing its com-
mon people sing.

I’m a singer myself, and
low it dawns on me why it

was so hard in college to find

people willing to sing at our
university fellowship meetings.
We in the United States have
failed to work for acceptance
and encouragement of our "or-
dinary” people to burst into

song. Only when safely sub-

merged in a ma&s of voices
are most Americans secure
enough to sing out boldly.

Koreans will often play a
sort of game which I feel may
be the healthiest group th^
rapy exercise this side of LA.
For lack of a better proper
name, 1 call it "Sing around

the Bawler.” In this game
where a group sits in a cir-

cle. each person spontaneous-

ly sings a solo of his or her
own choosing, going all ‘-he

way around the cb^le. And

here’s the clincher; all this

is usually done without an in-

strument! How risky that

sounds to my Western ears.

First of all. not many Ameri-

cans have entire songs me-
morized, much less ready to

perform before a jury of their

peers. What if my voice

breaks? What if I begin the

song at too high a pitch?

And — horror — what if I

forget the lyrics just after

I’ve begun? These are the

fears that apparently dominate

an American’s thoughts on this

matter.
Herein lies the beauty I

spoke of before. It Is so gentle,

so sensitive, so accepting.
While there may be some
harsh-sounding banter design-

ed to prompt the reticent sing-

er to sing, it is assumed in

Korea that each pers<Hi does
have a voice of sorts and can
at least begin a song. And,
if the resulting vocal produc-
tion lacks in quality, ampli-
tude, or tempo consistency (or

perhaps all three), the group
seems to join in with simul-
taneous audible support. In

fact, I am amazed at the lack
of excoriating comments
from the group. Rather, every-
one seems intent on making a
success out of what I would
have aborted from the second
beat. Some will clap. Others
will whistle — and most will

sing. But the obvious aim is

to aid the would-be singer
through his or her turn and
make that performance, too,

an enjoyable experience. How
kind, sincere, and wise this

game of "Sing around the
Bawler” is!

The variety of the repertoire
is really a marvel, too. In a
group o( 14 <me is likely to

^hear selections of the latest

Korean and Western "pop-
song” (It’s never made plural.

Example: "How many pop-
song do you know?”), and
some Western folk songs, such
as Michael. Row th« Boat
Ashore and Blowin’ in the
Wind. But then a few vrill

delve into their cultural trea-

sure chests to bring forth Ta
Ryung — traditional folk

songs — and that pearl of

great price, Kwehjina Ching-
ching Nane. This latter is a
very old traditional song, often

sung with a hauntingly sad
lyrical line that is accompani-
ed by an isolated and occa-
sional clap or drumbeat for

emphasis. (I always like to

try to guess when the next
clap will come. It makes me
enter in and adds s little sus-

pense.) To hear John Denver
one minute and then some
Beethoven of the East the next
thrills me. My Korean friends
have a broad range of appre-
ciation and talent, indeed!

I find myself envious of a
people whom sophisticated en-

tertainment has not (yet?)
robbed of the joy of singing

music — "That which comes
nearest to expressing the in-

expressible,” as someone once
wrote. And the added freedom
of solo public performance
without fear of unkind com-
ment can do much to free one
to express a very wonderful

creativity which would other-

wise waste away in disuse, as
I’m afraid is the case in

America. In addition, it may
well be just this fre^om in

song which has helped the Ko-
rean people to be resilient for

thousands of years. I can’t

help thinking that it does
something good within a per-

son to have others stc^ and
appreciate this small unre-
hearsed performance; a self-

confidence that carries over
into other areas of that per-

son's life.

I'm privileged to be able to

see and participate in this

beauty of Korea: the voices

of the land, the chords of ex-

pression ringing out without
harsh evaluation. My hope is

that we may be able to re-

capture this freedom in the

West.

The writer is a United

Presbyterian missionary from
Seattle. Washlagtoo wbo bas
been teaching English at

Soeag Jon University for Ike
past year and a half.



Rowland Evans and Robert Novak

Reagan Scores Korean Triumph
WASJUNGTON — South Korean President

Chun Doo Hwan’s just-concluded visit here cU-

maxed a triumph in secret diplomacy by the

Reagan administration conducted out of an ob-

scure downtown Washington office before the

newly-elected president had assumed power.

Had it not been for President Reagan’s in-

formal intervention through his national secu-

rity assistant, Richard V. Allen, Chun certainly

would not have been Reagan’s

guest at Blair House. Korean dis-

sident Kim Dae Jung would have

been executed, U.S.-Korean rela-

tions would be at an all-time low

and South Korea would stand as

an outlaw nation in the eyes of

the world.

Instead, Gen. Chun’s regime

has won legitimacy, its more
moderate elements strengthened Evans-Novak

enough to plant hope for democratization

ahead. Reagan’s mixture of determination and

flexibility suggests he may not only restore tat-

tered alliances such as the Korean link but pos-

sibly achieve more in human rights than Jimmy
Carter’s self-righteous approach.

When we visited Seoul last September, the

situation looked bleak. Chun's most moderate

advisers contended he could not bow to Carter

administration public demands to spare the life

of Kim Dae Jung, accused of subversion and

sedition. If he did, Chun’s brief presidential ten-

ure might end abruptly. Having just formalized

his previous role as strong man of the military

regime, Chun was dependent on the hard-line

young colonels who engineered the coup that

brought him to power. They would not tolerate

losing face by surrendering to Carter.

Consequently, there is agreement in Korea

that Kim would be dead today had President

Carter been re-elected. Actually, the suposition

there immediately after Nov. 4 was that Rea-

gan’s win also doomed Kim. Jubilant colonels in

Seoul toasted the Republican victory, rejoicing

that troublesome Carter had been replaced by

permissive Reagan who would give them a free

hand on Kim Dae Jung.

They misread Ronald Reagan. He author-

ized Allen to leak a story that the president-

elect opposed Kim’s execution and believed it
j

would harm U.S.-Korean relations. A news re-

port quoting a “senior aide” to that effect ap-

peared in the Nov. 18 New York Times.

It did not do the trick. Koreans well placed

outside the government informed us that the

colonels interpreted it as political posturing to

protect Reagan from being blamed for Kim’s

death. The Koreans told us Reagan must do

more to prevent the execution before Jan. 20.

But if he went public, Reagan’s advice would i

have to be spurned, just as Carter’s was, in

order to save Chun’s face. The recommenda-

tion by these Koreans; a confidential letter to

Chun from Reagan, delivered by an American

or Korean businessman.

We relayed this information to the Reagan

camp. A letter to Chun was quickly ruled out.

So was any other direct activity by the presi-

dent-elect. Nor could he work through the State 1
Department while Carter was president; start- J
mg Nov. 4, the Chun regime would n^ seriouslv^/

discuss Kim with U S. diplomau/How thei^|

could a catastrophe m U.S.-Korp^m relations y I

prevented before Reagan had<b(! power to

» i L—.
I

With Reagan’s approval, Dick Allen started

secret negotiations with Korean emissaries,

most held in his private office at 16th and I

Streets here. To guard against publicity that

could have aborted the delicate process, noth-

ing was said to the State Department.

Allen’s first talks were held in November
with Gen. Lew Byung Hyun, chairman of the

Korean Joint Chiefs of Staff. Allen was blunt;

Killing Kim would do irreparable damage to

South Korea’s relations with the world, particu-

larly Japan and the U.S.; hopies of reviving the

alliance under Reagan would disappear.

In December, Allen stepped up the pace.

He conferred twice with the man sent by Chun
to Washington to represent him personally ; the

Korean Embassy’s minister, Gen. Sohn Jang
Rae. Allen extended Reagan’s invitation to visit

Washington immediately after the inaugura-

tion. Nothing was to be said publicly. Just be-

fore Christmas, Chun tentatively accepted.

That at least bought time. Having accepted

the invitation, Chun could not permit Kim’s ex-

ecution before Jan. 20. Even if the death sen-

tence were not commuted. Reagan could deal

with the problem once he had taken office. But

there was realistic hope Seoul would grant

clemency before Chun’s trip, if only to avoid

full-blown demonstrations in front of the White

House against the Korean president (in con-

trast to the actual token protests).

Not until Jan. 20 did Reagan learn of Chun’s

decision to commute Kim’s sentence to Ufe im-

prisonment, quickly followed by his lifting of

martial law. South Korea had opted for respect-

ability. The regime’s moderate elements were

strengthened, and the hard-line colonels dealt a

severe blow. It was Ronald Reagan’s triumph,

accomplished without oozing preachments of

paternalistic America that for four years have

managed to undermine U.S. alliances while fail-

ing to improve human rights. .
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THE PRESBYTERIi^N CHURCH OF KOREA LOOK TOWARD THE 80s

The Presbyterian Church of Korea wishes to state anew its position in the
face of situations at home and abroad and its world missionary responsiblity
as it enters the 1980s.

The disparity between economic development and political stagnation during
the 70s created a period of missionary tension. Now we stand on the
threshold of the 80s with bright hopes for freedom, justice and peace. We
humbly confess our faith in God’s saving history and in the hope of his
glorious victory. God, in His providence, is active in all the events of
history to save and lead us for our good. In this faith we believe that
the series of events at the end of the 70s took place under His Lordship
and we reaffirm that God gives us an important challenge and vision of His
glory and mission through them. Our denomination notes the admbnition in

Galations "For freedom Christ has set us free; stand fast therefore,
and do not submit again to a yoke of slavery" and in order to be obedient
to this word makes clear its position on the following points.

1 . Our denomination affirms that the renewal and growth of the church
provides a spiritual basis for building a democratic society. For this
reason as part of the evagelize.tion of the Korean people we have set a
goal of reaching 10,000,000 members by the 100th anniversary of Protestant
missionary work in Korea. As one of the world churches we must develop
the strength to participate in the overseas missionary movement and in the
unity of the church through the ecioraenieal movement. The WCC stresses the
discoorery of unity in diversity and we affirm the primacy of the security
of church and nation and reaffirm our traditional anti-'communist posture,
iinti-communism is not just the concern of special groups or individuals.

2. Our denomination claims that the church becomes God's people by
strengthening education for liberation and community, k renewed church
does not engage in competitive evangelism but humbly participates as a
suffering servant. We affirra that thr attitude of mature believes should
be to live a life of piety in accordance with the Gospel not causing
trobule and discord and that this best serves the attainment of individual
liberation and community.

3* Our denomination affirms that development from the prevailing political
stagnation is possible. Therefore, we confess that the achievement of a
just and harmonious society in which all can participate and a reunited
country" is our vital responsiblity at this time. The requirements for
political development and revision of the consitution are the maintenance
of complete freedom of faith and mission and the preservation of human
rights and social justice. Our church will faithfully fulfil its prophetic
mission to o.ttain this goal.

1



4. We confess that there must be a creative tension in the Spirit in the
midst of social stability and social development. We must show forgiving
love and reconciliation in order to stop the flow of wild accusations
made ina spirit of self-righteousness and retaliation in an illogical social
situation where there is injustice, corruption and immorality. All
believers in their schools, factories, political parties or interest
groups should show restraint and reative commitment, sharing in the pain of
others. The armed forces whose purpose is the defence of the nation should
faithfully fulfil the trust committed to them.

5 . Our denomination affirms that God will establish His Kingdom in the earth.
Therefore, the 4,000 churches and the 1 million members have a priestly
role to awaken public opinion to the need for creating a Christian culture
and democratic government in the hope of the advent of God's Kingdom. The
Biblical mission is to create a public opinion in the church and the priestly
role is to pray for the reoemption and healing of a democratic society and
the national leaders.

January, I 98O

Rev. V/on Gon Cho, Moderator

The Presbyterian Church of Korea



A REPORT ON THE CURRENT STATUS

OF THE

PRESBYTERIAN CliURCH OF KOREA



Historical Survey

1832 . 7. 25

1866 . 9. 2

1882 .

1883. 3.

1884 . 1.

1884 . 9. 20

1885 . 4 . 5

(Easter Day)

I889. 10.

1892 . 10.

1393. 1. 28

1898. 9. 8

1901. ,5. 15

1901. 9.. 20

1907. .9. 17

1912. .9. 1

I934-. .9. 9

1938. 9. 9

1938. 9. 20

1943. 5. 5

Netherlands missionary Gutzlaff evangelizes at Kunsan

(Translation of the Lord's Prayer)

British missionary Thomas martyred at Ta^dong River

Hangul Bible translated and printed by 4- Korean young people

Hong Jun Paek (baptised in Manchuria I876) begins,

evangelism in Suiju

In Japan Soo Jung Lee attempts to arouse American missionary

interest in Korea

Allen arrives in Korea sent by the Northern Presbyterian

Church

Underwood e.rrives in Korea at Inchon sent by the Northern

Presbyterian Church

Australian Presbyterian missionary Davies arrives in

Korea and goes to Pusan

Southern Presbyterian U.S. missionary Tate arrives in Korea

and goes to Honam

Presbyterian Council formed with missionary membership

Canadian Presbyterian missionary Grierson arrives in Korea

and goes to Kwanbuk

Presbyterian Seminary opens in Pyongyang

Presbyterian Council including Korean associates organised

(3 Korean elders, 6 helpers and 25 missionaries)

Presbyter^'’ of the Presbyterian Church of Korea established

(38 missionaries and 4^0 elders). Seven Pyongyang seminary

students graduate

General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church of Korea

established (52 ministers, 125 elders, 44 missionaries)

23rd meeting of the General Assembly celebrated the

Jubilee of Protestant missionary work in Korea

27th meeting of the General Assembly ended in disorder

ofer Japanese enforcement of shrine worship

Pyongyang Presbyterian Seminary classes suspended for

refusing to worship at shrines

Japanese force a change in name to the Chosen Presbyterian

Branch of the Christian Church in Japan

- 1 -



1945 . 8 . 1

1945. 9. 8

1945. 12.

1946. 6.12

1947 . 4. 18.

1949. 4. 28

1951. 5. 25

1951. 9. 18

1953. 4. 29

1959. 9. 24

1960. 2. 17

1962. 9. 20

Denominations disbanded and united as the Korean Branch

of the Christian Church in Japan

Interdenominational conference of churches in the southern

region of Korea held

Combined Presbytery meeting covering 5 provinces of

North K^rea held

1st meeting of the General Assembly of the southern

region opened

2nd meeting of the General Assembly of the southem

region held.

Recons l-ituted as the 33rd meeting of the General assembly
at First Presbyterian Church, Taegu

35th meeting of the General Assembly held in Saemunam

Church,
approves change of name to Presbyterian Church of Korea

and the opening of the Presbyterian Seminary at Namsan, Seoul

At a reconvened meeting of the 36th General Assembly

the Koryopa Church withdraws

Presbyterian Seminary established in Taegu

At the 37th General Assembly the Presbyterian Church in

the Republic of Korea (Ki-jang) withdraws. South-North

united assembly formed >rith 67 representatives from

Northern Presbyteries

At the 44th meeting of the General Assembly held at the

First Presbyterian Church, Taejon, the Hapdong Church

withdravrs

The Tonghap General Assembly opens in Saemunan Church,

Seoul

The 47th meeting of the General Assembly at Youngnak

Presbyterian Church, Seoul celebrates the Jubilee of

the establishment of the General assembly

The 65th meeting of the General assembly opens at

Youngnak Presbyterian Church, Seoul

- 2 -
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ORGAMIZATIONiX CHART

I

General Assembly

j Executive
! Committee

!

; Christian Press

! General Assembly •

I

Theological SeminarjJ^

i Regional
1 Seminaries (5)

[universities (10)|-
^

[Hospital (7) '{j

i“j Standing Committee (10)|

Presbyteries (3^)

j

Bible Schools

j

Middle and High

|

[Schools (39)
[District
!
Committees

Local Churches

'-jl7orking Committee (5)
j

j

General Secretary

General Assmbly
j

jDep't of Evangelism

[

Dep’t of Education

|

Dep't of Rural]

|Dep‘t of Scoeit^

—I

Chaplains
I



Officers

Moderator

Vice Moderator

Stated Clerk

Assistant Stated Clerk

Recording Secretary

Assistant Recording

Secretary

Treasurer

Assistant Treasurer

Church

Presbyteries

Churches

Constituents

Ordo.ined Ministers

Elders

Evangelists

of the 65th General assembly

Rev. Chi Soon Park

Rev. Bong Koh

Rev. Hyung Tae Kim

Rev. B3rung Kon Choi

Rev. Bok Ryang Chung

Rev. Nak Ki Pack

Elder Young Chul Yun

Elder Suk II Kang

Sta-tistics

3^

3,886 (including 195 pioneer churches)

1,201 established between 197^ and I98O

98A, 192 (baptized 316,915) 1979 stantistics

2,21A (including inactive and retired 152 )

5,88A (including non-serving ^62 )

2,162 (

1

, 625 men
, 537 women

)

5.000 churches

1
. 500.000 members

4 -

1 984 Goal



Budget of the

65th General Assembly

i
I^dget

Item

Previous

Year budget

Totals 780,435,799

current

Budget

963,870,000

Variation

14/+,469,394

Notes

$1,480,000

General
Assembly
Offioe

132,127,486 176,700,000 44,572,514

Dep’t of

Evangelism

Dep*t of

Education

Dep*t of

Rural Evang.

Soceity

Dep' t

Chaplains *

Dep’ t

217,905,548 265*000,000 47,094,452

235,413,024 290,250,000 59,836,976

60,476,192 102,520,000 42,043,808

83,505,844 55 ,
000,000 -28,505,844

51,007,705 69,400,000 18,392,295

Activities Related to the

Commemoration of the 100th

Anniversa.ry of Protestant Mission in Korea

(1970 - 1984 )

phase One : 5 years (1970 - 1974)

Purpose : A DEVELOPING CHURCH

Seven Eirriphases

1. Laymens' Training 2. General Assembly Restructuring

3* Theological Education 4. Urban Evangelism

5* Ecumenical Activity 6. Pension System for Church Vjorkers

7* Church and Society Department Activities

- 5 -



Phase Two : 5 years (1975 - 1979 )

Purpose : A CHURCH FOR KORE/l

Six Emphases

1. Promotion of Self-support for Farm and Fishing Village Churches

2. Social Education Social Service

4. Mass Communications Strategy North Korea Evangelization

6. Church Unity Movem.ent V7ithin the Nation

Phase Three : 5 years ( I98O - 1984 )

Purpose : A CHURCH FOR THE WORLD

Three Mphases

1 . yrorld Mission : from a Receivihg Church to a Giving Church

2. Worldwide Church Activities Church Renewal : and Church Unity

focus on the Asian Region

3* Church Education

Looking toward the 200th anniversary: a liaturred Church

Preparation Committee for the

100th Anniversary

Five Subcommittees

1 « Planning Committee

* Editing and Publishing of the Overall plan of Activity

* Invitations to the Christian Leaders and former missionaries in

Overseas Churches

* SvTtiposiurft on Theology and Problems of Mission

2. Mass Meeting and Church Growth Committee

* Breakfast Prayer Meetings & Cities and Presbyteries involving

Church Growth Seminar the whole denomination

* Commemorative Gatherings

3» Mcm.orial Center Construction Committee

Details of Project 1,600 Pyoung (4 stories)

Budget 26 Billion Won

Construction Period I98I - 1983 ( 3 years )

4-^ Historical Comnitteo

* Publication of 100 years* History * Commemorative magazine and Historical
Exhibition

5* Finance Committee : * Fund Raising

- 6 -



DEPARmENT OF EVANGELISM^

1. Overseas Mission Committee

Missionaries Serving Overseas : 12 countries: 22 persons

dapan * Taiwan
'

j

Hong Kong Indonesia VJest Germany Sweden Austria

,
1

3 2 3 1

\ '

1 1

j

Bangladesh ! Guam
j

Pakistan India Africa

3
;

1 1 1 1 1

Missionaries to be sent : 6 countries : 7 persons

japan Malaysia Philipines 1 Brazil
1

; Hong Kong Saudi Arabia

2 1 1

i

1

1

i

i 1 1

2. Nationwide Evangelization

Central Purpose ; Church Planting

Objective : 5,000 Churches and 1,500,000 members by 1984

Agreed upon at 59th General Assembly in 1974

Churches Planted

Year 1975 1976 ! 1977
1

1978
. .

1979 1980

Number of

Churches
192

1

177
j

223
i

159 249 201

Monthly prayer breakfasts are held for this activity

Between 1974 and 1980 a total of 1,201 new churches established

- 7 -



3. Farm and Fishing Village Evangelization

Promotion of Sister Relationships

Total Churches in Korea
~LX

Churches Overseas

Ii
38 65

(210 Bicycles purchased for village church workers)

'l . Campus Mis s ion

Campus Mission Committees in each Presbytery

Students leader Training

Training at invitation of Presidents and Principals

Evangelism Through Campus Groups

Area Training (Chaplains, teachers, church leaders )

Urban Industrial Mission

Formation of Area Committees

Industrial Pla.nts activities ( 29 areas )

6. Special Mission

Institution Reform School
j. . ..

Police Evangelism Prisons Hospital Blind

Ministers 5

'

100 15 25 3

Mission for the Blind : Eye Surgery : Of 58 operations 53 successful

7* Financial Support for Mew Churches

Using 20'^ of the \4ICC project Budget and local support interest free loans

are made to churches not self-supporting

Presently 66 churches have received loans

Totalling 60,lj'00,000 won (US$100,000 )

8



DEPARTMENT OF

CHRISTIAN EDUCiiTION1.

Church Leaders* Training and Nurture (35: items)

(1) Leadership Development Material

Kindergarten Activities

Childrens' Department

Middle & High School Dep't

Young Adult Dep’t

Adult Department

(2) Methods of Training

Program Development

Various Consultations

Training Course-Lectures

Leaders S.eminar

V/eekday Meetings and E<iucation

Other Activities

2, Textbook Development and Revision ( 9 items )

Various Textbooks, Correspondence Course, Materials and Textbook

Evaluation and Revision

3 . Publishing : New Publications (10) : Church Officer's Training

School Fund : Goal 2 billion won (for Chaplains' Activities )

5- Teachers’ Training and Licensing : Church Sdhool

* at the request of the Department the General Assembly approved

tho establishment of a program of continuing educa.tion for pastors.

1 . Farm and Fishing Village Leadership Training

Under the supervision of tho Rural Department
In Cooperation with tho Presbyteries

2. Farm & Fishing Village Church Self-support Program

Rice Bank, Beekeeping Program

3 . Equalization of Salaries for Rural Church Workers

Carried out by Presbytery officials

Promotion of Sistor Relationships with Urban Churches (domestic and abroad)

4. Scholarship Program for Children of Rural Church Workers

Sponsoring Church Scholarships ( 164 Students )

General Scholarship (in coopera.tion with Presbyteries)

RUR/iL DEPARBiENT

9 -



SOCIETY DEPARIMEWT

1 e Welfare Programs

Vocational Guidance Model, General Relief Work, Disaster Relief Vfork

2. Church and Society Programs

Community Civid Ed''-o,ationa Model Program

Nationwide Consultation of Presbytery Church and Society Committee Chairman

Credit Union Leaders Training

Fund Raising for Prisoners and Families

Regional Education Lea.der's Consultation

Consumers • Protection Consultation, Social Service Consultation

Training Graduates Consultation,

Consultation of Social Work Agency Leaders Related to General Assembly

Plan for Strenguhening of Community Development a-nd Mission Responsibility

3 » Training Program

- Training Phase 3 (9/15/80 -H/26/80)

- Training Phase A (2/25/81 -5/ 25/81)

- Tra.ining Phase 5 (8/25/81 -11/25/81)

- Plaji for Expansion of T^o.ining : 198I - I983 (3 years )

A. Pastors’ Pension Fund

Pa.pticipa-ting Members : 308, Receiving Benefits’ : 15

Medical Insurance Plan : (6I- Green CToss)

Pension Fund ( 80 million Won )

5* Retirement Home for pastors

Retirement Home in Anyang, Meeting of Retired Pastors

Ex[.)ansion amd Reloca.tion of Facilities

CHAPUINS' DEPARTOENT

Military Mission Target : 600,000 militai^- personnel (200,000 rotated each

(200,000 rota.ted each year)

Religious Cha.pla.ins (all denomin''^tions)

Protestant Ministers : 280 ( 9 denominations

)

Roman Catholic Priests : 60, Buddhist Monks :60 Total AOO chaplains

Religious Preference :

Protestants: 38)5, Catholics : 12"^ Buddhists : TOTAL ^5 $
- 10 -



Fresbytorian Church of Korea Chaplains :

Army : 3^ ,
Wary : 5, Air Force :5 Total M chaplains

Promotion of Sponsors for Chaplaincy Ministry :

Local Churches to Contribute town.rd chaplains' work funds

Total Fund to be raised : 4,000,000 won per month

To encourage chaplains toward longer terms of service

Chaplaincy Candidates Program : - 27 candidates

At Serainary Level (Silrailar to R.O.T.C.)

Selection made by the office of chaplc.ins of the Ministry of Defense

Schola,rship System :

Manpower supply PLan

Guarantee of Superior Resources

To inspire A Sense of Call

First year's Goal : 5,000,000 won

Chaplains* Ministry Support :

Literature Support

Problem of Transporto.tion and mobility

Facilities and office Furnishings

Program for Chaplains' Development :

Seminar on Military Mission Policy

Candidates' Seminar

Support of Chaplains' Tr'?-ining and Counseling

Program for Retired chaplains

Unit-mde religious Lectures

Chaplains' Fund Guarantee

Cha.plain Assistants' Upgrading

11



Soong; Jun University T’fatters

V/lth the freedom to form student governments on college campuses the

students of Soong Jun on Seoul and Taejon campuses wont through the election

process and ExxKXKdxmdbddiaiiE: formed their studtnt governments. Things were

done very"decently and in order”* With these governments formed the students

began to make their demands upon the±K administration of the University.

April 14. 19S0 At» this time the writer of tliis paper started to collect all

of the papers that \^eve coming out from the students on Taejon’s campus.

Their demands were as follo^js:

1. Demand a divided university. Both campuses are to become
egual in the sight of the iDE, and autonomous,

2. Demand to loiov; where certain mony has gone. There was great
concern that amounts of none that belonged to Taejon Campus lud

for the Seoul campuses benefit.
iprll 19B0 Seniors demonstrate before the door of the dean of students

for t\^lo hours protesting the uon graduation fee that went for the

renting of the graduation robe and cap, their part in the present* to the

school' and to the faculty. The school had been collecting these fees at the

start of a senior’s senior yoar. Tho3
’’ had been banking the funds in an

account, gain" ng interest on it and keep the interest.

April 9, Demonstrated again and the dean of ,stu.dents pesigned, the mono:/ was
,

repaid to each student plus the interest. ITo person wps^^a’^pointed in his

place thus there is a lack of an official way for the students to relate to

the administration.

April 12 Faculty met fot tlit purpose of defining the real troble on the ^f

campus. The students give until noon, Thursday (April 17) for -an answer^to

their demands. The added news is that the alumunae of the former Taejon

College and the present Taejon campus of Soong Jun' University^. Tlie students

meet with the faculty and demanded the complete autonomy for Taejon Campus.

At this time the /forvled a special •fmrsity* constiltativo committee for the
^ between^

purpose of mediating the problems/nf the students and the school administrat~

ion.

On this same day forae of the stiidents i/ont up to Seoul to see
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Di^. Koh Bm Shu, but Di'. Koh had entered the hosnital uith high blood

pressure. But theji. felt that Dr. Koh did not want to see them. ( Dr. Koh
from '

’ ‘

has remained in the hospital/KiiTBK this date to this present )

Dr. Pak Chong !3.n. head of the Taejon Campus also went to Seoul on

this dav an-'’ roquest-'d a m-oting w’ L’ tho TTnive^rsity Board ChairmonCll'i

Kim Chang Ho). iWiio pui’posc wan to ask ^or o Board m 'oting as o'lon ,as -oar":''-lc

,

Mr. Kim told him that there had already been a Board meeting planned for the

28th of April and that it was hard to get people together before that time.

One of Dr. Pak’s great concerns for the Taejon campus is that ifcthgye is"

any-giWV-change, there possibility -^^the Campus to loose its

Khristian witness. He is afraid that some unchristian elements will gain

control.

Another element in the events that have taken place is the possibility

of the hoped-for medical school tsoclaaxuMdKKxtkB of the fikajum Jesus Hospital

in Chonju, to come under the Soong Jun Board. Along with this there is the
\

suggestion that the office of the Board not be 6n Soong Jun Campus in

Seoul but here in Taejon, or somewhere else. Davs^=^Be^-has_bean-Jjaqiiir^irng*
under one board

abeut-rthts=^ftt-"the-last-So<mg-Jun-Board‘~me©tiftg. The complete autonomy /

idea is one that appeals to him very much.

April 15. 1980 I was able .to meet Rev. Lee Sang Ku, pastor of the Central

Presbyterian Church of Chon Ahn, and taH him all of tho news that I knew

concerning the Taejon campus. He agreed with me that we shoulH go to the

Taejon campus and find out all that we could.

When we arrived we met Dr. Pak. But he was just leaving for a faculty

meeting and then a trip to Seoul to see the Board chairman. He asked Elder

Chae Young Chull, the business man, to come and brief us on all that was

going on. After this meeting, Mr, Lee and I agreed to go to Seoul on April

•17,
Since the meeting ended ven. late. Me. Lee

and I decided to leave for Seoul on tho I8th.
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April 17 f
1980 During the meeting of Taejon Presbytery, held at the Sae

Ctf

Kwang Church in Taejon, the Taejon Campus wg^yalloved to distribute papers
^ complainta

among the members of Presbytery containing their/imm^sdacianatx and their

demands. This was particularly written for Church people, and was dated

April 16, It complained that this school was sold oiit to Seung Sil

College people in Seoul ten years ago. The relationship has b«en a slave-

master relationship. l-Zhen they started out there were few students down

here but there were more in Seoul, But things have changed. Taejon Campus

now has nearly 4000. students . "So now we will push for division,".

On April 18th Mr, Lee and I left Chun Ahn early and drove to the Christian

Building in Seoul, We met the Rev, John Mcore and went with him to the

Board Chairman* office. There I-tr. Lee and I requested Mr. Eia Chang Ho for

an early Board meeting. Mr. Kim again repeated his same response

he had given to Dr. Pak several days ago. The Boardb meeting would be held

on the 28th as planned. WgxjggjmtdbekimxafegiogxaaqgpgDribcaagfaiigiisxhij^

Mr, Kim had a trip planned to Japan and would

find it impossible to have a Beard meeting before the stated time.

After Mr, Lee left for Saat Chun Ahn, John Moore and I met with Sam .

us

Moffett(UPUSA) and John Somerville, At that time John Somerville told/amc that

on the 17th the students started their sit-in and their demonstrations.

They rotated by departments, taking their turns with the sit-in.

April 26, 1980 One this day I was told that 200 students had arrived on Seoul

campus in preparation for the Board meeting on the 28th. AJso one of the

Taejon professors was removed from the Seoul campus by forae. Other wise

things were quiet,

Anril 27.' 1980 Our place was pickeAed by one student on this morning. There

was a deligation of students waiting for tha me when I came horae^on Saturday.^

the 26th.
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Tha36 students wanted to know ny feelings about their demands. I told them
that I appreciated their interest m^tte^hool. I felt that there could be
the establishment of equality for the^two c^us system. That was it.

On the afternoon of the 27th John Somerville and, I went to Seoul
to talk with Prince, ftoore and Moffett. We found Dave Seel there and we started

-lation.
shlp^sheuH the^d^al college that--le-TDrDpDsed-b,-unde^Soong-Jun(enoiDr^

it to the Board chairman's

office^ ELdeisSi4i^Pong Nak, Chung Bu and the Rev Kim Tae I^'*^me^'ltn^'^

as we discussed this plan,
i

The Chairman told kk us thalj'he had gone to Taejon campus and met

with the students 6n the 21st. His attitude was - Give Taejon what it wants

„

If they want complete separation, so let it be! Mr. Chung and Jduh and Rev.

Kim took the other side. They were inclined to like Dave's proposition.

This was on the morning of the 28th.
^

The Board meeting started at 2:00 P. M. When we came to the Taejon

problem, Dr. Pak was asked to review the case. His request ths the the Board

find a bettor way to operate the campus.

Rev, Lee Sang Ku asked if the students and professors were one in

their demands, Pak said thet they were, Oiu* Board's telegram was read to get

clear what Atlanta felt about the probley, statement was that I wanted

to see that we kept a University board with two Hqxai schools, equal in

their relations with the M)E and independant as far as their fimction is
t

concerned. Sam Moffett said the same thing, stressing that should the two
'7 i^cufd

campxises .^ivid‘^0 as to make two separate institutions, th4g§zuDtft^W jao-

tfeougbt^from the UPUSA Boards nanttelr- aasiatance in^^aiy

I had heard that there was a feeling that many of the Taejoh

pe»pire—!tfaat .thejc- would like to see the PCUS continue with the Taejon



campus as they had ±r before 1971. I made every effort ^i«-yha4cJE=-said that

our vas not operating schools any more in Korea and T felt that no-

such^dream
,

From that time on till we came to our conclusion, I felt that we had

one of the beet discussions that we have over had in a Board meeting of the

University. There was free exchange of ideas. There was a real effort to

see what could be done to settle the problems in a good spirit. One could feel
\

that we could come up with something that showed some sense and reason. I

shared with the tnembers Dr. Seels ideas about what he thought would be a

good relationship that the Chinju Hospital could work with should it come in

to the union. Practically all of them said that this sort sa of l»lationship

was what we were interested in.

From this ^p4e«fc-th0 decision emerged as follows: "That the original

foundation will operat^^

S

eoul and Tae

j

bn e ,nn11.agaa-.

"

It was made as a motion b^ Elder Chung Pu and seconded by Pastor Lee Sang

Ku. ^

During, ther discussions there was much going on about how this would

operate. The idea was made that we form a committee of the Board to start to

work on this. But it seemed that most there wanted to work out this principle

and seek to yaribx discribe how it would work later. We needed to set the

principle so that the people envolved knew which way we were going. Several

urged that a working group be formed. But the board chairman and others felt

that each campus leadership could come up with their ideas for this at the

next Board meeting.

With this finished, the head of the Taejon campus was called in

(Dr. Pak Chong Min) and was told the decision. After a few questions he called

two of the students (representing the head of the student body on Taejon

campus) to come in. When they arrived and heard the action, there was a
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number of questions asked. The students seemed to feel that they had not

really reached perfection in the struggle for the goaj of complete division.

They wanted a completely independent school. Yet this was the decesion:

two independent can^suses operated by one foundation board, '

The Board then proceeded to deal with the Seoul campus matter.

As I understand the problem there is the matter of professors who are not

qualified. They are not happy about Dr. Koh Bum Suh's administration. They

want him to leave. Students are not studying there now and are on strick.

The Board felt that this was something that the campus faculty and administra-

tion could deal with. So it was given to them, to settle. Putting out one

fire was enough for a day. There was distress among many members of the

Board, There was disbelief that Dr, Koh was really as sick as all of this,j^i

Why should it happen at this time?' The Board chairmad said that he would

order Dr, Koh to come and settle the problem of the Seoul campus. And the

meeting closed there.

One more thing did take place. We were meeting in the Koreanna

Hotel, It was felt that' it would be impossible for us to ^o any good work

any where else. Students from both campuses were all over the Seoul campus.

When we finished we heard that there threhubus loads of students kut

outside of the Hotel. As far as I knew then there was no problem for us to

leave, I walked out of the building, greeted one of our Taejon campus student

leaders, and made my way for -John Moore’s house. By the time I got there Sam

Moffett just arrived also. All seemed to be satisfied with the decision.

This was around six in the evening.

About 8*00 PM I got a call from the Board chairman telling me that

J

he and Rev. Ho Yun Beck (a Teajon College Alumnus ) ^>^a member of our Board^

were leaving the Hotel omA some Taejon students hold them and forced him

to sign a statement that*>the entire Board had agreed that Taegon would be ^

divided and completely Independant school'*. They urged him to put his seal



..'I"' ^
on it. I checked ,with Sam Moffett immediately and he had gotten the same word.

April 29. 19B0 One this day I checked with the other Board members in Seoul

and they had gotten the dame message. Dr. Koh Bum Suh had called Jack Prince

and got the same message, The chairman had contacted us all about thiso Where

we will proceed from here, I don’t know.

Observations t

r..

lo We have some good men on both campuses. But it seems to ioe that

especially at this time when we needed some strong person, we did not

have him. Dr, Hoh, because of health problems could not help. Seoul

campus wants him to resign. The Board chairman is not a strong man.

He has had no experience with this sort of problem. He is new and

has not those qualities his father had.

We have some good men on the Board but there is no strong leader there.

There has appeared no one that can be rallied around.
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^RadicalActs Detrimental’

Self-Restraint Attribute

Of Q)Uegians: MinisterKim
Minister of Education Kim Ok-gill, saying that she

believes there will be no change in the timetable for
political development, urged college students
throughout the country yesterday to repudiate radical
acts such as demonstrations in the street.
Kim said, in a letter sent to heads of 85 four-year'

colleges and 127 junior technical colleges, that

collegians’ massive demonstrations in the streets are in
no way desirable for a smooth implementation of the
much-cherished democratic reforms. Worse yet. she an-
ticipated such acts might endanger the democratic
development itself.

Therefore, the minister said, it is natural that
"collegians should show restraint."

Constitution, Other Issues

Minister Ktm

Kim said she puts high value
on the "fiery patriotism, the
sense of national security as
well as the spirit of sound
criticism" shown by the
students who love freedom
and justice.

The government has been
attentive to a variety of
"righteous assertions and
demands" raised by the
students, the woman minister
said. Consequently, she said,

.

the administration is deter- <

mined to settle all school

;

problems "item by item" for

the sake of greater campus
autonohl^-
Pof'^Ttreir part, students

were told to refrain from any
radical acts which might
undermine law and order and
aggravate the already dif-

ficult economic living of the
masses.

She was worried that
reckless acts such as destruc-
tion and violence on the part of'
students, albeit small in scale,
might result in 'losing ground
for collegians.

The minister said that
collegians as a whole have a
"heavy and sublime"
responsibility in chartering a
new history.

To the school administra-.
tors, Kim said, they have an
obligation to teach students-
how to make "good" use of the
freedom the students earned-
with much difficulty. The
students also should be taught
to act in a certain boundary, if

they love justice, the minister
•tlj.

,

"I honestly hope that you,
the faculty and students, will
all pool efforw to lay a firmer
base for the democratiiation
amid a stabilized climate,"
she said.

In retrospect. she
reminded both teachers and
students of an unhappy college
history which is studded with
suspension of classes, ex-
pulsion of students and faculty
members and street
demonstrations. "My sincere
hope is that such events will

not recur,” the minister said.

The minister still stayed at
her home because of ill health.
The letter, sent to the college
administrators, was actually
written by Vice Minister of
Education Kim Hyung-ki.
Since Kim took the helm of

the minister last December,
the letter said, a variety of

reforms have been instituted
for the sake of greater campus
autonomy. For instance, she
cited the reinstatement of
expelled students and faculty
members, a substantial
curtailment of military train-
ing hours and a revamping in
the guidance of students.
All in all, the minister said

that much has been done for
the boosting of “the
autonomous abilities" on the
part of students.



Addendum*
(Please forgire. I am useing Some ene else*s typewriter.)

$/10 - I returned from Kang Won Do last night and came straight

to Jack Prince's heuse. I had called him on the night of the

9th to find out the news there in Seoml. I made the suggestion

that if he thought it necessary, he could get Somerville and

Meffett and Prince together to talk things over before John

Moore left for the States. Jack told me last night that Somerville

did ^>ot feel the need for coming up as there was not any thing

of any real change there in Taejon. He did say, however that

Some faculty, students, and alumnai are meeting to map out the

future of the Taejon campus.There is an equal number of each kh

onnthis committee.

This raorning( 5/10/80) I talked with John Moore and Sam

Moffett. I then had the opportunity of finding rvlr.(Rev) Kira Tae

Kyu(the G.A. representative on the University Beard and the editor
cu Vi (

of the Ki Doke Kong Bo). I have had a long talk ^be£ore on the 29th

the dayj( after the Board meeting. He seems responsible and is
""TUvngi)

interested in seeing/ move. He has given the following account of

things here in Seoul*

•

After the University Board met on the 28th, several of

the Seoul^merabers felt the need to see what might be done to work

out the problem on the Seoul Campus. They urged the Board Chairman,

Mr. Kim Chang Ho, to go tha to see Dr. Han Kyung Jick to talk over

the matter of Dr. Koh's relation to Seoul Campus. Mind you, this

was a Board-University relationship to be discussed. The Board

Chairman calls up the Seoul Campus student body president and asks

him to go along. This made it very difficult for the freedom of

speech diuring the meeting. I understand that the Board Chairman,



Mr. Huh Pong Nak, Mr. Pang Sun Won,
)

(b)
" the student bodj^ president

visited Dr. Han. Dr. Han after hearing all that was said told the

student that he understood all that they were after. Yet thereAtwere

channels of operation to handle this matter and that if the students

would be patient, this could be worked out to the best interests

of the University. This was about all that was said, so I heard.

I understand that after that Rev, Kim Tae Kyu and the Board

Chairman talked some more. The purpose was to see if Dr. Koh could

be brought to the point where he and the students could talk. It
(Dr, Koh)

seems that he/is standing up for some of the professors on Seoul

Campus that some of the students say are not qualified td^teach.

Rev, Kim says that these are in the Engineering school. I believe

that Jack Prince told me that there are also some in the English

Dept. Part of the reason for asking Dr. Koh to resignC onnthe part

of the students) is because of these teachers, so I understand.

Rev, Kira gave Dr. Koh*s phone number(the -place where he was
hiding from the students) so that he could contact him for further

negotiations. The Board Chairman immediately gave the number to the

student body president (ancithe results of tnis is recorded in the

above report found on page ten).

Saturday Hay 3. The Board Chairman called an emergency board

meeting on Monday, May 5th, on the Seoul Campus to take up Dr. Koh's

paoblem. I did not get an official notice. From what Rev. Kim tpld

me, none of the Board members wpuld come. They felt that meeting on

the campus would never give them the freedom to decide any thing.

So the members refused to go. I received a note unsigned that told

me that that the meeting had been canseled( this was on Sunday 4th).

Sam Moffett tpld me that he received a telephone call about

the meeting. It was not from any one he knew. He had told them that

he would y.efuse to go UHdfixstxndxth under the circumstances.



(c)

What we have from all of this is a paralysis. The Board at

present is not able to fimction. Trust has broken down between

the chairman and the members. The reason being that, (1) he seeming

after visiting Taejon Campus on April 21 was convinced that the onlj

way to settle the Taejon problem was to give the students there

what they wanted; complete division of the two campuses into two

separate institutions. (2)With out consulting the other members

who were to go with him to see Dr. Han, he took on his own, the

student body president of the Seoul campus along with him to the

meeting with Dr. Han.(3)He gave the telephone number of the house

where Dr. Koh was stayin^l^ to the Seoul campus student body presi-

dent which resulted in the incident recorded on page 10 of the

above report. (^) His refusal to pick a place for the emergency

board meeting free from interference of the students where the j--

matter of Dr. Koh could be decided freely. (5) I have one more
/

reason. When Rev. Lee Sang Ku and I came up to see the Board

Chairman to ask for an emergency board meeting about the Taejon

campus on April 18th(page 3 of the above report) we v/ere refused.

Then when he saw the problem on Seoul campus he did not fail to

call an emergency meeting of the board* These sort of actions do

not appear right to me.

//

So at this moment the Board is paralized. When it does meet,

it will have to consider the futu^^ of the University according

jto the decision on page 5 of the above report, I see four directions

in which we can go:

1. Continue to work out plans for two independent campuses
operated under one board of trustees. This independance
would allow for autonomy in administrative matters with
equal representation on both campuses before the MOE.

2, A federation with two independant schools withj^their own
Boards to operate the two schools , with a board of sorts
over all to be a moderator to arbitrate in problems on the
two campuses..



3.

Tw» independant campuses operated by a board where the
Taejon board members operate the Taejon campus and the
Seoul members operate the Seung Sil campus. But in matters
regarding the MOE they act as one board.

4,

Two in^^epen^iant institutions with their own boards of
trustees, just as it was before 1971

There is at present on Taejon campus a Committee of five

aluianai, five professors, and five students working on what the

future of the Taejon campus will be. This will of course be

considered at the next meeting of the board, when it is abie to

meet.

In Sik ana Tommy;

I have tried to give you a blow by blow accourit of the

way things are going in the University. You will have at least

something to let you know that by the time you get this, things

are changing so fast that even this may be out of date. Please

pray for us in this most confused situation. As Mr. Kim Tae Kyu

sai^ this morning, v/e are afraid that with the student un-

rest growing as it is, we could stand to loose the good freedom

we are ix have the opportunity to gain.

Sincerely,

R. K. Robinson, Jr.
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Way 2, I960

Dr. L. Newton Thurber
Proerram Agency, 4?5 Riverside Dr,
New'^York, 'N.y. 1002?

Dear Newt (and Stan)

:

Horace suergests I drop you a brief summary of the
situation at Soongjun University, Let me outline it chrono-
logically^ beginning vjlth events on the Taejon campus.

Apr. 8. A sit-in by seniors complained of Investment of
e-raduatlon fees for use of Interest by uhiversity (until Dec.).
Money returned,

Apr. 11. Recently elected student g-overrment, fulfilling
pledge to protest Seoul-Taejon campus merger (1C yrs. ago),
calls for campus division and r^or<^anlza t ion of Board, Set
Epr. 17 deadline for response.

Apr. 13. 5-inan faculty committee hears student complaints:
but students at first divided. 2 of 3 student delegates demand
complete separation of campuses; 1 asks for campus autonomy
within one university. Temporarily withdraw, return with unani-
mous demand for complete separation. Committee forms Teachers
Consultative Committee (approved Apr, 15)

•

Apr, 15 . Student body president addresses I500 students,
announces big m.eeting next day. Faculty accepts Teachers Con-
sultative Committee statement demanding abrogation of status re-
lationship of Taejon campus but urges rational solution,

Apr, 17 . Taejon student strike and demonstrations by 2000
students. "Soongjun Univ." signs replaced by "Taejon Unlv,9
Huno^er strike begins by a few in auditorium. Slogan: "Destroy
the master-slave relationship"; "Divide!".

Apr, 21, Since Pres, Ko is hospitalized with diabetes and
high blood-pressure, Board Chairman Kim. Ch*ang-Ho is persuaded
to go to Taejon to speak to students. Heckled and abused he is
forced to state that he vjill work for separation of the two
campuses

.

Apr, 2^, Entire Taejon faculty pressured to sign a vote

stiu:...ents begin
. to ..^come to_Sepul,

.X
y

for complete separation.
Apr. 25/6 . Busloads of laejon students come” to'' Seoul

,
occupy

parts of Seoul campus, and picket Seoul Board members’ homes.
(Eileen and I spent the next tvjo nights at ACTS to avoid an un-
necessary confronta tlon, though I met twice v/ith student groups).

Meanwhile, in the Seoul campus, President Ko had for some
time been pressured for the removal of some "Incompetent pro-
fessors" and small faculty cliques, and had been asked to
resipn

.

Apr. 24. (in Seoul), Three Taejon faculty, including Vice-
President Park and Ch&pl. Sul

,
meet with Seoul Board members
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to explstn Taejcn position (i,e. demand for separation), then
ffo to Seoul campus to urere demons tra tine: Taelon students to
f persevere until final victory".

Apr. 27 . Meeting of missionary members of Soongjun board
and faculty, and Dr. Seel of Chonju to draft tentative proposal
for University reorganization which would preserve a federated
unity but errant two-campus autonomy. (See enclosure).

Apr. 28. Board meeting (at Koreana Hotel). Resists pressure
to permit "division" of the campuses, but moves instead to
errant "independence" to the campuses under a Soono-jun University
Foundation. The action reads: "Movea that the Seoul/Taejon
campuses of Soongjun University maintained and operated under
this Foundation shall operate as completely independent colleeres".
But no machinery was set up to implement the spell out this
action. And after the meeting the Board Chairman was held and
threatened by students until he had signed a statement, sealed
with student blood (from a razor cutj that this meant "complete
division". Meanwhile students had invaded President Koh's
hospital room and were somehow evicted by the hospital. He has
been moved elsewhere,

Apr, 29, Korean newspapers widely report the division of
Soonerjun University into a Seoul collepre and a Taejon colles-e,
presumably with loss of University status. This was not the
Board action, but is what the students wanted.

Whether or not the university rrenapres to retain its
unity and Identity, or permanently separates into two smaller
collep-es remains to be seen. Obviously the Board’s action
was taken to try to l.eave room for some form of orsranlza tlon
(perhaps a modification of the draft proposal mentioned above)
flexible enoup-h to satisfy the emotional cries for division
without sacrificinp: its educational status and its Board's
Inteprrity. But regional pride ana student power are both
runnlnPT stroner. And it is difficult to function effectively
with an incapacitated president and an ambisruous Board chair-
man.

How Iona: we can delay further decisive action I

do not know, but it is obvious that the sooner we act the more
likely we are to succumb to pressure and accept too radical
solutions, yet the longer we delay the more the pressure
builds up to an explosion. These are not rational times.

I am hoping and working for the kind of com,promise
outlined in the draft proposal. Loss of unity may vrell work
Irreparable (but not fatal) damage to both campuses. In the
meantime, may I ask Stsn Wilson to send m.e an up-dated proxy,
valid for any meetlner he can not attend until his return, if
he is will to do so. It may not be accepted as legal by the
MOE, but we should have a proxy available anyway. Just in case.

This is a very hasty report, to be sent by Vonita
Spencer vrho leaves in a couple of hours. Please supplement
it by letters from, J. Moore to Kim. In-Slk, etc.
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LETTER FROM HONG KONG AND KOREA

From Kowloon
,
Hong Kong

Janice, Elisabeth and I have only been here in Hong Kong a little over a month
and a good deal of our time thus far has been spent getting settled, meeting
some of the people whom 1 will be working with, and planning for the work
which lies ahead of us.

There are a number of Presbyterian fraternal workers here in Hong Kong, but

my assignment is. . .primarily. . .research and liaison work with regard to China.
Presbyterians have a long history in China, and I view my present assignment
as both a continuation (in the tradition of Ran and Louise Sailer) , and a

transformation of that history.

So many of our mistakes in China — and elsewhere — were the result of the

attempt by the Western Church to impose its categories on a new situation.
This was a result both of ignorance and pride. Therefore, an Important part
of the work which we now must do is research and understanding on the one

hand, and a recognition of our vulnerability and inadequacy on the other.

In going into any new situation, we must be prepared to take the same risks
which God did in coming into the world. Incarnation implies the risk of

suffering, rejection and death.

At this point in Chinese history, the people are attributing to their own
recent past the "sins*' of ignorance and pride (or excessive zeal) . Thus we
meet at a common point . As the Chinese are now seeking to learn from America,
so we must learn from and with them. For United Presbyterians, this will have
special meaning as we seek to share our experiences with the Church in China,
a process which was begun with the recent visit of several Church leaders to

the USA.

For myself, I find that people called together by a common response to their
historical situation always have the potential of bringing something new into
the world. We may call this the power of the koinonia, which has an evangelic;
meaning when the Christian message is brought to bear on the historical problei
which people face. In the few discussions which I have participated in thus f<

with Western. . .and Chinese Christians, with young people asking questions about

the future of China, with new friends, I try to find ways to insert this messa^
into the encounter. But the task is difficult, and I have so much to understai
and relearn before a real beginning can be made. We must see how we have to
change, before we can approach embodying the faith which is spoken so easily.

The contradictions in Hong Kong society are the fruit of Western colonialism
and economic penetration. We find ourselves in the midst of this — whether
we are moving into a new apartment, shopping in the market, attending Church,
or working with colleagues. And yet there is hope, and I can*t begin to ex-
plain why.

This has been more of an attempt to think over some things which we are only
beginning to be involved in, than a report in the proper sense of the word.
But there will be other times for reporting.

Philip L. Wlcke 1
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From Kwun Tong, Hong Kong

I remember a Christmas morning in Soochow. Christmas day fell on Sunday and
I was riding my bicycle to church when I passed a poor, country woman
picking up bits of coal that had fallen beside the railroad track. I

remember being shocked to realize that she didn't know it was Christmas'.
She didn't know anything about Christmas.

Last Sunday the South China Morning Post issued a magazine section full of
pictures of expensive, luxury gifts for Christmas. Such pictures are hard
to look at when you live so near a Vietnamese refugee camp, where frightened
'boat people' are crowded together, and a squatter area, where a recent fire
wiped away the homes of 2000 residents. Such pictures are even harder to
look at when you think about Kampuchea and the despair and suffering there.

But in that same magazine the editor invited Bishop Baker to explain the
meaning of Christmas. He said the Christmas message is summed up in four
Chinese characters (Tao cheng rou shen, the Word was made flesh) . "The

Word became a human being and, full of grace and truth, lived among us."

(I am) reminded that when the disciples were amazed at Christ's miracles of

healing. He told them they would perform even greater miracles. When I

visit patients being cured in a 1200 bed hospital, or attend the opening of

a new housing unit for the homeless, or see a Vietnamese refugee family start
off from Kai Tak Airport to a new land, a new home, I think these are today's
miracles

.

It used to bother me that the work of the Christian Family Service Centre
seemed so 'earthy,' just trying to help with the practical needs of everyday
life. And then I heard a famous churchman say that to respond to the physical
and material needs of others, by helping to provide food, medicine and homes,
is not the heart of the Gospel, but it is the heart-beat.

From Seoul, Korea

Coming back to Korea after two years away was a shock. Seoul's population has

shot up another half million. At 7.9 million, it is the sixth largest city in

the world. Prices have climbed just as fast. A haircut was a dollar when we

left. Now it is $2.50 or more in smaller shops and as much as $8.00 downtown,

which is high even though a Korean haircut includes shave, shampoo, back

massage, and ear cleaning too, if you ask for it...

The seminary has changed too, though Sam is still professor church history and

associate president. When we left we were out in the hills seven miles from

city center. Now... the city has caught up with us. 15-story high-rise

apartments dwarf even our 8-story prayer tower. We graduated 220 in February

but admitted 400 new students the next month so the main campus is bulging
with 850 compared with 600 two years ago. That doesn't count 450 in the

night school downtown. We have a new department for women in church work.

Doris E. Caldwell

******
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Eileen is back as director of the Bible Club movement and also teaches

cross-cultural communication both at the seminary and at ACTS (Asian

Center for Theological Studies and Mission) . Bible Clubs started out as

a Christian service to the poor who could not afford government schools.

Nationwide enrollment is 53,000 and quite a few have grown into regularly
accredited private Christian schools, but many more still serve the poor.

The new strategy is to open Bible Clubs in factories , such as the one

Eileen visited recently where the students work ten hours a day for $100

a month and are still eager to give up their precious free evenings for

long night hours in the school. "It's our only chance for an education,"
they say. We want to give them that chance.

The big change at ACTS where Sam is director is the new four-story building.
The non-Korean Aslan students moved in first. They come from eight different
countries. Our newest arrivals are an Indonesian recently converted from
Islam, a Laotian who escaped the Communist takeover of his country, and our

first Japanese student. Enrollment is lOA, with 86 Koreans and 21 other
Asians, including five who are working in absentia on their master's degrees.

We hope that our emphasis on Asia doesn't annoy you. People talk about

missionary challenges on all six continents, and they are quite right, of

course. But we think there is a difference between Christian mission in

the west and missions across cultures outside the western world. And Asia
is in a category all by itself. It has 60% of all the world's people, and

less than 8% of the world's Christians...

From Seoul, Korea

Sam and Eileen Moffett

Uppermost in our minds at this writing ... after the assassination of President
Park, is speculation about the future - and that very speculation is a sign
of stability and hope ! Instead of turmoil, bloodshed and revolution, the

country has remained calm and there is every evidence that orderly and con-
stitutional steps are being taken to select a new government, amend the
Constitution, rescind the more repressive laws, and reinstate the arrested.
As one of my colleagues said, "I'm proud to be a Korean," and everyone seems
determined to build a more open and democratic society.

Although politics may be temporarily uppermost, the vigor and the growth of
the churches is all-pervading. The "double the membership" goal of

Protestant work in 1984/85, is right on schedule and at this half-way
mark the Christian community has grown to over 5,000,000, some 15% of the
population. It is a church bursting with enthusiastic faith, evangelistic
zeal and active social concern. Only a tiny percent were involved in the
highly publicized human rights movement but almost all participated actively

in an incredible variety of social concerns, from orphanages to tent schools,
from prison visitation to credit unions, from lifeline telephones to

prostitutes and drunks, not to speak of traditional work in teaching and
healing.
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We wish all of you could visit any one of Seoul’s more than 2,000 churches
to share in a moving spiritual experience and to see for yourself the work
of Christ in this land.

From Seoul, Korea

Carol and I have been associated with Seoul Foreign School since 1961.
This is a school for missionary and other English speaking children which
has chosen for itself the very difficult role of being a Christian school
while at the same time trying to serve a total community which includes
children of many faiths and many economic levels . We feel that our mission
is a teaching one and, therefore, our primary role is the providing of ed-
ucation on a regular basis to those who need it. We try to bring to this
role an approach and an attitude w^hich comes from our faith in and trust
in Jesus Christ. We do have religious education courses and try to be
sure that our students know the facts and stories of the scripture. We
also try to do this in such a w^ay that God’s message, which we feel is
far more important than any set of facts, will come across to children of
every persuasion.

Our most difficult task in this program is finding Christian men and women
who are willing and able to show, through their lives, their faith in Christ
while at the same time performing their more formal functions o£ teaching-.

There seems to be a far greater appeal to an openly evangelistic effort to

serving "the heathen" than to a nurturing of weak faith or rekindling of
others who have found this faith swamped by oversell at home or by having
God ignored at home. We have few dramatic stories although God in His
mercy does encourage us from time-to-time by making an unexpectedly dramatic
change in the whole life orientation of one of our students

.

Carol teaches music, sometimes at school, but more often after school at
home, and works with a number of Christian women’s groups. My job is

primarily an administrative one.

We covet your prayers and support and urgently challenge your young teachers
to consider service for Christ at Seoul Foreign School .

We also covet your prayers for this country which seems to have received so

many hard knocks . .

.

From Kangwondo, Korea

Winter has come again to our mountain valley. Another winter here means

washing in icy water, changing the coal brickettes, hauling water if the

pipes freeze, and just being cold much of the time. There is some ad-

vantage to cold weather, though. Paul’s work on the livestock farm lets

up a bit and he can catch his breath after a busy summer and fall fixing

fence, haying, and doing all the heavy outside work. Right now, he’s on

his way to a local Bible School to teach for 4 days.

Horace G. Undenvood

"D T TT TT*r»
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Much of Paul's time has been spent in developing good pasture for dairy

cows and goats and for sheep from the brush-covered hills. This work is

showing encouraging progress now, but his other two aims of cooperating
with Presbytery on rural projects and doing extension work with local
villagers seem very hard to accomplish. Efforts along these lines have
left him discouraged. Farmers here could manage quite well without
agricultural missionaries - does this mean our task is over?

Korean farmers in this area are certainly not poor, illiterate peasants -

nor are they such in the many other areas of Korea where we have worked
and traveled for over 25 years. To be sure, they are not enjoying many
of the benefits of city dwellers and life is still hard, but most own
their own small farms and their standard of living is rising. Nearly
everyone has had at least 6 years of school, and many of the children go
on to middle and high school - though it's a long walk for them. We live
in one of the most remote and rural areas of South Korea, yet two years
ago electricity reached the small villages of our valley - within a few
days, the television aerials started sprouting from the rooftops. (Our

own electricity is provided by a wind generator.)

Materially, farmers are better off than a few years ago, but spiritually
there hasn't been much change in this isolated area. We marvel at the
fact that people come to Jesus Abbey (the community where we have lived
for 4 years) from all parts of Korea - and many of them accept Christ
for the first time, or make a deeper commitment if they are already
Christians, or find that prayer really works. But the near-by villagers
who have been exposed to evangelistic teams, preaching services, dis-
cussions on the Christian faith, etc., seemingly remain untouched. This
is quite different from our experiences in other parts of Korea. The
most response came from the villagers last summer when they were terribly
short-handed and simply couldn't find labor to hire. For three days two
young men from the Abbey volunteered their labor and weeded corn along
with the farmers. This was something that was really appreciated. School
teachers in the village primary school have Invited the Abbey to teach
Bible to the children at the school on Saturday afternoons - another
opportunity

.

Jesus Abbey is an international and interdenominational community established
by the Rev. Archer Torrey for work and prayer. There is worship and Bible
study every morning (early I) and evening and a period of intercessory prayer
every noon. The rest of the time is spent in hard work. Korean visitors
(of whom there are over a thousand every year) are often shocked and im-
pressed to see Koreans and foreigners, rich and poor, educated and uned-
ucated, alcoholics and seminary students, tough guys and pastors, all living
together in a very simple lifestyle, and working and praying in the same
group. Sometimes we're a pretty motley crew I We're grateful for the
fellowship we've had here and for the chance to see God at work in so
many lives .

We thank God that there has been no violence following President Park's
death and we pray that a wise and just president may be elected soon.

Paul and Barbara Kingsbury
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From Seoul, Korea

Though I do not know what will happen in Korea, one thing 1 am sure of is

that we are safe. Almost alone among the countries of the third world,
Korea at the moment has no widespread anti-American sentiment. No one
suspects missionaries of being U.S. government agents.

On the surface all is calm, and the tenor of daily life is hardly changed.
Most Koreans want to preserve stability above all, not only for the ec-
onomic "miracle,'' which depends for investment on foreign perceptions of
Korean stability, but also to prevent any Invasion from the north. On
these points all Koreans are united, even students and the opposition
party. The church has not yet taken any stand, nor has it been the target
of any repression, regarding the current political events. The change in
leadership is seen as an opportunity to increase democracy, certainly, but
the church, like all of us, is waiting to see what happens.

At the present, the church in Korea is growing tremendously, with vigorous
evangelism, active new church planning, and evidence everywhere of real
personal faith in our Savior. Simultaneously the church in Korea is

suffering as it works at the cutting edge of social injustice issues such
as low wages and terrible working conditions (in which our U.S. companies
in Korea are often the worst offenders) . There are active government
attacks on the Urban Industrial Mission work of our church; workers are

beaten and ministers are jailed. So far, the political situation has in

no way affected either the growth or the suffering.

Pray for us. Pray for Korea . She is at a remarkable crossroads that will
determine her future for the rest of this century, and with it the fate of

the five million Christians here. Korea could fall into either deeper re-

pression or anarchy. Pray that she may move carefully, slowly, but surely

in the direction of human rights, democracy and freedom for all to worship
God and help their fellow men in His name.

Since 1979 is the Year of the Child more emphasis than usual was placed
on Children’s Day this year (May 5). From newspaper accounts it sounded
like a fantastic day for children; 800 received free 3-day trips to a

resort, Seoul trains were free, local movie theaters had special free

programs, two of the largest candy companies passed out bags of candy,

the city presented a program for 8,000 students, there was a parade down
the city's busiest street, and 500,000 children visited the Grand Children's

Park

.

It was a wonderful day, but the next day's newspaper cartoon told the real

story. It pictured two children holding balloons saying "That's all?" A

great holiday is fun, but to be worthwhile Children's Day needs to carry

over into everyday living, not through gifts, but by the consideration of the

child as a person with certain rights of his own.

Horace H. Underwood

******

Nancy Underwood
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Sue and Randy Rice are on their way to Seoul after a home assignment spent
in Oklahoma and in a lot of other places in the U.S.A. Sometime before they

left. Sue had an interview with a journalist. The following excerpts are
taken from that interview which was published in the Oklahoma Times.

In 1975, Randy Rice was hauled in by the police and spent the night in jail.

He had participated in a prayer vigil on behalf of several young men who had
been hanged and for political crimes. The South Korean police arrested the

small band of ministers outside the American Embassy. They interrogated
Rice through the night and finally released him the next morning.

We knew some of those men (who were hanged) and they were only concerned
about Christian principles of freedom. They were not communists. Maybe
they were people looking for reform, but they did not get a fair trial.
Their families were not allowed at the trial; in fact, some of the wives went
to the prison to see their husbands and didn't know they had been hanged.
The American State Department is there for self-interest, the military is

there for the state department and business is there to make money. A few
of us were there because we were concerned about the people .

Sue worked with the Girls Welfare Association, which is a series of cottage
programs designed to teach young women skills such as tailoring, cosmetology
and social work. The program was started right after the Korean War to help
prostitutes.... At one point, there were 200 girls a day coming into Seoul
looking for work. They were met at the railroad stations by procurers who
offered them work (as prostitutes). Many times, the procurers would keep
the girls' ID cards... so they were virtually enslaved.

Prostitution is still big business in South Korea although not as many girls
are coming into Seoul from rural areas. The emphasis in the Girls Welfare
Association has changed...we try to help women who are unmarried mothers and
need jobs. Each case is different.

There has been an economic boom going on in South Korea, but the country got
hit very hard this summer when OPEC (Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries) raised its prices. Many factories had to close down. Economic
conditions are very bad, especially for the working class of people.

I have ambivalent feelings about going back. In the last few years we've
seen so much suffering and oppression, it's hard to go back into that kind
of environment. But we see a lot of joy, things that are uplifting to the
human spirit, too. We've seen things like two brothers get out of prison
and write a theology of joy, even after all the suffering they had been

We should be there to support our friends and perhaps...we can be a voice
that people will listen to. Besides, we feel we need to go back and finish
our work

.

through

.

Sue and Randy Rice
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It is most significant and felicitous for us to liave this opportunity this morning to

luimbly bow our heads and offer to the Almighty God our sineerest prayers for the

security of our nation and for the welfare of our people in the presence of many dis-

tinguished leaders of our nation and foreign countries representing all walks of life.

It is my earnest prayer that God’s blessings be upon His Exeelleney the President

and upon the heads of the fifty million fellow Koreans living in both south and north

Korea, and that our divided nation be unified peacefully in the nearest future.

1. Human History and Divine Providence

Human history is reeorded in terms of the Ghristian era. It is a universal practice

to count the dates in referenee to the year Jesus Ghrist was born. Mankind’s history of

nearly two thousand years since the birth of Ghrist is in a sense a history of how Ghris-

tianity has influeneed and affected first the West and then in more reeent times all the

world.

When Ghristianity was sincerely aecepted in the hearts of the people, a glorious

civilization was brought into being. On the other hand, when Christianity failed to eon-

vey the true message of God, a Dark Age resulted as in the ease of Western history.

From the time when Martin Luther reformed Christianity, which had deviated from

the Truth, the nations of Europe started to enjoy economic prosperity and cultural

rejuvenation.

From around the time when Rev. John Wesley revived the Christian faith of the

British people, England started to become the most powerful nation to dominate almost

the entire world.

In contrast, the modern history of France has been a series of bloody political

revolutions.

Therefore, France could never rival the wealth and power of England.

However, as her Christianity waned following World War I, England had to go
through the trial of World War II.

The Puritans who arrived in the New World built first their church, then their school,
and only then their houses to live in. I believe that this was the factor that enabled them
to achieve their national independence and become the most powerful nation on earth.

Japan’s Tokugawa Bakufu suppressed Christianity and suffered self-destruction
through the restoration of the monarchy.

The Prince Regent Daewon of Yi Dynasty decapitated many Christians and later the
dynasty fell when Japan invaded.

Japan’s militarist regime started the so-called Great East Asian War and oppressed
Christianity by forcing people to worship Shintoism only to suffer a total defeat in the
end.

The Soviet Union which had been suppressing Christianity by calling it an opium had
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to come almost to the verge of annihilation under Hitler’s attack. Only after it allowed

Christianity to a minimum degree after recei\ing American economic assistance did it

barely sur\ive World War II and become one of the victorious nations.

The Communist regime in north Korea which rules only through naked force is

doing ever\thing to snuff out Christianity and all other religions, calling them “impure

thoughts”, and is searching out and killing even those Christians who are hiding under-

ground.

History is proof that every stubborn group or government that denies and rejects the

Truth of Love will invariably fall.

2. God’s Providence for Korea

Christianity crossed the Pacific and came to the Orient. Of all the Oriental nations,

Christianity took the firmest roots in Korea.

Now at 17,000 churches scattered all over the country, 20,000 clergymen teach God’s

Truth to five million Christians every Sunday.

Every dawn and every evening, sometimes even thioughout the night, millions of

Korean Christians pray to God for the security, welfare, and evangelization of the entire

nation, and for world peace and mankind’s prosperity.

As the churches have risen everywhere in this land, economic miracles have also

lisen everywhere, by the Han River, by the Naktong River.

The farming villages of this country which used to accept poverty as if it had been

their fate are now begmning to become prosperous through the Saemaul Movement whose

three principles are diligence, self-help, and cooperation.

Our determination used to be: “We must survive.” Now we have come to the con-

viction that “we can prosper.”

It should not surprise anyone that many of the leaders of the Saemaul Movement are

Christians. It only proves that Christianity has much to do with a nation’s prosperity.

God gave Ethiopia and Seba for the Israeli people to save them from slavery in the

hands of Egypt as recorded in the Isaiah, Chapter 43, Verse 3. I am convinced that it

is God’s most profound Providence intending to save us Korean people from the fangs of

Communism that Vietnam and Khmer had to fell to Communst rule.

3. The Road to a Better Future

Ever since Adam and Eve sinned and were driven out of Eden, mankind has indulged

only in hating and blammg one another for all wrongs. Mankind’s history has thus been

a history of hatred and revenge.

As a rcsidt, mankind failed to correct wrongs and instead there came a time when

there was not a smgle righteous man left.
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All became sinners to be worthy of only punishment. No longer could the world be

judged by the standard of justice. Even under this circumstance man attempted to stone

to death the adulterous woman.

Jesus admonished that only the innocent pick up and throw stones at the woman.

He also taught that one would first forgive others who had trespassed against them and

then seek their own salvation.

In contrast to the teaching of the Old Testament that said: “An eye for an eye, a

tooth for a tooth,” Jesus gave us a new teaching: “Love thy enemy”.

The only way our people, and the whole mairkind for that matter, can survive is

to live in accordance with the Word of God which teaches the Truth of Love instead

of a philosophy of hatred and struggle.

Natural sciences analyze phenomena; humanities provide us with many kinds of knowl-

edge and information. However, neither provide us with a clear explanation for the

meaning of man, life, and death.

Thus even a Nobel Prize winner had to end his life by committing a tragic suicide,

and even persons like Hitler and Stalin who commanded the world at one time had

to leave behind a notorious record which could never be erased out of history.

In particular. Communism which denies God and rejects the Bible has caused con-

fusion concerning the direction of human his tory and is staging the most gruesome tragedy

in world history. Mankind can recover his lost sense of historical direction only by the grace

of God’s wisdom and love.

Nature has nieanmg. She tells us of God. She tells us of not only Plis greatness or

marvellous wisdom but also of His boundless love. However, only those who are pure

in heart and full of love can understand this message of Nature.

The heart which is pure and filled with love is God’s heart. On the Cross, God who

was innocent took upon Himself the guilt for the whole mankind and cried out from his

heart: “As I have loved thee, then love each other.”

The only way to rationally resolve all the problems facing the various races inhabit-

ing this earth, all the complex and gruesome conflicts, and all the serious problems which

might bring the entire mankind to an abrupt death is no other than the principle of

love which Jesus Christ taught us.

Therefore, we must heed God’s voice which says that “Thou shaft love thy neighbor

as thyself.” (Galatians, 5:14).

We must learn also from His admonition that “If )'e bite and devour one another,

take heed that ye be not consumed one of another,” and achieve a firm national unity.

(Galatians 5:15).

We must also bear in mind that to achieve a strong defense posture in order to pre-

vent the Communist invaders from attacking us is to follow the Lord’s teaching to love

one another as He loves us.
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Tlio Holy Bible says: “All things are of God, who hath reconciled us to himself hy

Jesus Christ, and hath given to us the minis tr\' of reconciliation; To wit, that God was

in Christ, reconciling the world unto himself, not imputing their trespasses unto them;

and hath committed unto us the word of reconciliation.” (2 Corinthians 5: 18-19)

Our government’s policy of peaceful unification or its permission of Chochongr)'on —

affiliated Korean residents in Japan to visit their home land is in conformity with this

teaching of the Bible. Therefore, 1 am firmly convinced that our policy of peaceful uni-

fication will he realized without fail no matter how stubborn the opposition of the north

Korean Communists may become.

As the militarist Japan had to suffer defeat in 1945 even though it had once under its

control the entire mainland China and the whole of the Pacific except for only Oceania,

and as Hitler and Mussolini had to suffer defeat in the end even though they had once

controlled Europe, the Middle East, and much of North Africa, it will not long before

the Communists, who deny God and reject humanitarianism, are doomed to destruction.

There are already emerging many indicators, as shown by social sciences, that Com-

munist societies are experiencing instability and unrest due to their internal conflicts and

contradictions.

However, we must bear in mind the teaching of the Bible that we love our enemy

and pray that our enemy desist from committing further dreadful sins. We must also

achieve a firm national unity and actively work for the realization of peaceful unifica-

tion.

1 am grateful to God that He gave us a great leader and his sincere cooperators

to enable the Korean people to achieve outstanding accomplishments in less than ten

years of time.

Yet we cannot say that our society is perfect and faultless. Education and ideological

and behaviroal guidance of the young generation still leave much to be desired. Each

)
ear approximately a million babies are bom.

The reason why Communism, which has many defects, could have achieved such an

expanding influence as it has, is due largely to the fact that they early recognized the

importance of educating the young and have done their best to turn them into fervent

Conununists.

Lenin once said: “Leave a child to us only for eight years. He will become an ardent

Communist for ever. Only he who has the youth has a future.”

1 believe that now is the time for us to counter this challenge of the Communists

and concentrate on educating and evangelizing the )oung so that we can defeat the

Communists.

As far as I know, the government is already working on measures to strengthen the

education of the young. I think that the cluuches of our nation should also make efforts

to strengthen the young people’s faith and develop their ability to critically evaluate
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contemporary ideologies. Today’s Korean churches should be at least in a position to

say: “Leave a young man to us only for a year. He will become a fervent anti-Commu-

nist fighter and a true Christian for ever.”

God created man and gave him the faculty to recognize his own mistakes and re-

pent.

I believe that the reason why mankind has come to achieve today’s cultural and eco-

nomic progress is that man is endowed with ability to revise his own thought and be-

havior. Since man has the wisdom to correct himself when his theories or actions are

found defective or mistaken, mankind has been able to achieve today’s civilization.

The Korean people discovered some serious defects in the Western-style democracy

which we had tried to practice for more than twenty years and replaced it with a Yu-

shin system which is a democratic system more suitable to our cultural and social condi-

tions. Under this new system, we are now trying to achieve honest and efficient politics

and government and build a sound and healthy society.

Whether we will succeed in realizing honest and efficient Yushin politics, on which

our nation’s future depends so critically, and whether we will succeed in achieving a na-

tional consensus needed for peaceful unification will be largely determined by whether

we Christians successfully carry out our ministry of reconciliation.

Christianity does not teach us to blame and fight each other. It rather says that

there are no righteous men or prophets among us, but that we all are sinners. The su-

preme Christian commandment is that, by recognizing our sins and repenting for them,

we should try to reconcile ourselves to God and to our neighbors so that the whole

nation could be reconciled to one another.

If we fulfill this commandment, even the peaceful unification of south and north

Korea, which may be the most difficult task on this earth, will become feasible.

If this is done, all other difficult problems of mankind will also become possible of

solution.

We must realize the mission we must fulfill for human history and try our best to

dutifvdly carry it out by the strength of God’s truth.

In conclusion, I most sincerely pray that Cod’s loving blessings be for ever on our

beloved President, on the fifty million fellow Koreans of south and north Korea, and on

the entire mankind.

May 1, 1976
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An Opening Remarks

The Honorable Yoon In-Shik

Chairman, Annual National

Prayer Breakfast

The distinguished guests, and Ladies and Gentlemen, it is our privilage to open the 12th

Annual Prayer Breakfast for our nation.

The purpose of this Prayer Breakfast for the nation is as follows: that foreign and

domestic leaders will at one place pray for the country, for her President, and for leaders

representing all areas of society; that fellowship over the table may extend the depth of

understanding one for another; that each and every one present may be in deeper touch

with generosity, reconciliation, love, service, Christ’s characteristic; and that a newer

outlook for life may be established.

Mankind has achieved a great deal of prosperity and possession by way of a highly

developed scientific culture. At the same time, however, he has caused very detrimented

crisis. We are being made aware of ever-worsening human crisis, through tainted atmosphere

and body under air-pollution, through possibilities of nuclear and modernized scientific

war which might break out at anytime in the Middle East by Russia’s Intrution into

Afghanistan and U.S. hostages in Teheran, through over-population and lack of resouces,

through conflicts between races, castes, areas, and so forth, through man’s heart getting

violent, which leads to all kinds of horrifying crisis, and through youth’s wicked activities

without any sense. All these and many others must shake up our minds.

Why are we suffering so much? It is because we, who are created in the image of God, are

living against God. The consequence is the incurable disease morally, mentally, and spiri-

tually. It is most significant, therefore, that our foreign, domestic guests and all the

leaders are, at this time, gathering, to pray in the spirit of penitence and humiliation before

our God, Controller of human history under His sovereign will, for our country, for her

President, and for the leaders, that God may grant to them wisdom, courage, patriotism, and

grace with which they can face and overcome these crisis intelligently. We are strongly

appealing to all the churches throughout the nation that they positively join us as prayer

partners.

Our prayers is that righteousness and truth may be dominent, in God’s will, and ac-
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cording to the natural course of history, that ideals and realities may be in harmony on the

basis of Christian spirit of generosity and reconciliation, that the strength and living

standard of our nation will be on the increase, due to a blessed political development with

the nation’s cooperation, and due to continued economical growth, that our country may

be re-united through a thorouglinational security, and that a history of the nation will soon

begin where human rights and religious freedom will be guaranteed. For this purpose the

members of the National Assembly Prayer Breakfast Group meet at 8:00 A.M. on the first

Wednesday morning every month, and they have been praying for our Fatherland and his

people, and are sharing their spiritual experiences in communication and fellowship,

frequently, trying to create pohtically a reconciling atmosphere.

All the honorable guests who have come all the way from overseas to partake of this

meeting, and all the leaders, may God bless you and your family richly! Thank you.
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Image of Leader in the New Age

(Philippians 4:11-13)

Rev. Han Kee Won

Dongsin Presbyterian Church

I. Background of the Scripture

A faithful leader does not fall in despair, no matter how his society is troubled with

confusion and disorder. He can watch the reality as it is, preparing himself to endure

whatever he would face, in belief of God’s teachings as Bible tells us to do. The previously

read passage warns us that a groundless optimism about life stems from momentum of a

leader which results in spiritlessness of the public.

Jusus Christ had a deep concern about the problems he had to face of his age. As he

began his ministry, a fundamental change was realized in the way of thinking about the

social problems. This was that they came to have a new respect for human beings.

At that time, three of the five persons in the street of Rome were slaves. “A man is

worth far more than a sheep” (Matt. 12:12) as Jesus told the people then was a message,

a message that helped start the slavery emancipation movement in his age. God’s rule

prohibits maltreatment of people. Then, women’s status and rights became firmly estab-

lished by Jesus Christ. It is generally accepted that women’s social position was decisively

upgraded with Mary’s Song of Praise (Luke 1:46-55), which is regarded a Charter of

Freedom for woman. There were women around Jesus Christ such as Martha, and Mary,

who were really friends and coworkers to our Lord.

Encouraged by Jesus’ actions, a new morale and a new hope were brought about in

such a dark society. Jesus Christ promoted the social morality and responsibility of the

people by helping the people in need, caring for the sick, weeping with those in grief,

and rejoicing with those in happiness. Thus, the life of the people then was directed to a

new way.

II. We are frequently told that many people are worrying that today’s society is sick

and troubled in a desperate condition.

1 . As a Christian, let me look into the cause of this phenomenon, and the responsibility

of all Christians on a premise that the world has not yet accepted Jesus’ truth, but still

rejected it.

It is true that many a Christian have accepted Jesus Christ as their own Saviour in their

mind, but no action has been followed by them. It must be a mis-conception if we think

we can build His Kingdom on earth by our own human effort.
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Many people are reluctant to stretch their hands of love to those who really need their

love, although they like to speak of love. We found always Jesus Christ acted up to his

words full of love. He taught us we can give our love to our neighbors by simply con-

cerning ourselves about their life-living close with our neighbors.

What do we mean then by saying that we live close with our neighbours? It means we

are just members of our community.

In our urban life, we see janitors on the streets early in the morning. We feel sympathy

with poverty-stricken people’s pain, when we think of those who have to worry about

their life, being afraid of briquette gas.

There are many people in our society, jobless and disabled, suffering poverty. There are

some others, on the other hand, who pile up riches living in the modern apartment house

but are under the control of mass-communication.

We desire to have a leader, who we hope can demonstrate his leadership with faith in

God. The Christians think our churches of today should challenge our society to solve its

problems.

2. We should realize at first, “What is the mission of our church 'today rooted in reality

of this society?” Let me question myself as to whether the primary responsibility of

church is salvation or social work? Should we attempt to see a human revolution or

should we concentrate our efforts on reforming the social system?

But it is too apparent for Christian churches. We must first try to renovate people.

Therefore, we should first evangelize people with God’s gospel, and touch them with the

good news to help them stand in Jesus. It is the shortest and most important task of our

Christians churches oftoday than any other attempts. We all Christians need to participate

in this humble but important social revolution—realization of social justice.

Jesus Christ has taken a clear and honest attitude about economic affairs. When he was

requested to come in a bequest problem, he made it clear of his attitude by saying, “Who

gave me the right to judge or to divide the property between you two?” He went on

saying, “Watch out! Be on your guard against all kinds of greed; a man’s life does not

consist in the abundance of his possessions.” He pointed out, therefore, that the essential

core lies in the depths of spirit, not in material affluence.

3. It is correct to think that today’s Korean society is shaken very much. Truly, there

have been many mistakes in terms of national policies, and we have seen social absurdity

widespread in our country. We do think that this phenomenon was not simply a matter

of policy or lack of wisdom of the policy makers, but it has been rather caused by lack of

humanity in total society today, and by a disintegrational phenomenon of our society.



Bible clearly tells us, “The heart is most deceitful of all things, desperately sick; who

can fathom it?” (Jeremiah 17:9). So, we should help this society restored morally and

spiritually.

In many times of our history, when our time was in trouble, faithful leaders stressed

emphatically that Jesus died for our sin; that he was buried and that he was raised to life.

(Corinth. 15:3-4). This passage points us an attitude for us to interprete the national

difficulties by biblical exposition, and shows us courage and hope.

While he met with the Ethiopian minister, in the hot dert, to talk about the slavery

problem, Philip first attempted to plant new and firm faith on slavation in the mind of

the Ethiopian so that the minister could have his own self-consciousness and religious life.

The first thing that the Ethiopian minister had to have as a leader was his own life.

III. Now let’s have an in-depth look into Paul the Apostle’s attitude on social problem.

1 . He said he has learned to be satisfied with what he has. He stated so while he was in

the prison. At such a crucial time, he has made a great announcement of life. He said,

“For to me life is Christ, and death will being more.” This proclamation means that Paul’s

life itself is Jesus Christ himself, an everlasting truth of life.

Another statement is “I have the strength to face all conditions by the power that

Clirist gives me,” which tells us about a hmitless possibility of our life in union with

Christ. He loved and served neiglibors in his faith of God. He assures us of a bright future

and advised us to endure all the worldly hardships only to proclaim the good news of

hope. Througli worship services, he concreted the oneness of love, and avoided all distrust

among ourselves. He could have reformed the society full of absurdity one by one much

more than any other reformist could do.

2. This morning, let us think again what we Christians are expected to do as members

of this society. We are responsible, at least, for two things.

The first thing is that we should proclaim the Gospeal as a final and ultimate solution

to the human problem of today.

Secondly, we should root the Biblical principles of life into the real society one another.

Jesus Christ told us we are salt to the world. (Matt. 5:13). Without salt, we cannot

retain things fresh. He tells us again that we are light for all the world (Matt. 5:14). This

tells us that we have to show God’s truth to the whole world.

“In the same way, your liglit must shine before people, so that they will see the good

things you do and praise your Father in heaven.” (Matt. 5:16) This total phrase says that
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our reality is in the scope of “light and salt.” This indicates our “Dual Citizenship.”

Bible teaches us we pray for pohticians, economists, soldiers, government officials, and

others in our community, so that they might not fall into corruption. In Bible we have

a firm trust. We should, therefore, interest ourselves in the reality and in serving govern-

ment.

If “hght and salt” do not function properly, our society will be ruined, falling into a

cursed reality.

“One person has faith, another has actions, show me how anyone can have faith

without actions. I will show you my faith by my actions.” (James 2:18). “In the same

way, faith by itself, if it is not accompanied by action, is dead.” (James 2:17).

The leaders must have an obvious vision for the future.

1 . John Bally once said, that we must recognize the fact that God has already prepared

what we can not see, what we have never heard, and what we have ever thought of. All

our future is in God’s hand.

2. ‘The Lord is my light and my salvation; I will fear no one. The Lord protects me

from all danger; I will never be afraid.” (Psalms 27:1)

The leaders’ leadership direction and view of value should be clear.

3. We Korean people have experienced various types of political power.

Through our experiences, we can single out one truth, that is any government cannot

survive long without three essential elements of ruling; Equahty (impartiality). Justice

and Peace.

4. The world history is trembling severely. But we remember the scripture, “My times

are in your hands; rescume me from my enemies and from those who persecute me.”

A leader must have faith to endure his present hardship. Because our history is in

God’s hands.

10
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Letters to the Editor [

m) .Oit. 31, he fought for - the nation’s

Shrine Worship prosperity and security
against Japanese invaders. .

To the Editor; My intention here is. riot to

Under the auspices of estimate his achievements,
Chonan City education office, but we should model ourselves
some 400 primary and middle on his spirit and deeds, v

school Boy Scouts, teachers The constant north Koreans
and parents of students lhrea.ts, rapidly changing^
worshipped at Hyeonchungsa international relatipris
Shrine where Admiral Yi Sun- surrounding us, the U.S.
shin’s portrait and relics are president’s plan to withdraw
displayed to enhance the spirit

.
Ihe U.S. ground forces from

of love of the nation Sunday." the
;

peninsula-all these
After a march in four situations can exercise

columns, led by Kim Chang- various effects on our national
hong, from Onyang to the security.,

shrine, we, the participants, tJln this situation the most
i displayed strong bodies and important thing is for lis to -

firm mental posture. have a spirit of loyally to the

After worshipping with nation, filial piety toward our
devoted minds we visited the parents, and patriotic at-

museum which exhibits many litudes' However difficult bur
relics such as naval battle situation may be, if we unite in

pictures, the admiral’s one mind in other words, if we
swords, war reports and put his spirit in to practise, our
‘‘turtle ship” models. Sub- nation’s pros'perlty,
sequently we visited his old development and security will

house and archery ground. last forever.

His contribution as a patriot And what is equally im-
and loyalty to the nation, filial portant is to reflect bn the:i

piety toward his parents, and future of this nation single-

love for the people were bright mindedly. .

and vast that^it is impossible To conclude, through this

for me to comment on his worship we, the participants,
achievements in a short letter, could learn his high spirit and
As we know/ Admiral Yi partriotic deeds to rescue this

Sun-shin, who was born April nation from the crisis and
28, 1545, in Seoul was the peril of nation.

.
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Presbyterian Mission
C.P.O. Box 1125

Seoul, Korea 100

November 1, 1980

Dear Friends:

This month marks the twenty-fifth anniversary of Sam's arrival

in Korea as a missionary of the United Presbyterian Church, U.S.A. He El'Leen and

had been here before, since this is the land of his birth. But when her Mother
he returned in 1955 after being deported from Communist China, twenty years

had passed since he had last seen it. And Korea had been chopped in tv/o and

devastated by two tragic wars.

The changes during these past 25 years in both country and church are staggering,

Looking back, first to 1955 and then another 25 years to 1930 when Sam was still a

school boy in North Korea, here are some figures on church and population growth:

Popu 1 ation Protestants Catholics All Christians ‘ % Christian
lyO . 6

1930 South 20,438,108 306,000 109,000 415,000 2%

1955 South 21 ,502,386 934,000 183,000 1,117,000 5%

1 980 South 38,000,000 5,294,000 1 ,144,000 6,438,000 17-18%

The Oldest Church
Cross in Korea

A Gallup poll in August of this year reports the total number of

Christians in South Korea as even higher than the above chart. 18.8%
of the people of this country claim to be Christians, it says. And
their poll sampling did not include anyone under 20 years of age. How-

ever, it may have included the Christian fringe and cult followers.
But the percentage of Christians in Korea is higher among young people
than in the older age brackets, so we think the figures above are not

inflated.

Of course, rapid growth is not an infallible sign of health either
in the human body or in the church. Cancer cells grow too. But if

there is no growth in the church, surely it is a signal of something
wrong. And so we both rejoice and tremble at what is happening here
and pray that God will be able to bring to completion the work He has

begun

.

Furthermore, before we become too complacent about Christian growth
in Korea, we must observe that it has been very uneven. Seoul, the capital city, is

about 25% Christian and has over 3000 churches for a population of 8,000,000 people.
The next three largest cities, Pusan, Taegu and Kwangju, are said to be about 15%
Christian. But the rural areas are only 5% Christian. One entire province (Kangwon)
is only 2.7% Christian. There are probably about 100,000 villages in rural Korea
made up of clusters of houses; some have no more than 10 houses to a village and
some have more than 100. Perhaps as few as 6000 of these villages have worshipping
communities among them.

The picture is not all dark in the rural areas, though. Just three weeks ago
we went back to Andong two hundred miles southeast of Seoul where we had spent three
years from 1957 through 1959. There were then just over 200 churches in the Presbytery.
Sam and his faithful co-worker. Elder Kim Tong-Sook, tried to visit each at least once
a year. Most of them had no ordained pastor, so one of Sam's tasks was to examine
candidates for baptism and administer the sacraments as well as preach and encourage
the lay leaders. We also visited many un-churched villages trying to plant the seed
of the Gospel. Imagine our joy last month to be called back for the dedication ser-
vice of a new church in the village of Ui-dong, which we had first visited
over twenty years ago. Our old partner. Elder Kim and his wife, spent all
last year living, praying and working in that village. Now there are 70
adult believers and 100 children gathering regularly for worship, instruct-

miles around that day for a joyous cele-
building. This was the fifth new church
unchurched village in the last 20 years.

25 Years in Korea

ion and witness. Many came from
bration of dedication of the new
that Elder Kim has founded in an
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5 ROK Firms Ranked
In

Five domestic businesses-r
Pohang Iron and Steel Co.,

Hyundai . Heavy Industries,

Samsung Electronics ' Co.,

Hanil Synthetic Fiber Co. and
Sunkyong Fibers Ltd.—rank-
ed above 50th "place among
major businesses of the world -

by industry in 1978.

According to Diamond (Jan.

5, 1980), a weekly - published
in the United States, Pohang
climed up three nothches to

34th place in 1978 from 37th

place in the preceding year
among major iron-steel indus-

tries of the world.

Hanil Synthetic Fiber rank-
ed 32nd (39th place in 1977)

and Sunkyong 44th (42nd in
1977)' of all major fiber manu- ‘

facturers in the world, ac-

cording to the U.S. weekly.
In the . electric-electronic

j

field, Samsung ranked 40th,-

.the. first time a domestic elec-

tronic maker ranked "above
50th place among all major
electric-electronic businesses
in the world, o ;

This, indicates that Korean
"

electric-electronics businesses
j:

"are rapidly catching up with/,

those of advanced nations. !

.
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Farming Population
Reaches

t\JUy I Vlf-VJ €

The family size of a farm-
i n g household marked 5.03

persons on average last year,

slightly over the, nation-wide

average of 4.99.

The decrease in the farm-
ing population is mainly at-

tributable to farmers’ deser-

tion of farms for new jobs in

urban areas and industrial es-

tates, the ministry also said.

The number of farming
households, in the meantime,
ran at 2,162,000 last year, 2

down 62,000 from a year ear- e

lier, the ministry said. j:

Farming households ac- t

counted for "28.7 percent^ of r

the total household's across 1

the nation, down 2 percent .

from the previous year. - - s»f

The decline in the number £

of households indicates that
~

not only members of families (

but also households are leav- ^

ing farms for urban areas, the -

ministry ,said.^J^ .

Population control of farm- p

ers also,^ played a part -in the
^

decrease^. Those aged under 13 j®

have decreased most marked-v,/ ,

ly, the ministry pointed put^MJ^'
Due to the absorption of

^

farmers by urban areas, those 5

aged between 14 and 50 have f

also (Jwindled, while those

.. the Bering Sea area but
over 50 have

_

relatively,. ^

later cancelled by the U.S.,
‘hejnmist^^^^^^^

along with 'another 160,000

The farming population

reached 10,883,000 last year,

down 644,000 from the previ-

ous year, according to the
Ministry of Agriculture and
Fisheries yesterday, i?

It accounted for 28.9 per-

cent of the total population

last year, down 2.2 percent

from 31.1 percent the year be-

fore.

US to Permit
Extra Quota
On Fishery
WASHINGTON (OP)—South

Korea seems certain to be
able to obtain fishery permits

of an additional 50,000 tons or

more in the area of the Bering
Sea near the Aleutian Islands

this year from the U.S. gov-

ernment, due to the banning
of fishery by the Soviet Union
in response to their Afghan
invasion.

Korea has asked the U.S.

government to give, in addi-

tion to 40,000 tons already al-

lotted for this year, a quota
of 100,009 tons from a total

190,000 tons which had been
allocated to the Soviet Union
in





REPRESENTATr/E IN KOREA REPORT

By any system of reckoning the year 1979 x-rill stand as one of the landmark

dates in modem Korean historyo The assassination of Presxdent Chung Hee

Park on October 26 ^ 1979 brought an end to one era of Korean history. Or

did it? Koreans have been very proud of the peaceful transition
j
but as

the months go on one begins to wonder. Many changes are obvious ^
but so

are many non-changes, and we are reminded once again that life is only
partly influenced by the political climate and that, barring radical
revolutions, life goes on much the same for most people. Nevertheless,
any review of the year 1979 must begin with politics

,

The Nation - Politics and Diplomacy

The early part of 1979 was marked by a series of state visits to

Korea by leaders of a nuiiiber of Asian and African countries, climaxed
by the visit of President Garter June 29 - July 1. As usual, there were
sharp disagreements between those who felt that the visit "legitimized"
Park's authoritarian rule and those who believed th <ab wider contact and
personal persuasian might change practices. Such disagreements vjere

brought into sharp focus xdien some 31 Americans signed a letter urging
President Chrter not to come, an action that naturally angered the
Korean government but also deeply distressed many memibers of the American
community. Inevitably all such arguments were tempered by the almost
unanimous desire that /jnerican troops not be withdravjn.

Whatever concessions towards a loss restrictive policy might have
been made to get Carter to come, they were shattered by the' notorious
"Y.H. Case" in August. The "Y.H." Company failed and the owners dis-^

appeared with the assets. The workers demanding their pay staged a

sit in (with consent) at the Oppasition party headquarters. The police
stormed the building, arrested the workers and forcibly returned them
to their country homes , One wroman leader of the group died, presumably
of police brutality though the police claim suicide. In the aftermath
a number of Urban-Industrial Mission and other Christian activists were
arrested and the arrests of the Christians were publicized by the govern-
ment as "outside interference" fostering unrest; an obvious ploy to
discredit Christian activism, although available evidence indicates that
many others were equally involved and the arrests were very selective.
Be that as it may, the Y.H. Case marked the end of the brief honeymoon
after Carter's visit and in the early fall there was great restlessness
on the campuses and in society.. Although student demonstrations, notably
at Seoul National IMiversity and an all-day affair jn Taegu, could be
dismissed as the usual volatile acts of unrealistic ivory^-tewer academics,
in early October students in Pusan and, a few days later, in Masan were
joined by young workers and citizens in a major series of demonstrations
that were finally controlled only by’- imposing martial law and then
moving in extra tough - and rough - paratroopers

.

This kind of dissatisfaction and the disagreement on how best to
control it, were among immediate reasons given for the assassination of
the President. Although all the facts are not clear it seems that it was
an attempted coup that "failed" in the sense that the assassins did not
take over power. The result has been compared more to what one would
expect if the President had been killed in an auto accident rather than
an assassination. In any case, there was a smooth transition to an interjin
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govemmont and an immediate relaxation of many of the restraints imposed
by the Park government. Although Martial Law has been a means of repress-
ing eonio opinions, of preventing certain meetings, and of censoring the
news, on the whole there has been comparatively great openness in discus-
sion and demand for reforms. There is great activity in hearings and
plans for amendments to the constitution! in fact, it is assumed there
will be a virtually new constitution. The notorious Emergency Decree #9
has been 'rescinded and many persons released. Students and faculty
fired for political activities are to come back to the campuses in March
(the opening of the school year).

Nevertheless, there, is a strong undercurrent of uneasiness. The

basic question in all minds is, "Are THEY really committed to reform?"
and xTOrds and actions are carefully studied for every hint of attitude
and direction.

Several things beyond that basic question compound the uneasiness

.

How long will martial law continue? More important, who are "THEY"?
VJho is in charge? VJho is or will be calling the shots? The putsch on
December 12, with the arrest of the Martial Law Commander by the Army
Security Ooimnand for "involvement" in the assassination loads to further
concern! on one level is the fact that the Security Commander was known
as a loyal supporter of President Park, and on another level is the fear
that one instance of strife may be followed by others . Encompassing all
is xvide social uneasiness when no one is known to be really in charge.

Nevertheless, for all the uncertainties, vre face the world of
politics in I98O with great expectations, with considerable trepidation,
and continuing hope.

The Economy

If we can be cautiously hopeful in politics, the economic picture
looks quite bleak. The collapse of -the great Yulsan group in the spring,
followed by the notorious "Y.H." case in August were preliminary straxjs

in a wind of economic slow-down and cut back. The economy fell short of
its goals in several points, but summed up best in txx) figures. Exports
for 1979 reached$lU, 700,000,000, short of the targeted goals of

$20,000,000,000, and the Q^P, although reacliing $1,62U per person,
represented a national growth rate of only 7.1^, well down from previous
years, and short of the 1979 goal. During the same year inflation, as

reported by the Economic Planning Board was 23.8^ entho wholesale index
and 21.2^ of the consumer scale. Vbat these figures mean in individual
terms is more difficult to determine. There is much talk of a rise in
unemployment, but casual labor is still hard to got and in such skilled
and. semi-skilled occupations as drivers and construction workers there
continues to be a short ^'ge. New college graduates are fluding it harder
tc get jobs and there are reports of lay-offs in sorae of the low skill
factories such as textiles but the main crunch sc far seems to be prices
r'’ther than jobs

.
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The Church

The outstanding fact about the Christian churches of IPrea is,

of course, numerical growth. According to the 1979 year-end report
of the Ministry of Culture, the total Christian community numbers some

6,072,981i5 which is 16.9^ of the population of the Republic of Korea.

This is up from the' 1978 report of by a whopping lh%» Of

these, 2f77k)7h8 are Presbyterians of one form or another. More
detailed statistics are attached as Appendix 1, but it should also be
noted that over a million belong to the two major Christian heresies
(Pak and Moon). Almost 11 million are Buddhist and one and a half million
are followers of other religions. The source of the Ministry data is
not given, and are viewed with some suspicion by many church people,
but the Ministry figures for the Presbyterian Church of Korea are those
presented to the General Assembly in September, so one assiimes that all
figures are those submiuted by the respective religion or sect itself.

Many obser^rers are uneasy about growth figures, ten(±ing to disparage
them as a "numbers game" and woriying about the "upbuilding of the saints"
and the quality of Chi-ist.ian life, comnjitment and knowledge. This is,
of course, a valid concern, but x-^e can only rejoice that by whatever
means Christ is preached and people have learned to call on Him as Lord
and Savior.

At the other end of the spectrum, Christians, particularly in the
Presbyterian Church of tho Republic of Korea but including many prominent
members of the Presbyterian Church of Korea as vrell, have been leaders
in what is loosely called the human rights movement, fis nearly as I can
discover, 21 ministers - PROK 13, PCK (Tong-hap) 3| FCK (Hap dong) Ij

Methodist I 5 Catholic 3, were arrested for longer or shorter periods
in 1979 for "political" activities . These ranged from overt and calculated
protest actions in defiance of Bmergency Decree to supportive activities
for those considered discriminated against (Y.H. case, prayer meeting for
jailed persons, etc.), to almost accidental collisions by perople speaking
in broad moral terms

.

To the best of my knowledge, all but one or tx>ro were released during
the xm.nter, though seme have again becom.e involved through the IWGA case
and the KSCF case under martial law. Just as one wing of the Christian
community is suspicious of "mere numbers", so the other wing is distressed
by "political activity". Feelings are rurthe?' x/rought up by a survival
(or persecution) complex mentality that has pero/aded the Korean Churches
since the earliest days. There is a desire on the one hand not to
jeopardize the freedom to xjorship and on the other to assert itself and
influence the history of the nation

.

Before we write off the churches as too narrowly conservative and
inward looking, howex’-er, we should take another look at the fantastic
variety of social involvement by Christians of all theological colors.
Orphanages, free clinics, special schools, rescue of girls and waifs,
day care center, social organization in slums, relief activities (flood,
fire, xrlnter cold), blind xvork, deaf and dumb classes, prison visitation
and countless other activities were all started by and still largely in
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the hands of the Christian comnunity. Those that deplore the lack of

social concern of the Korean Churches just don't know what they are talking
about. The difficulty for us is that it is largely individual or local-
church centered and so not very- visible, life should be proud that the
Christians of Korea have in fact shown so much concern for their neighbors
and are leading the way, however falteringly, toward a new morality.

Presbyterian Church of

/t this halfway point in the 10 year "double the membership" campaign
aimed at the centonary of Protestant mission work in 188U/85 the elrurch

seems to be ahead of its goals . The number of adult baptized believers
grow from 263,991 to 287,162, a mere 8.7^ but the number of total
adherents rose from 808,68[| to 902,125 end the number of churches from
3^120 to 3>5U3i both over 13^. (G.A. Minutes, 1979)

A number of PCK ministers came in conflict ivith the government,
notably Rev. Cho, Chi -Song and Rev. In, h^'ong-CiLl of the Urban -Industrial
I-Iission and the Rev. Ko, Young -Kun ' who was outspoken on luxury and
corruption in high places . The UIM itself had been under systematic
attack both by th3 government and by conservative Christian businessmen .

and the General Assembly elected as new chairman of the UIM Committee a

minister v;ho some believe to have a rather narrow viex^ of "mission".

Kc-i^ever, the Church was also involved in a wide variety of other projects
of almost every description. Simply glancing dot-m the list of "WMCC project
requests is an eye opener; student work, prison evangelism, day care
centers, wayward girls, cliildrens libraries, theological conferences,
la^ leader training, and community centers, to name just a few.

l^rld ?1iss ion Goopor?|tiv3 Committee

The work of the I'^'ICC proceeds much as before, but x-dth a 'diminishing

budget its importance to the church has declined, as evidenced by the
fact that many of the power figures in the church no longer seek election
to it. The total budget distribution for 1979 from the three cooperating
missions was only $56,239* There is considerable discussion going on
about the future of such a cooperative organ. There is some feeling that
the organization is too largo for the work handled and present leanings
seam to be tox-rerd eliminating it vfhen the current mutual agreement expires
in December 198lj though there is yet little thought, much loss decision,
on just hov: its various functions would be handled.

1980

As we start a new year, and xahat some call a nev7 decade, the crystal
balls are more than usually cloudy?-, and much of x^^hat can be soon through
the murk is discouraging to many. The economy?- is faltering, the political
climate is not improving as much as xce had hoped, Chuich groxrbh sometimes
seem to lack depth, nevertheless, wo can share the sentiments of the
government motto for I98O "l\fcw Decade, New History, Uexf Hope". Better
yet, we can heed the words of St. Paul "Lot us lay a.side every weight
. . . and run v/ith perseverance the race that is set before us."

Respectfully submitted,
February 21, I98O

Horace G. Underx'^ood
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RELIGIONS OF KOREA 1979

CHRISTIAN Chu rc hes ( Tornple s ) Members

PRESBYTERIAN
PCROK 831 2lU,3U7
PCK (Tong Hap) 3,5ii3 907,395
PCK (Hap Dong) 3,200 1,090,979
KORYO 651 l83,li88

OTHER (18) 1,699 378,539
TOTAL PRESBYTEPJANS 9 , 9^ 2,7TII77’IIB‘

METHODIST (U) 2,38U 721,167
HOLINESS ( 3 ) 1,317 iil8,331

BAPTIST Ih) 913 327,530
OTHER (18) 2 , 1,75 6hl,3U5

CATHOLIC 2,332 1,189,863

TOT AT, CHRISTIAN 19,3U5 6,072,98U

CHRISTIAN IIERES 2

PAK TAESON 2,372 719,652
MOON, SITE MYliNG 3i|0 399,300

BUDDHIST U,602 10,898,iU0

CHONDOKYO 166 828,100

OTHER 1,300 1,800,000

February,' 21, I 98O



Outright insurrection raises alarm about an invaluable Pacific ally

# ^ M ift martial law!” shouted the

IB I demonstrators. Others cried:

“Death to General Chun!”
In South Korea’s provincial

capital of Kwangju, tens of thousands of

protesters swarmed through the streets

venting their anger at the martial-law

government in power in Seoul and against

the country’s newest strongman, Lieut.

General Chun Du Hwan. The turmoil

soon turned into a full-scale insurrection.

Rebellious citizens seized effective control

of Kwangju, which is 175 miles south of

Seoul, from the fleeing police. Rioting
spread to 16 other towns of the prov-

ince. After four days, more than 100 peo-

ple had been killed and uncounted hun-
dreds wounded. It was the most serious

crisis in South Korea since the upheaval
that brought down the regime of Pres-

ident Syngman Rhee in 1960 and began
19 years of military domination.

In Washington, the Carter Admin-
istration nervously urged the South Ko-
rean military leaders to exercise “max-
imum restraint,” lest their actions lead

to “dangerous miscalculation by external

forces”—meaning, of course, the rulers

of Communist North Korea. Washington
had no reason to think that the Pyong-
yang government was in fact trying to

take advantage of Seoul’s troubles, but

clearly the crisis carried with it the seeds

of danger for both South Korea and its

allies.

The rioting started two weeks ago,

with a wave of student demonstrations
in Seoul. The protests were aimed most-

Swinging his truncheon, a paratrooper pummels a detained demonstrator

ly against the martial law that has been
in effect ever since the assassination of

President Park Chung Hee seven months
ago. The specific targets of these pro-

tests; the ineffectual President Choi Kyu
Hah, 60, and, most of all, the author-

itarian figure behind the President, Lieut.

General Chun, 48. As both the head of

the Defense Security Command and act-

ing director of the Korean Central In-

telligence Agency, Chun was already

being regarded as the country’s offstage

military ruler.

Just as the first wave of student pro-

tests subsided, the government cracked
down with a series of iron-fisted edicts

and actions; a ban against all political

activity, the closing of all university cam-
puses and, finally, the summary arrest

of hundreds of prominent politicians,

businessmen and student leaders. Indeed,

even the head of the governing Dem-
ocratic Republican Party, Kim Jong Pil,

was detained. The arrest that proved to

be a decisive provocation, however, was
that of the government’s leading critic,

Kim Dae Jung. To justify their actions,

the authorities charged that he had con-
nived to foment the recent unrest and
to overturn the government.

As it happens, Kim Dae Jung is a na-

tive of South ChoIIa province, of which
Kwangju (pop. 800,000) is the capital.

Cholla is the poorest region of the coun-
try, and was consistently neglected by
President Park during his 18 years in

power. The people of Cholla have long

complained of unfair treatment by the

Soldiers kicking antigovemment demonstrators arrested on streets of Kwangju during week of unrest and violence
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central government. They are bitter, for

instance, because the expressway from

the national capital narrows from four

lanes to two when it reaches their prov-

ince. Most of all, they resent the fact

that their area has been deprived of the

industrialization that has benefited the

rest of the country. When they learned

last week that the government in Seoul

had arrested Kim Dae Jung, they rose

up in protest.

For four days crowds of students and
workmen clashed with police and para-

troops in the streets of Kwangju. Soon

the protesters, waving rifles, iron bars

and stones, took control of the city. They
occupied the city hall and provincial

headquarters and burned down a TV-
radio station owned by a chain that had
supported the Park regime. Raiding po-

lice and military armories, they seized

some 3,500 weapons, including light ma-
chine guns. They commandeered dozens

of military vehicles. For the most part

the army avoided an open fight with

the rioters. Even so, hospitals confirmed

that 107 people had been killed.

Time Correspondent S. Chang man-
aged to visit Kwangju last week and
found the city gripped by a strange com-
bination of euphoria and lawlessness.

Reported Chang: “The city’s youth

reigned supreme. Tens of thousands were

roaming around town, driving or board-

ing army trucks. Jeeps, buses, even bull-

dozers. Chanting hoarsely, the youths

banged on the sides of their vehicles

with sticks or metal pipes. In the tur-

bulent heart of Kwangju. I flagged down
a Jeep for a ride. It stopped, but its

seven occupants stared at me suspiciously.

‘What the hell do you want?’ said one.

When I explained, they grinned and were
more than willing to oblige. One was a 20-

year-old lathe operator, another a candy
store employee. The five others were from
a neighborhood auto repair shop.

MM ne of my erstwhile hosts,

HM M the lathe operator, from time

to time would playfully take

aim at me with his M-16.
Another kept grabbing his hand gre-

nade and explaining to me how the pin

could be removed. I pleaded with them
to discontinue their antics, since the driv-

er, a speed maniac who for reasons best

known to himself wore a gas mask, kept
zooming at 40 m.p.h. through alleys full

of shouting humanity. Whenever we came
to a stop, people would demand to know
who I was. When they were told that I

was a journalist, their hard expressions

would melt into broad grins. Women
would give me soft drinks or cookies. I

felt like one of those G.I.s who rode
through liberated Paris or Rome during
World War II. Kwangju, after all, had
been ‘liberated’ by its youth power.

“My ride ended at last at the top of

Mudung, a mountain behind Kwangju.
The leader of my group pointed to the

panoramic view of the city below and
said, ‘Look. We all love this city.’ Then
he shook hands, raced back to his Jeep Roaming around town, gripped by a strange combination ofeuphoria and lawlessness.

Armed paratroopers dispersing crowd of antimiiitary demonstrators on a street in Kwangju
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Kim Dae Jung before arrest

and sped away. Only on the outskirts of

Kwangju did I see some army troops,

part of an estimated 15.000 who had
been ordered to surround the periphery

of the city. The soldiers were holding

M-16s and guarding an approach to a

penitentiary. Some demonstrators were
giving them candy.

"What started it all? The Martial

Law Command blamed it on ‘hooligans

and impure elements,’ a reference to

Communists and their sympathizers.

Kwangju is not without some Commu-
nists. In fact 1 saw a red flag atop at

least one commandeered army truck, the

first I have ever seen in a land where
Communism is outlawed. But I saw
no signs of provocateurs or organized

hooliganism. What I did see in this

volatile city was an impending danger:

with the youthful protesters stockpiling

weapons, and troops encircling the city.

Kwangju could turn into a bloodbath."

In Seoul, meanwhile, an apprehensive
,

calm prevailed The Cabinet of Prime
|

Minister Shin llyon Hwack abruptly re-

signed, taking the blame for "failure to
j

maintain domestic calm." It was sue-
j

ceeded by a new one headed by Park
Choong Hoon, a retired major general
and administrator credited with having

:

been a force behind South Korea’s eco-
nomic development. On Tuesday the

'

Martial Law Command announced that :

it had decided to close down the Na-
tional Assembly indefinitely. Opposition
members assembled on the grass in a
kind of sit-down strike. All 43 of them
offered their resignations to the floor lead-

!

er. Grumbled one: “Even under I Pres-
ident) Park, nothing like this ever hap-
pened.” A sense of distrust and fear

seemed to pervade the city. Said a long-
time resident of Seoul: “If the North Ko-

A Legacy of Righteousness

I

n the Republic of Korea the events of April 1960 are pop-
ularly known as haksaeng uigo (the righteous student up-

rising). During those turbulent days just two decades ago, the

youths of South Korea succeeded in doing what their coun-
try's politicians had failed to do: they brought down the in-

creasingly corrupt twelve-year-old government of President

Syngman Rhee and sent the crusty old leader into exile. To-
day, even the official Handbook of Korea published under the

Park Chung Hee regime hails the uprising unreservedly. “The
students," it declares, “had led the people into a democratic
revolution.”

Rhee had provoked the rebellion by clinging tenaciously

to office. He was seeking a fourth term that year, and his Lib-

eral Party was taking no chances on a defeat. On Election

Day, March 15, Rhee claimed a landslide 80% victory,

achieved largely by stuffing ballot boxes and intimidating vot-

ers. In the seaport city of Masan, furious citizens raged through

the streets; many were killed by police. When a fisherman re-

covered the body of a slain teen-ager from Masan on April

1 1 , the national explosion began.

The climax of the revolt came in Seoul April 19 when
angry Korea University students marched unarmed on the

presidential palace. Despite gunfire that cut down their front

ranks, they pushed police back to the palace gates, where the

government barricade held through a deadly melee. More than

125 youngsters were killed, but the “4/19 Movement” pre-

vailed. A week later, Rhee announced his resignation.

Rhee had become the victim of a Korean institution that

his own fervent nationalism had helped to sanctify: student re-

sistance to unjust authority. It was a modern notion, born
after the Japanese annexation of Korea in 1910. In the wake
of the first World War, Korea was swept with rumors that Pres-

ident Woodrow Wilson would work for Korean independence
at the Paris peace conference. On March 1 , 1919, a group of na-

tionalists issued a manifesto urging Koreans to rise in self-de-

termination. Students, one of the few groups to escape the

watchful eye of the Japanese, carried the demonstration plans

across the country. As many as 2 million poured into the streets.

The terrified Japanese killed thousands, imprisoned thousands

more for insurrection.

The uprising failed, but the rebels had tested their power.

In June 1926 they tested it again, with the help of Communist
organizers. Leaflets appeared demanding freedom from the

Japanese; forbidden Korean flags fluttered in the streets of
Seoul. This time the Japanese contained the protests.

Three years later a spontaneous uprising in Kwangju—the

site of last week’s strife—proved far more difficult to control.

It began when Japanese soldiers mistreated some Korean girls.

The revolt soon spread among students across the city, most
of them middle-school teen-agers. The Kwangju demonstra-
tions inspired sympathetic protests throughout the country.

The disorders lasted four months and eventually involved

54,000 students. More than 1,600 were imprisoned.
It took the overthrow ofSyngman Rhee to translate the ex-

perience under the Japanese into a legitimate form of resis-

tance to almost any home-grown Korean government. No
sooner were the students wearing their laurels than they be-

gan to flaunt them. During the short-lived Second Republic,

under Prime Minister Chang Myon in 1960-61, the young peo-
KYUNG HYANG SHIMUN

Former Prime Minister Chang Myon during court-martial in 1962
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reans sent planes to strafe the city, peo-

ple would think it was Chun Du Hwan
attacking the dissidents.” Remarked a

Kyung Hee University professor; “This

is a season of spite and spleen.”

The latest political turmoil has com-
pounded a growing concern over South
Korea’s economic future. The country’s

highflying prosperity has recently slowed

down. Unemployment has risen to 5.6%
and is expected to pass 7% by the end
of the year. Inflation has reached al-

most 20%. Last month workers at the

Sabuk coal mines, demanding a 40%
pay hike, rioted for three days; a po-

liceman was killed and scores on both

sides were injured before the miners set-

tled for a 20% increase. Three weeks
ago, the Tongmyung Timber Co. of Pu-
san, South Korea’s largest plywood
maker, went bankrupt, leaving liabilities

of $106 million. Some of its 3,000 em-
ployees demonstrated for their unpaid
wages and skirmished with police. Says

a Korean economist: “With more big

bankruptcies like that one, much of our

labor force could explode.”

After the unrest spread to Kwangju
last week, U.S. Secretary of State Ed-
mund Muskie declared at a press con-

ference that he was “deeply concerned”
that the South Korean government was
moving away from “liberalizing policies.”

The problem, as his aides explained lat-

er, is that the U.S. has precious few bar-

gaining chips with which to influence

developments in South Korea. Obviously

Washington cannot threaten to withdraw
its 39,000 troops or threaten economic
sanctions against Seoul, since such ac-

tions would only undermine a pro-West-

ern country that the U.S. once fought

dearly to protect.

Nor can the Carter Administration

realistically hope to bolster the position

of President Choi, since he has little

power and indeed may be a virtual pris-

oner of the military in the presidential
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pie took the offensive once again. They marched on the Na-
tional Assembly, invaded it and demanded harsh punishment
for miscreants of the Rhee regime.

S ome of them also seemed dangerously swayed by frater-

nal feelers from North Korea. While the South sorted out

its political problems in I960, the North shrewdly suggested

confederation. Some young leaders took up the reunification

call, proposing, among other things, a bilateral conference of
students of the two countries. The army, which had stood neu-
trally by as Rhee was toppled, suspected subversion. On May
16, 1961, a i^oup of officers staged a bloodless predawn coup
against the hapless Chang government. Among the junta’s

leaders, soon to emerge at the top: Park Chung Hee.
The rejection of Chang had clearly paved Park’s way to

power. Park just as clearly was wary of the potential strength

South Korean President Syngman Rhee preparing speechm 1960

of angry young people, and remained so until his assassina-

tion. Twice after the initial coup. Park reimposed martial law
to quell demonstrations. Finally, in one of his emergency de-

crees in 1974, Park outlawed protest under pain of penalties

ranging from one year’s imprisonment to death.

Despite the repression, students continued, along with
Christian leaders and individual political dissidents, to be one
of the few voices of protest throughout Park’s 18 years in pow-
er. Their causes were not always progressive. When Seoul

sought to heal relations with Tokyo in 1964-65 in order to

bring in needed capital, they opposed normalization with the

old enemy. Ultimately, one of the disagreements that led to

Park’s assassination was over how much latitude to give the

students.

Authorities in Seoul still apparently do not know the an-
swer to that question. Modern higher education in Korea, as

in other Asian countries, grew up hand in hand with nation-

alism. The campuses were expected to lead the way to in-

dependence and whatever revolutionary change that entailed.

They are stUl immersed in Western technology and, often, in

political ideals that may be diflicult to apply in a volatile,

emerging society. Thus though South Korean students have
passed through short periods of anti-Americanism, virtually

all of them deeply admire the U.S. and its political liberties.

Their anticolonial feelings were nurtured by the Japanese.

As the spreading protests of the past two weeks have dem-
onstrated, the students can pose a serious threat to the stabil-

ity of their country. But it is altogether in the modern Korean
tradition that they feel free to oppose the government in Seoul

while an aggressive North Korea stands poised on the na-

tion’s doorstep. Even Under the whip hand of the Japanese, Ko-
rean nationalists displayed a bullheaded purity of ideological

purpose that kept the right-wing nationalists from making
common cause with those on the left. During World War II,

when the Provisional Government in exile in Chongqing
(Chungking), China, was headed by the right, one unrecon-
structed leftist leader declared that he would rather join the

Japanese air force and bomb the Korean headquarters than
join his political enemies.

The young dissidents may thus press their cause against

Seoul for f^rpetuating the evils of the Park regime. But only
within limits: South Koreans distinguish between loyalty to a

political regime and loyalty to the nation. If the unrest de-

velops to the point of threatening that nation’s safety, the stu-

dents will quickly lose their hard-won halo of righteousness

—unless .bloody reprisals make them heroes again.
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“The Stakes in This Game Are High”
South Korea is a country caught between the pressure ofan authoritarian tra-

dition and the expectations ofliberty in a rapidly emerging society. So says Rich-
ard Sneider, U.S. Ambassador to Seoul from 1974 to 1978. Last week Sneider
discussed that nation's dilemma with Time New York Bureau ChiefPeter Staler:

ark Chung Hee took the country by the scruff of its neck and pulled it up
to the modem age in a very rapid fashion,” said Sneider as he chain-

smoked and sipped coffee. When Park came to power, South Korea was es-

sentially a poor, agricultural country. By the mid-1970s, “the urban-rural bal-

ance in labor forces had completely switched. The country was developing an
economic base and a middle class ofincreasing proportions. It had almost 300,000
people at universities and colleges, an industrial labor force, and highly suc-

cessful technocrats and businessmen. Authoritarian constraints that were ac-

ceptable in the 1960s became less acceptable in the late 1970s. People wanted
to have a voice in the decision-making process.”

Meanwhile, policy had become more complicated than before. The first

crack came, says Sneider, when the economy outgrew Park’s highly planned
structure. “It became very frustrating for the President when he would say some-
thing had to happen and it didn’t happen.” In late 1978 Park took steps to broad-
en the political process, holding National Assembly elections that proved to be
quite free. “But the consequence of ^_iim*npei.son

opening the political process was pres-

sure to increase or broaden the open-
ly, which Park resisted.” The result:

riots in Pusan and elsewhere that pre-

ceded Park’s assassination.

In South Korea now there are “es-

sentially three forces at work and at

odds,” Sneider observes. These are the

broad-based middle class, the students,

and the military. The middle class

wants security against North Korea,
stability to foster economic growth,

and a political process that gives them
a greater voice in government. That
does not necessarily mean U.S.-style

Jeffersonian democracy, argues Sneid-

er. “I don’t think that is what the Ko-
reans want. It’s striking that when the

National Assembly got down to writ-

ing a constitution, they ended up with
a very strong presidential system. This
is a society that is at once Confucian
and at the same time confrontational.” Former U.S. Ambassador Richard Sneider

A good part of that confrontation is

precisely over political rights. “The students felt that the only way they could be-

come part of the political process was to organize and to demonstrate.” That
brought them into direct conflict with the military, with the middle class caught
between. “Both the military and the students have been overreacting, and the mil-

itary has been restraining the government from making timely concessions. The
tragedy is that what the military has done in the interest of security and stability

may well continue to increase the danger ofinstability.” Sneider sees no easy way
out of the current crisis. For the military to move to put down the revolt would be
to risk losing the respect of the people. The preferable course to avoid bloodshed
would be for the military to make some compromises.

What can the U.S. do? It can refrain from giving detailed advice, says Sneid-

er. “The Koreans have to find a new political balance. Only they can determine
what the proper balance is between the need for a sufficiently strong national gov-

ernment and responsiveness to the pubhc will. One of the mistakes that we might
make is thinking that we can define this balance for them.”

Still, Sneider believes that the U.S. should emphasize to all parties the grave

importance of preserving their country’s security; Washington should urge com-
promise without trying to provide any blueprint for it. “The stakes in this game
are high,” he concludes, “and they go beyond Korea. Four countries—the

U.S.S.R., China, Japan and the U.S.—all have an interest in Korean stability or

instability. It should be made clear to the South Koreans, but with delicacy, the

extent to which their instability might give the North Koreans an idea that they

can move in, triggering a conflict that would involve more than the two Koreas.”

compound, the Blue House. To be sure,

American and South Korean trcxjps are
joined in a combined command, and in

theory this gives the U.S. some control

over more than half ofSouth Korea’s 600,-

000-man armed forces. But such author-

ity can amount to very little. General
Chun himself flagrantly ignored a Ko-
rean-American agreement on prior con-
sultation last December, when he or-

dered reserve units to help him arrest

some 40 rival officers. More cooperatively,

the Seoul government last week asked
General John Wickham Jr., U.S. com-
mander of the joint forces, to release

some Korean units under his command
for “crowd control and internal security.”

He obliged.

L
ate last week Kwangju remained
under the effective control of its

insurgents, but hastily organized
“citizens’ committees” were trying

to reimpose some order at the grass roots.

Teams of youths, for example, canvassed
the streets to induce people to turn in

their weapons; they succeeded in col-

lecting more than half of those that had
been seized. Community leaders, mean-
while, met with government officials and
army commanders to try to negotiate a
truce. Spokesmen for the townspeople
lodged a series of specific demands: that

the government keep its troops outside

Kwangju until order is restored, that it

compensate families of the dead and
wounded and that it refrain from retal-

iating against the rioters. Initial nego-
tiations did not produce a settlement,

but at least the city was calmer than it

had been for a week.

Ever since Chun seized power, among
his goals were the execution of Kim Jae

Kyu, the former intelligence chief who
killed President Park, Chun’s mentor,

last Oct. 26; and the exclusion of Op-
position Politician Kim Dae Jung from
the election of a new President that was
supposed to be held some time next year.

Last week Chun made notable progress

on both fronts. The South Korean Su-

preme Court rejected Kim Jae Kyu’s

appeal of his death sentence, and four

days later he was hanged, along with

four accomplices.

In the meantime, martial law in-

vestigators announced that they had
found evidence to back up their se-

dition charges against Kim Dae Jung,

which conceivably could make him li-

able to the death penalty as well. Re-
moving an opposition figure like Kim
from the political scene might be a temp-
tation for a military autocracy in the mak-
ing. But it obviously would do nothing

to relax the explosive tensions in Kwa-
ngju. As the past few weeks have shown
once again, unruly events in South Ko-
rea have a frightening way of taking on
a life of their own. At the height of the

bloodshed and chaos in Kwangju last

week, one university demonstrator shook
his head with fear and disbelief. “This,”

he said, “is something we never
intended.”
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Insurgents patrolling Kwangju in commandeered army vehicles: Afterfour days of battle the city belonged to the demonstrators

ASIA

Rebellion in KoreaA Bloody
P avements glistened with glass—and

blood. Overturned buses smoldered in

the streets. Sniper fire crackled from the

rooftopSi In Kwangju, the riot had turned

into open rebellion. More than 200,000

people surged through the provincial capi-

tal l^t week demanding an end to military

rule in South Korea. At first, bayonet-

wielding paratroops seemed to have an

iron, upper hand, but then the crowd’s rage

boiled over. The protesters commandeered
dozens of vehicles and barreled toward the

troops. They gutted radio and television

stations and occupied public buildings.

They raided government arsenals, seized

thousands of weapons and began firing at

the soldiers. After three days of vicious

street fighting, 61 people had been killed

and 400 wounded—and the army had been

driven out of the shattered city.

It was the worst outbreak of violence in

the country since the Korean War—and an
ominous sign for the generals who muscled
their way to absolute power on May 17. All

last week, the mob’s fury was kept at the

flash point. Military strongman Gen. Chon
Top Hwan installed a puppet Prime Minis-

ter, ousted moderates from the Cabinet and
made a nonentity of President Choi Kyu
Hah, who assumed office after the murder
last autumn of Park Chung Hee. Chon’s
forces also arrested scores of opposition

leaders—including the charismatic Kim
Dae Jung, a native of the Kwangju region.

Despite the uprising, the capital city of

Seoul remained quiet and, barring a revolt

in the armed forces, the martial-law regime

seemed likely to ride out the storm. After

the battle, government negotiators met
with dissidents in an attempt to work out a

compromise and keep the peace. But the

military had not ruled out the use of force.

Troops sealed oflf Kwangju and helicopters

and transport planes moved reinforcements

into the region. With isolated clashes still

The generals make
a ruthless grab

for totalpower—
andfind themselves

facing total chaos,

spreading through the nation’s southern

provinces and tension running high, an-

other all-out confrontation could come at

any time—this one perhaps even bloodier

than the first.

The prospect caused Korea’s most vital

ally, the United States, to urge restraint.

Top officials of the Carter Administration

met at the White House to assess the

upheaval—and to signal General Chon that

his hard-line tactics were not appreciated.

At the same time. State Department
spokesmen reiterated Washington’s com-
mitment to South Korean sovereignty and
warned Kim II Sung’s Communists in the

North not to misjudge the situation. Chon
has been arguing that his extreme measures
were necessary in dealing with dissent be-

cause North Korea was eagerly awaiting

the opportunity to exploit unrest in the

South. But U.S. sources said there was no
evidence of an impending invasion and
many diplomats feel it is in the North’s best

interest to sit tight. “If you were in Pyong-
yang comparing the situation now to a year

ago, you would say things look much bet-

ter,’’ said one Western source. “The South

Korean economy is slowing down, its lead-

er has been assassinated and they can’t get

their act together.”

The nation’s democratic movement may
have taken the heaviest damage. After

Park’s death, most observers agreed. South

Korea had a rare opportunity to break the

military’s iron grip on the government.

But there was no underestimating the te-

nacity of the generals—or their ambitions.

When moderate forces began to push for

an overhaul of Park’s autocratic Yushin
constitution and the scheduling of free

elections, sources say, military leaders pan-
icked. Using the student demonstrations as

a pretext, the generals extended martial

law, closed the universities, clamped down
on the press and pointed to the violence that
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followed as proof that the country still was
not ready for democracy. Said one Korean
intellectual: "It’s a lawless country now.”
The generals were not ready for

Kwangju. Trouble began when troops tried

to hustle students off the campus of Chon-
nam National University with gun butts

and bayonets. Many young people were
kicked and beaten, witnesses said, and some
female students were stripped to their un-

derwear. As the fighting intensified, the

students picked up support. Anti-govern-

ment forces commandeered emergency ve-

hicles—including four armored personnel

carriers—and rammed lines of army para-

troopers. In one incident, demonstrators
drove a bus through a police barricade and
killed four officers. The protestors set fire to

gasoline tanks, overran police posts and
toppled dozens of cars. When guards at a

local military warehouse surrendered,

demonstrators walked away with an awe-
some arsenal of weaponry—rifles, revolv-

ers and a huge stockpile of ammunition.
Government helicopters roared in with

reinforcements as troops tried to beat back
the crowds. Soldiers fired point-blank at

students, witnesses said, and managed to

arrest a number ofdemonstrators. But after

three days the situation was out of control.

Forced to retreat by the mob, soldiers

sought refuge in a prison on the outskirts of

the city and made no attempt to re-enter the

battle area.

Compensation: Throughout the prov-

ince, government forces met stiffresistance.

Demonstrators claimed victory in the port

city of Mokpo, and dissidents in Naju said

they were holding a police station and weap-
ons arsenal. In other towns, the story was the

same. By the time the fighting died down,
Kwangju looked like a war zone. Debris was
scattered across the sidewalks. Some stu-

dents cruised the streets in armored vehicles

while others organized a clean-up campaign
and tried to retrieve arms from civilian

supporters. Of the 3,500 guns handed out

during the battle, only 2,500 were recovered.

Concerned about the aftershocks ofKwang-
ju, the government offered to compensate
the families of the dead and wounded and
reconstruct buildings destroyed in the fight-

ing. Some students pressed demands for a

rollback of martial law but the government
indicated it would not be pushed that far.

Cautioned a spokesman for the regime: “It

must be emphasized that this lawlessness

cannot be tolerated indefinitely.”

The government’s political strategy often

was as heavy-handed as its military moves.

On May 17, Cabinet members were sum-
moned to a meeting at the capitol building

m Seoul. When the ministers arrived, they

saw soldiers lining the steps and corridors.

Prime Minister Shin Hyon-Hwack entered

.he meeting room with Defense Minister

Choo Yoong Bock. Shin rapped his gavel

hree times and Choo announced that the

existing limited declaration of martial law

was being expanded to cover the entire

nation. All Cabinet members were required
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to sign the announcement. “We kept our

mouths quiet,” said Education Minister

Kim Og Kil. “There was no debate.”

For the Cabinet’s silent majority, the rest

was just a formality. A few days later, the

government announced that the minis-

ters—including Prime Minister Shin—had
resigned and were “holding themselves

accountable for the unprecedented social

unrest.” The military asked eleven Cabinet

members to remain but among the unwant-
ed was Kim Og Kil, the only woman in the

group and a respected moderate. President

Choi issued a statement restating his prom-
ise to work for accommodation. But before

theweek was out, Choi tooseemed to be a po-

litical casualty. He temporarily dropped out

ofsight and remained most ofthe time in the

heavily guarded Presidential mansion.

General Chon installed . an innocu-

ous bureaucrat. Park Choong Hoon, as his

new Prime Minister. Park, 61, a former

minister of economic planning and, most
recently, president of the Korean Traders

Association, promised to rebuild public

confidence in government but it was clear

that his main function was to serve as a

front man for the military. “If the present

trend of mistrust should go unchecked, all

our past achievements will be demolished

overnight,” he said. Almost immediately.

Park saw just how deep the divisions in

Korean society had become. He took a

helicopter ride to Kwangju, but had to

turn back when local military leaders

warned that the city was not secure enough
to permit a visit.

Dissidents are fully convinced the new
government has no room for liberalization

on its agenda. Last week, the Supreme
Court upheld the death sentence of Kim
Jae Kyu, the former intelligence chief con-
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Rock-throwing rebel in Kwangju: War zone

victed of assassinating Park Chung Hee.

After the court’s decision, government

sources said that fcim and four of his

associates were hanged. One of Kim’s law-

yers was jailed and the rest of his twenty-

member legal team went into hiding.

The regime’s hunger for harassment

seemed limitless. Security forces shoved

their way into apartments, picked

through personal papers and led pris-

oners away in handcuffs. Prof. Han
Wan Sang, imprisoned under the Park
regime but recently allowed to resume
teaching sociology at Seoul National

University, was among those snagged

in the roundup. When agents came,

Han begged for the right to spend the

night at home. He told officers he was
exhausted from making funeral ar-

rangements for his mother. “I’ll come
tomorrow, if you want,’’ he promised.

“No,” said the officer. “The world has

changed.”

No one understood that better than

Kim Dae Jung. The popular govern-

ment critic had tried in the week prior

to his arrest to calm the restive

students; Seoul had been in turmoil

even before the declaration of martial

law, and Kim publicly urged dissi-

dents to stay out of the streets and
wait for a political response to their

demands. Still, he was one of the first

to be locked up. “They came and took
him away,” said his wife. “There were
many soldiers with guns. They refused

to give any reason why they were
arresting him.”

Later, the government charged that

Kim had paid out huge sums of cash

to finance “a people’s uprising and

overthrow the government”—all in order

to grab power for himself. Last week,

Kim’s whereabouts were unknown. He
may face a trial for sedition and a possible

death sentence.

Arrest: Two other major political figures

had troubles of their own. Liberal dissident

Kim Young Sam was accused of planning

to advance his campaign for democracy
with “extreme violence.” When he refused

to cancel a press conference, Kim was
placed under virtual house arrest. Kim
Chong Pil, a Park-era Prime Minister who
only lately came out for liberalization, was
charged with “illicit accumulation of a

fortune.” As the regime saw it, however,

Kim’s most serious “crime” was his new
habit of “fighting against the government.”

From Chon’s point of view, disagree-

ment is not far removed from disloyalty.

His friends are career soldiers who studied

with him at the Korean Military Academy,
rose to power under Park—and assumed
they would one day run the country. In

December, they engineered a coup and
began the transfer of nearly a hundred
generals. Outsiders were given insignificant

posts while old colleagues filled the impor-

tant spots. As a result, analysts say. Chon
has detractors in the ranks as well as in the

streets. Says one Korean politician: “He
has so many enemies in the military he

would not feel secure without total power.”
When last week’s uprising broke out. Chon
began changing his residence almost every

night. Only select members of the inner

circle know where he stays.

Although civil unrest has demanded

most of the government’s attention, there is

another hot spot on the home front: the

economy. Chon’s power play has rattled

overseas investors when Korea needs for-

eign capital most. Even before the unrest

many executives were uneasy. Korea no

longer is a source of low-cost labor—wages

have doubled in the last three years—and,

with inflation running well over 20 per cent,

workers can be expected to continue their

demands for higher pay. In addition, the

country has a shortage of natural resources

and an abundance of labor unrest. The
national treasury needs more than $2 bil-

lion from private banks—and the chaotic

political situation is going to make those

loans hard to come by. “The Koreans will

probably scrape by this year by drawing

down their reserves,” said an American
banker. “But if the situation is not resolved,

1981 will be a disaster.”

Events in Korea have alarmed Washing-
ton. Since Park’s assassination, the Carter

Administration has encouraged Seoul to

keep the lines ofcommunication open to the

dissidents, and theWhite House did not hide

its displeasure with the way Chon handled

the Kwangju affair. The only encouraging

sign, officials said, was that Chon notified

the United States he was pulling troops out

of installations in the North—something
the general neglected to do last December
when the military organized its coup. Wash-
ington told North Korea last week that it

was not reneging on its treaty obligations to

the South and dispatched two airborne com-
mand planes to Seoul to prove the point.

Officials in Washington say all they can do is

hope that Chon will work his way out ofthis

period ofdomestic crisis. “In the last analy-

sis,” said one source, “this is a Korean
problem.”

Solving the problem won’t be easy.

Although last week’s violence was con-

fined to Cholla province, there were
protests in other parts of the country

—

and signs of more difficulties ahead.

Reporters for papers in Seoul walked
off their jobs to protest government
censorship. There was a mass resigna-

tion by opposition members in the Na-
tional Assembly and many ofthe politi-

cians already have gone underground.
If Chon continues to stifle dissent,

more outbursts like the one in

Kwangju seem certain. With activists

sitting on top of a weapons stockpile,

the fighting could be even more deadly

than before. Some analysts even worry
that the episode will end in outright

civil war—or, more likely, the estab-

lishment of a right-wing dictatorship

even more brutal than Park’s. For
those who still dream of freedom, one
dissident said, there is only one hope:
that the country endures yet another
coup—this one by leaders who are

unafraid of democracy.

FRED BRUNING with ANDREW NAGORSKl
in Seoul and CHRISTOPHER MA in Washington

UPl

General Chon, Kim Chong Pil, Kim Dae Jung:
Liberalization was not on the regime’s agenda

Orion Press—Katherine Young Joong Ang llbo
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A Tradition of Dissent
I

n 1919, they sparked the independence
movement that ultimately drove the Jap-

anese occupation forces from the Korean
peninsula. In 1960, they took to the streets

to topple the creaky Administration of

President Syngman Rhee. Now, in their

latest season of dissent and discontent,

Korea’s students are on the march once
more. Their massive pro-democratic dem-
onstrations prompted the recent seizure of

power by the military—and proved once
again that while they don’t always get their

way, the students are the prime movers of

Korean political change. “The students of

Korea have a mission that no other group
can fulfill,’’ says one Korean journalist in

Seoul. “And that sense of mis-

sion is based on a long history

of dissent.’’

Unlike Western student

radicals, who often seem to

draw strength from their por-

trayal as gadflies and outcasts,

Korean activists trace roots

that run deep in the nation’s

history and Confucian tradi-

tions. As early as the fifteenth

century, students in the Yi
dynasty launched demonstra-

tions to push for political

and economic reforms. Their

fierce loyalty to classmates

gave them unity—and power.

And their leadership in the

anti-colonial struggle against

the Japanese and a long histo-

ry of other nationalist move-
ments has made them popular

heroes.

Legitimacy; Even under the

lockstep regime of Park Chung
Hee, the names of past student

martyrs appeared in textbooks

and their acts of defiance were
held up as patriotic examples.

“In a culture that traces lineages back to the

third century, the sense of that tradition is

extremely strong,’’ says Dr. Soon Young
Yoon, a Korean-American anthropologist.

“There is a strong loyalty to those who have

inspired political movements fordemocracy
or freedom. Ifmy father or mother had par-

ticipated in a popular uprising, I would also

feel the necessity to join one. That gives the

student struggles tremendous legitimacy.”

According to the Koreans’ Confucian

heritage, struggle is not only legitimate but

expected. “Confucian tradition gives a spe-

cial status to the scholar,” says Yoon. “He
is entrusted with the role of guiding soci-

ety.” In Korea, that tradition remains firm-

ly in place; the country never went through

the wrenching reappraisal of Confucianism

as China did under Mao Tse-tung. The
Korean scholar, therefore, enjoys an

unparalleled prestige that eclipses more
immediately influential elites such as the

military, government bureaucracy or busi-

ness. “Education is supposed to bring

enlightenment,” says one Asian academic.

“Having achieved that enlightenment, the

student then has the duty to point the way
for the rest of society.”

Pointing the way took on new impor-

tance under Park’s autocratic rule. Muz-
zled by law and held in check by an elabo-

rate state security apparatus, the press and
opposition parties were essentially unable

to articulate the democratic concerns of the

regime’s opponents. The student move-
ment assumed the mantle of opposition

—

and university activists got away with more
overt political dissent than was ever tolerat-

ed oflT campus. With its complex organiza-

tional structure, the student movement
proved a nightmare for government infil-

trators and intelligence agents; at Seoul

National University alone, there are thir-

teen different colleges each with its own
student government and dozens of reli-

gious, cultural and political clubs. Says

Sukjo Kim, a legal scholar in East Asian

studies at Harvard: “Students are the best

organized and most articulate pressure

group in Korea.”
Support: Students are also listened to in

Korean society. They are not seen as ex-

tremist, they are not considered irresponsi-

ble, and they are not isolated from society.

In fact, the importance of education in

Korea affords campus activists a bedrock of

support that is possibly unparalleled in any
other country. As Yoon puts it: “The stu-

dents tend to pull popular support along

with them, which is why the military estab-

lishment pays attention to them.”
During the heady days since Park’s as-

sassination, many students were convinced
that Korea was back on the road to democ-
racy. President Choi Kyu Hah held out the

hope of widespread liberalization, both on
and off the campus. He appointed Kim Og
Kil, former president of Ewha Women’s
University, as minister of education—and,

while counseling moderation, she prompt-
ly began lifting controls. “People have

been regimented so long,” said Kim. “This
is our best chance, but we should take a

step-by-step approach.” In recent months,
universities readmitted hundreds of stu-

dent activists expelled during the Park
regime (300 at Seoul University alone),

and student groups actually succeeded
in forcing the resignations of some
pro-Park professors and administrators.

Now, of course, Kim is out of a job, and

hundreds of student activists are in jail or

in hiding. “The students are furious,” says

one Korean university president, who free-

ly admits his relief at the military shut-

down of the campuses. “It would be an

awful job trying to contain them if the

universities opened up.” To many Korean
scholars, the current crackdown seemed
ironically reminiscent of two decades ago.

After student rioting had forced out Syng-

man Rhee, then-Gen. Park Chung Hee
used the turmoil that ensued as an excuse

to seize power. Within a year of his take-

over, Park was trying to stamp out campus
dissent—and the students were back in the

streets as a volatile force. Today, that

scenario seems certain to be played out yet

again. “No one expects the students to

simply accept their fate,” says one Western

professor teaching in Seoul. “No matter

how high the risks.”

DOUGLAS RAMSEY with ANDREW NAGORSKI in

Seoul and HELENA JOSHEE in New York

UPl

Riot police break up demonstration at Ewha Women’s University: Scholars with a sense of mission
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Dead and wounded line a Kwangju street, soldiers rounding up demonstrators, bodies ofslain insurgents a waiting identification by relati ves:

ASIA

T hey’re coming! They’re coming!” The
predawn cries galvanized the rebel-

held city of Kwangju, South Korea, last

week. After a tense, six-day standoff, gov-

ernment forces had finally attacked. Insur-

gent leaders broadcast an urgent call to

arms and hastily passed out weapons to

their ragtag army. They never had a fight-

ing chance. With clockwork efficiency, the

troops surrounding Kwangju swept in from
every direction, occupying key points in the

city and surgically eliminating whatever

resistance the rebels could mount. “It was
quick and relatively clean,” said one eye-

77?^ military men
crush a rebellion

in Kwangju and
set up an embryonic

junta in Seoul,

witness. “They didn’t seem to shoot anyone
except people with guns.” In less than two
hours, nearly 300 dissidents were arrested,

nineteen were killed—and the Kwangju
rebellion was smashed.
The crackdown left the armed forces in

undisputed control ofSouth Korea, and the

generals moved to consolidate their power
hy forming what looked suspiciously like a

militaryjunta-in-embryo to run the nation’s

iffairs. Ostensibly an advisory panel, the

15-man Special Committee for National
Security Measures included sixteen top gen-

erals, headed by Lt. Gen. Chon Too Hwan.
!'he move dismayed the Carter Administra-

tion. “Democratization has been given a

setback, there is no doubt about it,” the

President said last weekend. “We are urging

the military and civilian leaders of South
Korea to move as rapidly as possible toward
a completely democratic government.”

Still, no one in Washington expected the

generals to relax their grip anytime soon.

The Kwangju uprising began a fortnight

ago after the government imposed martial

law on the entire country. Hundreds of

thousands of rioting citizens seized control

of the city, the Martial Law Command
moved 18,000 troops into the surrounding

area and the two sides entered into tense

negotiations. Inevitably, the talks broke

down after militant insurgents demanded
Chon’s ouster and the repeal of martial law.

Newsweek’s Andrew Nagorski visited

Kwangju before the assault and found a

besieged but surprisingly united city. After

the army cracked down, he returned to a

very different scene. His report:

Superficially, life in Kwangju quickly

returned to normal. Stores reopened, the

army began to clear away debris and the

government organized a relief program.
“The people are happy now; they are going
back to their jobs,” a young first lieutenant

told me. In fact, there was a climate of fear

and resentment in the city. With some of

the militants still at large—and probably
armed—soldiers had set up machine-gun
nests outside the provincial capital build-

ing, and truckloads of troops armed with

M-16 rifles patrolled the streets.

The same people who had anxiously

sought out foreign reporters during the

siege were suddenly afraid to be seen speak-

ing to one. A medical student came up to

me and said: “The Kwangju affair is still

not over. The people will not forget.” Im-

mediately, a man in a nylon jacket—the

standard uniform of the South Korean
CIA—started shouting at him. Hastily, the

student shook my hand and disappeared.

The generals said they still were commit-

ted to a cautious program of constitutional

reform, culminating in parliamentary elec-

tions by mid- 1981. “We are looking for-

ward to having a constitutional amendment
and holding elections,” General Chon said

during an informal chat with News-

A kick in the head: 'The Kwangju affair is not

Korea’s Day of the Generals
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army acted with clockwork efficiency

;VKHK’s Bernard Krisher. “If the situation

is stabilized in a favorable way, the political

schedule may be carried out [even] earlier

han expected.”

Discontent: Initially, the regime seemed
.oget the order it sought. Despite reports of

ivil disturbances in the port city ofMokpo,
"V4 miles southwest of Kwangju, most of the

ountry was quiet. But by forming the new
;unta, the generals seemed to drag the

ountry still further to the right, opening

he possibility of more violence in the fu-

ure. “The military has the power, the

;uns,^’ said Korean-born Chong-Sik Lee, a

political scientist at the University of Penn-
ylvania. “But you cannot bottle up peo-

>le’s discontent with guns. Anyone with

>olitical experience should know that.”

. . The people will not forget. ’

Another of the Carter Administration’s

fears is that North Korea may somehow
take advantage ofthe unrest in the South. So
far, theevidencesuggests that nothing ofthe

kind is likely. There have been no ominous
movements of Pyongyang’s forces recently.

And during an official visit to Tokyo last

week, China’s Chairman Hua Guofeng said

that the North “will never embark on a

military intervention in the South.” Hua’s

statement could be taken at face value—or

as a highly public signal to the North Kore-

ans that they would not have Chinese sup-

port if they moved their forces across the

38th parallel.

Spiral: The South Koreans seem quite

capable of stirring up their own trouble,

without Northern help. Most analysts fear

that Chon and his inner circle may be trying

to turn the country’s political clock back

twenty years—an aim that would almost

certainly fail in one ofAsia’s most advanced
nations. For the moment, the generals have

at least a chance to halt the recent spiral of

violence. “Chon has time now—until Sep-

tember, while the schools are out,” Lee

predicts. ’’But when the students gather

and have time to think about what hap-

pened, he will face a great many problems.

The students will erupt again, unless Chon
manages to shut the universities altogeth-

er.” Or unless he manages to close the rifts

his policies have helped to open.
JOHN NIELSEN with ANDREW NAGORSKI

and BERNARD KRISHER in Seoul,

FRED COLEMAN in Washington and

JOYCE BARNATHAN in New York

Photos by P Chauvel—Sygma

Much will depend on the

fate of Kim Dae Jung, a popu-

lar opposition leader currently

being held at KCIA headquar-

ters in Seoul. A native of the

Kwangju area, Kim was ar-

rested two weeks ago, after a

wave of student demonstra-

tions that prompted the army
to impose martial law. He faces possible

charges of sedition. “It is said Kim Dae
Jung and his forces instigated the student

demonstrations and the Kwangju riots

from behind,” said General Chon. “Based
on the results of the investigation, he will be

duly treated according to the law.” Convic-

tion could mean a death sentence—and,

most diplomats believe, an angry reaction

among Korea’s students.

South Korea’s lurch to the right put the

Carter Administration in an uncomfortable

position. Despite Washington’s repeated

calls for liberal reform in Seoul, many
Korean dissidents believe that the United

States supports the Chon regime—a belief

the generals seemed anxious to foster. Sev-

eral South Korean newspaper articles sug-

gested that U.S. Ambassador William

Gleysteen understood and approved the

generals’ plans. The U.S. Embassy in Seoul

issued a sharp denial, claiming that the

regime had “distorted” Gleysteen’s reac-

tions and denying that Washington had any

advance notice of the military crackdown.

U.S. officials said they would continue to

press the South Koreans for liberalization.

“For them . . . stepping into the waters of

democracy is like stepping into the waters

off the coast of Maine,” said a State Depart-

ment briefer who asked to be identified only

as a senior U.S. official. “When their ankles

turn blue, they tend to run out. The way to

get used to the water off Maine is to plunge

in, and this might not be a bad way for the

Korean Government to move.”
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Army tanks rolling into Kwangiu after airborne assault troops had recaptured city Soldier confiscating cache of rebel arms

SOUTH KOREA

Ten Days That Shook Kwangju
Paratroopers put down a citizens’ insurrection

As 6,000 people gathered for a peaceful

rally in the main square of the pro-

vincial capital of Kwangju last week, two
gleaming South Korean air force jets

arced across the city, made several pass-

es over the demonstrators, then disap-

peared. The reconnaissance flyover was
the first signal that South Korea’s mil-

itary was preparing to break the rebel sei-

zure of Kwangju. For nine days the city

had been under the control of some 200
dissident students who had led a full-scale

citizens’ insurrection, seizing all govern-

ment buildings and most police stations.

For nine days, several thousand troops

that had been withdrawn from the cen-

ter of the city were poised at the outskirts.

Other troops, including three crack para-

trooper brigades, had been dispatched to

encircle the city. On the tenth day this

small army, totaling 17,000 men, finally

moved into the troubled city.

At 3:30 a.m. Kwangju’s 800,000 cit-

izens were awakened by the screech of

tank treads and the flutter of helicopters

flying in assault formations over the city’s

roofs. Paratroopers armed with machine
guns, stun grenades and handguns
stormed rebel strongholds in the provin-

cial government offices, the tourist hotel,

the local radio station and the city park.

The rebels fought back with carbines, pis-

tols and M16 rifles they had seized from
government arsenals. But the civilian

youths were scarcely a match for the crack
airborne troops. In less than two hours
the soldiers had secured Kwangju. As the

sun rose over the city, troopers fanned out

into the streets to collar every youngster

in sight as a suspected rebel. Hundreds
of insurgents were arrested. Officially, 19

were killed in the fighting; according to

townspeople, the toll may actually have
exceeded 100.

Outside the sandbagged government
office building, hundreds of women
queued up to try to identify the bodies

of 16 fallen rebels displayed in open
coffins. The corpse of a Protestant

minister. Moon Jun Choi, was also found
in a small building where the reb-

els had deposited thousands of their

weapons. Hospitals, meanwhile, were
overcrowded with wounded; some had
been shot in the legs because the

paratroopers had been ordered to

aim low and avoid killing if possible.

The army assault on Kwangju cli-

maxed a wave of civil turmoil that has
shaken the country more seriously than
any other in the past two decades. The
trouble began three weeks ago, when stu-

dents in Seoul staged a series of demon-
strations. The protests were directed

against the martial law that has been in ef-

fect ever since the assassination of Pres-

ident Park Chung Hee last October, and
against the failure of the weak govern-

ment of interim President Choi Kyu Hah
to produce democratic reforms. The mil-

itary-backed regime—dominated by the

country’s emerging strongman, Lieut.

General Chun Du Hwan, head of the De-
fense Security Command as well as act-

ing chief of the Korean CIA—responded

Mourning a relative at city morgue

Hundreds queued up to identify the bodies.
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World
with a far-reaching crackdown. It closed

all 212 universities, detained hundreds of
student militants, and arrested leading po-

litical figures, notably Kim Dae Jung, a
dissident leader and a popular native son
of Kwangju’s province. At that, the city

rose up in revolt, and angry demonstra-
tions took place in more than a dozen
neighboring towns.

The government tried to pin the

blame for the violence on Communists
and other “impure elements” but, ac-

cording to most accounts, the armed forc-

es themselves encouraged the rioting by
overreacting. Only a handful of the es-

timated 290 dead were soldiers. The rest

were civilians, shot down by the mil-

itary. Eyewitnesses told Time Correspon-
dent Edwin Reingold that soldiers had
beaten and shot civilians indiscriminate-

ly. Said one American resident: “Anybody
in the soldiers’ way was beaten mer-
cilessly. When they saw the injured lying

in the street, the soldiers beat them
again.” The American saw paratroopers

shoot and kill a mother and her five-year-

old child. When he shouted in protest,

“Why are you doing this?” a soldier yelled

back, “This is Korea, not America.” A
policeman who had changed into civil-

ian clothes and joined the rebellion ex-

plained, “We couldn’t stand to watch
our own people be slaughtered. We’re
against Communism, but we’re also

against dictatorship.”

F ollowing the recapture of Kwangju,
government leaders called for nation-

al unity and “a healing of the tragic

scars.” The martial law command char-

acterized the military assault as a be-

nevolent move “to relieve the suffering

of innocent citizens” in Kwangju. The
government made a show of ordering

generous relief payments to residents of
Kwangju, including compensation to peo-

ple whose homes or businesses were
damaged in the fighting.

Hopes for democratic reform any time
soon appeared to have dwindled in the

wake of the Kwangju rebellion. Increas-

ingly anxious about the stability of one
of its most valued allies in the Pacific,

the U.S. urged Seoul to take steps “to-

ward the establishment ofa broadly based

civilian government.” Instead the gen-

erals heading the country’s martial-law

regime announced the establishment of

a powerful junta-like Special Committee
for National Security Measures, consist-

ing of eight civilians and 17 generals,

notably Lieut. General Chun. The gov-

ernment claimed the junta was “not a
decision-making or legislative organiza-

tion but an advisory committee to the

President, aimed at deliberating various

state affairs relating to national security.”

Oldtimers in Seoul thought otherwise.

Many likened it to the Supreme Council
for National Reconstruction created by
the late President Park Chung Hee to

consolidate his own power after his 1961

military takeover.

IRAN

Pistol-Packin* Parliament
A new Majlis meets amidfresh efforts tofree the J

I
t was variously hailed as “the birth of Is-

lamic justice” and the “fruition of the

blood of the revolution’s martyrs.” At the

bidding of the Muslim clergy, tens of thou-
sands of Iranians last week took to their

rooftops to herald its coming. Next morn-
ing, 17 months after the revolution that

drove the toppled Shah into exile, the first

session of the new Iranian parliament, the

Majlis, convened in the capital of Teh-
ran. It was symptomatic of the country’s

volatile political climate that most of the

213 newly elected representatives arrived

with personal bodyguards. Some even car-

ried their own weapons.
The archrivals of the Islamic regime

—President Abolhassan Banisadr and
Ayatullah Seyyed Mohammed Beheshti,

leading member of the Revolutionary
Council—were assigned adjacent seats in

the front of the ornate red-and-gold

chamber, the size of a movie theater.
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Ayatullah Beheshti and his rival, President Banisadr, at the opening of pail

It was symptomatic ofthe political climate that most arrived with bod\

They scarcely looked at each other dur-

ing the ceremony, which began with rec-

itations from the Koran and a boys’

choir chanting revolutionary songs. The
ailing Ayatullah Ruhollah Khomeini, 80,

spiritual leader of Iran’s revolution, did

not attend; he dispatched his son, Se-

yyed Ahmed, to deliver his inaugural

message, warning against “plotters” from
either the U.S. or the Soviet Union and
stressing the need to purge the parlia-

ment of any “leanings to either the right

or the left.” Then, in the best tradition

of the stridency that has marked public

life in Iran since the Shah’s overthrow,

one of the mullahs jumped to his feet

and shouted: “Hail to Khomeini! Hail

to the martyrs!” The other representatives

took up the refrain with gusto.

It was apparent to all that the par-

liament was coming into being at a time

when Iran could hardly have faced grav-

er problems: a dangerously deteriorating

economy, mounting internal strife, and
•growing international isolation. In his

own address, Banisadr emphasized Iran’s

not be forthcoming!

In other quarters f

win the release of th<

naught. A ruling byll

Court of Justice at Til

was violating internatil

immediately terminatl

tention” was called ml
ran. Syrian Diploma

f

member of the short-1

1

sion that had been foil

the former Shah's reigl

ran to lobby for a re>|

tive on behalf of U.N.|
Kurt Waldheim.

More ambitious

Austrian Chancellor I

Swedish Social Democl
Olof Palme and Spanil

ers Party Leader Felil

flew to Iran to talk

other government offi|

sible “fact-finding” n|

his way home, Kreislj

gard to the hostages til

its “deep criticism clean
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Boston’s birthday party

An unidentified 3-masted schooner sails past the aircraft carrier

John F. Kennedy In Boston Harbor as sailing craft gather for the Parade
of Tall Ships, the beginning of a summer-long celebration of Boston’s

350th anniversary. The Kennedy will serve as the official review ship for

the parade. The hoopla centers on Sept. 21, the actual anniversary of the

city's founding. (UPI)

U.S. denies

link to ROK
crackdown
SEOUL (AP) — Diplomatic

sources on Friday accused the
head of the Korean Central Intel-

ligence Agency of lying to the
Korean press about the U.S. role

in a military crackdown here.

A well-informed diplomatic
source said Lt. Gen Chun Doo
Hwan, who is defense security
commander and acting director of

the KCIA. told Korean editors and
publishers a few days after the
May 17 crackdown that the United
States knew about it in advance.

“That simply was not true and
Chun knew it.” said the source,
who declined to be identified.

The U.S- Embassy, meanwhile,
issued a statement claiming some
Korean newspapers “seriously

distorted” the U.S. role in the

crackdown by saying that Ameri-
can officials knew about it ahead
of time and approved of it.

The statement also cited several
recent instances in which South
Korea took policy actions which
caught the United States unaware,
including an “internal coup" led

by Chun in December that de-

posed a group of “moderate"
generals.

Western diplomatic sources said

the embassy statement reflected

the exasperation within President

Carter’s administration over Ko-

rean generals’ increasing reach

for power in South Korea.
The military extended martial

law and arrested political oppo-

nents May 17 in response to mas-
sive student demonstrations de-

manding free elections and demo-
cratic reforms.
The government announced

formally on Saturday another
move to consolidate military
control of the affairs of state— the

establishment of a junta-like

council dominated by generals.

In Washington, the adminis-
tration urged South Korea on
Friday 'that democracy was the

best way to protect the country's
long-term security.

A senior official acknowledged
that influencing the East Asian
ally, which is moving toward rule

by army generals, is “a delicate

matter.”
But he said the United States is

persisting in the view that politi-

cal liberalization goes hand-in-

hand with security.

He said the administration did

not intend to use “clumsy meth-
ods" to achieve its objectives.

But. he said, the U.S. views had
been conveyed to South Korea “in

every way that we can.”

The embassy statement in Seoul

saidU.S. AmbassadorWilliam Gley-
Steen had been kept ignorant of

plans to arrest political figures

and student protest leaders and
learned of the meeting at which
the decision was made to extend

martial law only 30 minutes
before the meeting was held. The
statement added. "There was no

mention of intended arrest of

political leaders.”
TTie statement said some news-

(Continued on Page 2, Col. 4)
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Jobless

funds may
run dry

WASHINGTON (AP) — About
600.000 jobless auto workers, ex-

servicemen and former federal

employees may find their unem-
ployment checks cut off pre-
maturely next week because of

Congress’ battle over its new
federal budget.
Labor Department officials say

payments will come to an imme-
diate halt for at least two weeks,
and possibly much longer, begin-

ning next Wednesday, when a spe-

cial jobless benefit fund runs out

of money.
Checks can be resumed only

after Congress approves a Carter
administration request for an

.

additional $1.1 billion to keep the

fund solvent through Sept. 30.

Department officials do not

expect Congress to begin taking

up the matter until next Wednes-
day at the earliest. By that time,

the Federal Unemployment Bene-
fit Account — known as FUBA —
will be exhausted. And once the

system shuts down, it will take a
week or two after congressional

action to resume the flow of

checks.

“It will be a logistical night-

mare.” said one department offi-

cial.

Regular state unemployment
insurance benefits that now are
going out to an estimated 3.3

million jobless Americans are not
affected by FUBA's problem.
The people who are in jeopardy

include 334,000 workers — mostly
in the auto industry — who have
lost their jobs because of foreign

competition. 190,000 former feder-

al and postal employees and
servicemen who are ineligible for

regular state unemployment in-

surance, 73,000 former CETA
public service job holders, and
3.000 loggers in California who
lost their jobs when the Redwoods
National Park was expanded in

1978.

Payments average nearly $100 a

week and are distributed either

weekly or every other week by
slate unemployment offices,

which receive their money from
Washington.

The prospect of a depleted fund
is particularly threatening to the

unemployed federal workers, ex-

servicemen and former CETA
workers, because the checks may
be their only source of income.

The money crunch developed
because the Labor Department,
its budget reauest *' f'nryorocc tp

U.S. denies

link to ROK
crackdown
% From Page 1

papers suggested that Gleysteen
had expressed “understanding”
or “approval" of the crackdown
in a May 23 meeting with South
Korean lawmakers.

“This is a serious distortion of

what he said," the statement said.

"In discussing the event of May 17

(at the meeting), the ambassador
first said he reserved judgment on
the need for emergency martial
law and tough measures to deal

with the student demonstrations.

“He then expressed strong dis-

approval of the arrest of political

leaders, the closing of the Nation-
al Assembly and general political

crackdown thereafter.

“He reminded assemblymen
that these views were reflected in

comments by the official State
Department spokesman in Wash-
ington May 18,” the statement
said.

The statement singled out no
Korean leaders by name and the
embassy press spokesman, Nor-
man Barnes, refused to elaborate
on it, saying he was “not going to

push this thing further."

However, a well-informed West-
ern source said the statement in

effect accused Chun of lying to the
press about Gleysteen’s state-
ments.

The May 17 edict gave the

military near-absolute power in

the conduct of governmental
affairs and triggered new and
more violent demonstrations in-

cluding the bloody nine-day rebel-

lion in the southern city of

Kwangju, which ended last Tues-
day with paratroopers taking the
city away from the insurgents.

At least 290 persons are be-

lieved to have died in the

Kwangju incident, the worst civil

disturbance in South Korea's
modern history.

The embassy statement was
delivered personally to most of

Seoul's local news media offices

by press officer Barnes and an
aide. A source said that step was
intended to impress on the Ko-
reans the importance which the

embassy placed on the subject.

“This is not an entirely new
situation — the Korean generals
not telling the Americans what
they're up to — but it’s worse now
than it has ever been," said the

source.

Jordan
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but said the youths could not have
had time to shoot Jordan.

Police spokesman Dan Gibson
said Mrs. Coleman was driving

Jordan to the Marriott Inn about 2

a.m. when they stopped at a red
light 2Vi miles from the motel.
“Apparently they the youths

were having a good time in the

car,” Gibson said. “They looked
over and saw a black-on-white

situation and made some racial

overtones. As the light changed,
they took off ahead of Mrs.
Coleman."
The police spokesman said the

youths pulled into the parking lot

of a fast-food restaurant and
would not have had time to get to

the motel ahead of Jordan.
“We still feel there was not

conspiracy involved,” Gibson
said.

Police Capt. Gary Lotter said

the motorcyclist, who had his

rifles wired to his bike, was
arrested Sevprp* * the

divorced four times, had not given

them full cooperation. She has
refused to identify or help them
locate her “current boyfriend," he

said.

But police spokesman Dan
Gibson said the department had
dropped its theory the attack was
a "domestic matter” and believed

it was carried out by one man.
acting alone, probably on impulse.

President (barter said he believ-

ed the attack on Jordan “was an
assassination attempt” — an
assessment shared by Dr. Joseph

Lowery of Atlanta, president of

the Southern Chrisian Leadership

Conference, and the Rev. Jesse

Jackson, leader of Operation

PUSH in Chicago.

Lowery said “a Klan mentality”

was responsible for the shooting

and it did not matter whether or

not there was a conspiracy.

Jackson said he thought there was
a “hit list” of people who take a

strong stand on civil rights.

Dr. Dong Hwan Moon (left), a professor at Hankuk Theological

Seminary In Seoul, shakes hands with William Sloan Coffin Jr„ senior

minister at Riverside Church In New York City, following a memorial

service held for victims of martial law In Korea. Moon spoke to the

congregation about the state of unrest in his country. (AP)


